
ST. CHRISTOPHER’S PANANIA JRLFC Inc.

CLUB CHAMPIONSHIPS

Mini Junior International All Grades

2004 1985 1992 1982 1982 1991
2005 1987 2000 1984 1983 2002
2006 1989 2002 1985 1985

1990 2005 1989 1989
1991 2006 1993 1990

COMPETITIONS WON BY AGE / GRADE

U7 / N Grade 1970, 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977 (Res), 1982, 1987, 1992, 2001, 2005,
2008 (Div 2)

U8 / M Grade 1967, 1972, 1976, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1993, 2006
U9 / L Grade 1966, 1968, 1989, 1990, 1994, 1996 (Res), 2010 (Div 2)
U10 / K Grade 1969, 1970, 1976, 1980 (Res), 1984, 1985, 1988, 1990, 1995, 1999 (Res),

2000 (Res), 2003 (Res), 2008
U11 / J Grade 1980 (Res), 1985, 1989, 1991, 1992, 1996 (Res), 2009 (Div 3)
U12 / I Grade 1976, 1978, 1985, 1986, 1988, 1989, 1991, 1997, 2013 (Div 2)
U13 / H Grade 1972, 1973, 1980 (Res), 1986, 1989, 1990, 1998, 2010
U14 / G Grade 1987
U15 / F Grade 1988, 1991, 1994, 2000
U16 / E Grade 2001
U17 / D Grade 1985, 1990, 1991, 1995, 1998
U18
U19

2002
2011, 2012

C Grade
A Res (Div 1)

1978, 1983, 1991, 1993, 1996, 2000, 2005
2013

A Grade 2002, 2006, 2008

PREMIERSHIPS WON BY YEAR

1965 Nil 1990 L, K, H and D Grades
1966 L Grade 1991 J, I, F, D and C Grades
1967 M Grade 1992 N and J Grades
1968 L Grade 1993 M and C Grades
1969 K Grade 1994 U9 and U15
1970 N and K Grades 1995 U10 and U17
1971 N Grade 1996 U9 (Res), U11 (Res) and C Grade
1972 M and H Grades 1997 U12
1973 N and H Grade 1998 U13 and U17
1974 Nil 1999 U10 (Res)
1975 N Grade 2000 U10 (Res), U15 and C Grade
1976 M, K and I Grades 2001 U7 and U16
1977 N Reserve 2002 U18 and A Grade
1978 I and C Grades 2003 U10 (Res)
1979 Nil 2004 Nil
1980 K (Res), J (Res) and H (Res) 2005 U7 and C Grade
1981 Nil 2006 U8 and A Grade
1982 N Grade 2007 Nil
1983 C Grade 2008 U7 (Div 2), U10 and A Grade
1984 K Grade 2009 U11 (Div 3)
1985 M, K, J, I and D Grades 2010 U9 (Div 2), U13
1986 M, I and H Grades 2011 U19
1987 N and G Grades 2012 U19
1988 M, K, I and F Grades 2013 U12 (Div 2), A Res (Div 1)
1989 M, L, J, I and H Grades
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PREMIERS 2013

U12 Div 2 and A Reserve Div 1

Under 12 Division 2 Premiers

A Reserve Division 1 Premiers
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE – 2013

President: John Grealy
Vice President: Jon D’Astoli
Secretary: Trevor Warner

Treasurer: Ken Slattery
Ground Manager: Craig Jordan
General Duties: Grant Hanratty

Sponsorship: Tim Bailey

DELEGATES TO THE JUNIOR LEAGUE 2013

Trevor Warner and John Grealy Jon D’Astoli (Alternate)

TEAM OFFICIALS: COACHES, MANAGERS and TRAINERS - 2013

TEAM COACH MANAGER TRAINERS
A Grade Paul Kavanagh Dee Williams Alan Wren, Jarret Boyd

Chris Keenan Stuart Clift
A Res Willie Talau Scott Simpson Chris Vella, Dave Wylie

Ross Kendall Paul Colquhoun (FAO)
U19-2 Peter Mannering Jason Nagle Grant Hanratty (FAO)

Steve Bennell (FAO)
U16-1 Shane Kennedy John Clay Adam Sader, Dave Harrington (FAO)
U15-1 Nathan Sellings Kirsten Wilson (FAO) Wayne Hanratty, Lee Donovan

Natalie Bryant (FAO)
U14-1 Tim Reardon Paul Griffith Darren Boland, Carlos Contreras

Dave Muscat (FAO)
U13-2 Adam McDonald Bryan Hannigan Shane Garvey, Ben Samuel
U13-3 James Martin John Maarbani Paul Ellison, Tom Quine, Tim Bailey (FAO)
U12-2 Scott Whyte James Quintal Dave Raish, Dave Wylie
U11-1 Michael Mulvihill Raelene Davidson Conor Davidson, Liam Mulvihill
U10-2 Jon D’Astoli Adrian Ghilardi Paul Forrester
U9-1 Steve Moloney Nerissa Bailey Shane Kennedy, Michael Ceissman
U9-3 Brian Rodoreda Paula Sleiman Mark Field
U8 Blue Tim Millar Chris Zanbaka Charlie Assaf, Mark Boyne
U8 White John Maarbani Noah Alkhair Anthony Sahyoun
U8 Green Sam Chami Graham McCutcheon Michael Cutrupi
U7 Blue Daniel Stone Grant Hanratty Trent Colquhoun
U7 White Jodi Raish Kellie Stapleton Dean Stapleton
U7 Green Matt Kovalik Kelly Kovalik Michael Allworth
U6 Blue Steve Burke Antony Gitsham Kelli-Ann Forrester
U6 White Steve Klem Andrew Martin Michael Ceissman
U6 Gold Peter Munn Laura Phillips Dave Prior, Gary Phillips

GROUND FIRST AID OFFICERS 2013

Craig Jordan, Tim Bailey, Maureen Parnell, Dave Harrington, Grant Hanratty

GEAR STEWARD 2013

John Grealy

CANTEEN MANAGER 2013

Jane Grealy
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PAST COMMITTEES

Year President Vice-President Secretary Treasurer

1965 Jack Madden Ron Smith Jim O'Meara

1966 Jack Madden Ron Smith Jim O'Meara

1967 Jim O'Meara Ron Smith John Squires

1968 Jim O'Meara Ron Smith John Squires

1969 Jack Madden Ron Smith Alan McCabe

1970 Jack Madden Jim McGrath Ray Doyle

1971 Ed Byron Jim McGrath Greg Pearce

1972 Reg McDonald John Hudson John Hudson

1973 Noelene Byron Betty McDonald John Hudson

1974 Dick O'Grady Pat Fitzgerald Keith Divall

1975 Dick O'Grady Pat Fitzgerald Keith Divall

1976 Frank Aaron - John Woods

1977 Pat Fitzgerald John Woods Dick O'Grady

1978 Neil Shields John Woods -

1979 Frank McGrath Doug Hyland John Woods Mick Stewart

1980 Frank McGrath Pat Farrell John Woods Mick Stewart

1981 Frank McGrath Pat Farrell John Woods Mick Stewart

1982 Frank McGrath Neil McKenzie Jan Williams Mick Stewart

1983 Frank McGrath Neil McKenzie John Coates Max Pavey

1984 Peter Watson Peter Berg John Coates Max Pavey

1985 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Peter Watson

1986 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Mick Stewart

1987 Bruce Taylor Peter Berg John Coates Alan French

1988 Phil Newton Kevin Dredge John Coates Alan French

1989 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Alan French

1990 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1991 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1992 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1993 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin John Coates Dennis McCroary

1994 Phil Newton Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke

1995 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke

1996 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring John Burke

1997 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring Terry Hickey

1998 Ken Hanratty Allan Sherwin Peter Waring Terry Hickey

1999 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Peter Waring Terry Hickey

2000 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Dave Reynolds Terry Hickey

2001 Ken Hanratty Peter Raper Dave Reynolds Terry Hickey

2002 Peter Raper Alan Wren Dave Reynolds John Grealy

2003 Peter Raper Alan Wren Dave Reynolds John Grealy

2004 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery

2005 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery

2006 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Peter Yasbek Ken Slattery

2007 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2008 John Grealy Paul Colquhoun Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2009 John Grealy Scott Simpson Trevor Warner Ken Slattery

2010 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery

2011 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery

2012 John Grealy Jon D’Astoli Craig Jordan Ken Slattery
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

2013 - a big year! 332 registered players spread across 22 teams: 91 players in nine mini teams;
73 in five mod teams and 168 in eight international teams - our biggest numbers on record!
There were some really pleasing features in these figures:

 three under 6s, 7s and 8s which will roll into healthy mod numbers for the future;

 maximum numbers in our 15s, 16s, 19s, A Reserve and A Grade and

 for the first time in many years, three senior sides including double A Grades!

This many players brings its own traumas. First up, the 12s - not enough for two full teams, but
too many for one! Fortunately the 13s numbers weren’t great either, so with a bit of massaging
we ended with quality 12-2s, 13-3s and 13-2s. Next the seniors. The A Grade had been forming
since early January and had thirty players on the books. Our U19s from 2012 were rolling into an
U21s competition, as advertised by the SCC. Unfortunately that didn’t eventuate which meant
we had a full squad ready to go, but nowhere to play. Eventually, with a bit of massaging again,
we settled them in as an A Reserve. It all sounds so easy now, but at the time, many
discussions!!

Anyway, let’s look at the season. For the first time, all minis were non-competitive. I’m not sure
this has the effect it’s supposed to, but we just have to accept it. Results wise, it wasn’t great
and our U8 Greens would have been the only team to make the semis if they still had them.
However, the aim is for the players to have fun while learning the fundamentals of the game - so
a definite ‘mission accomplished’ on that! Hint for next season - more defensive drills as some of
the game scores resembled Holden Cup games!

The mod ages (U9s to 12s) were a great success. Both 9s made the semis, the 11s made the final
and the 12-2s were crowned ‘Premiers’. They had been the benchmark all season and
thoroughly deserved their win. Well done to Scott, James, the Daves and all the boys. These mod
years are when we maximise your skills so you’ll be enjoying more success in future years.

Mixed results for our international teams. Both 13s made the grand finals, but unfortunately
went down in the big one. I’m sure they enjoyed the experience and will be better for it. Our 14s
looked like making a real go of their first year in the SCC, but dropped the ball in the last few
weeks to miss the semis. Our 15s and 16s didn’t reach expectations, however they both played
in Division 1 and did have excuses. The 15s lost all momentum in the middle of the year with five
weeks off for various reasons while the 16s lost key players to season ending injuries just when
they were starting to gel. I am pleased to report that both sides finished their seasons well and
will be back next year.

The new kids on the block were the 19s - a real mixture that seemed to click from the start,
eventually settling in Division 2. They beat both grand finalists during the rounds and were
specials if they got a crack, but some ‘surprise’ losses by the top three sides in the last round
meant they couldn’t make the semis. The A Grade had re-built from last year and started the
season well. Unfortunately injuries and disappearances cut the squad from 25 to about 14 by
season end and we missed the semis.

So once again we crowded into Belmore for the last game in the district. The pressure was on to
see if we could get an international premiership. The majority of our players were boys from our
winning 19s of the last two seasons and once again, they delivered! In a tough game, we were
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never in doubt and ran out easy winners for three straight!! Well done to Willie, Simmo, Killer,
Chris, Dave, Paul and all the boys who will be the nucleus of our A grades for years to come.

Socially, it was another successful season. The ball had 170 attend which was another record.
Great work Paula and Anne. Numbers were down at the Golf Day and that disappoints me
because every year, every person that goes says what a great day it was. The Kids Disco was also
a success, although the fireworks made the Diggers ‘extra cozy!’

Now for the thank you’s:

 Our generous sponsors;

 Our coaches, trainers and managers (all 86 of them)

 The canteen manager Jane Grealy and all the people who helped on game day especially

Raelene Davidson for her help on Sundays;

 New girl Sue Hannigan for her sensational work with our newsletter, the best in the

district!;

 Ken Hanratty for our team photos and updating the Club house honour boards;

 Antony Gitsham and Slats for organising the Golf Day;

 Paula Sleiman and Anne Simpson for the Ball;

 Kirsten Wilson, Natalie Bryant and Raelene Davidson for the Kid’s Disco;

 Our team of Ground first aiders; and

 Tim Millar and Grant Hanratty for organizing the Junior Presentation.

Finally, thanks to our Committee of Trevor Warner, Jon D’Astoli, Ken Slattery, Craig Jordan, Tim
Bailey and Grant Hanratty. There’s a lot to do, but we got through it again! Well done. Tim
retires after 3 years of good work in sponsorship, first aiding and ‘handymanning’. Thanks.

See you all in 2014.

GO THE SAINTS

John Grealy
President
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

Wow, what an effort by the 12-2’s and A Reserves. Both won outstanding grand finals, both were beaten
only once during the regular competition and both had outstanding man of the match performances by
Lachie Jordan and Wilson Faanoi.

The effort by the A Reserves in winning three completions back to back is fantastic and a tribute to many
of the boys who have been with the Club more than 10 years. Congratulations guys, let’s add to this and
build a dynasty.

Let’s not forget our two under 13 teams, also grand finalists however unfortunately not winners on the
day. A fantastic effort more so when you consider 5 boys in the 13-3’s were playing a year above their
age.

It takes the effort of many to build successful teams. To the coaching staff and others, thank you for your
time, patience and the guidance given to each of your squads this year. Seven or just on 50% of teams
eligible for semi-finals made them: U9-1s, 9-3s, 11-1s, 12-2s, 13-2s, 13-3 and A-Res. The minis were
wonderful to watch. In time they will grow in confidence and bring even greater strength to the Club.

Off the field we enjoyed a Kids’ Disco at the Diggers, the dinner dance attended by record numbers and a
golf day. A big thank you to all who contributed to the organisation of these great events.

It takes considerable time and expense to be successful. This year the Club had 22 teams on the park, 7
more than 2009 when we fielded only 15 teams. Significant growth yes, but only achieved through the
outstanding Club culture that made St Christopher’s the club of choice on this side of the railway tracks.

To our sponsors and every parent that made the time to sell raffle tickets, we couldn’t do it without you.
My biggest thanks go to Jane Grealy who for many years has run the canteen. From the pre-season to the
very end game at Bill Delauney, Jane makes things work. Long days, sore legs, but no complaints. Jane, I
take my hat off to you.

Finally to the committee. In simple terms no committee no club. These guys put in many hours to give
your kids a game of footy and despite what a lot believe do it for love. Thanks guys you should all be very
proud.

And the last word goes to the big bloke, thanks isn’t enough. I know you love it. I know you get
frustrated, but truly you make the Club and I can’t think of a single person who would disagree with me.

2013 was a success on every front. 2014 can be even better.

Yours in sport

Trevor Warner
Secretary
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CLUB SPONSORS

Thank you to all the wonderful sponsors who have supported us.
We hope to see you all again in 2014.

Richard’s Quality Meats

Revesby Dental Centre

MRM Logistics

A. Line Plumbing and Drainage

Paul Swibel Electrical

Goop Guys

Urban Fencing

S. Wilson & Associates

PAA Air Conditioning & Electrical Services

Corporate Impressions

Barber Crew

The Safety Depot
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PLAYER ACHIEVEMENTS

HOLDEN CUP (U20s)

St George: Taylor Brown
South Sydney: Jeremy Fuller

Bulldogs: David Minute, Luke Vella

JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS 2013

SG Ball Roosters: Tom Grealy
Harold Matthews Bulldogs: Liam Mulvihill, Brandan Sua

Harold Matthews Tigers: Conor Davidson
Harold Matthews SWSA: Jacob Sua

JUNIOR DEVELOPMENT SQUADS 2013

U17 Bulldogs: Conor Davidson, Brandan Sua,
U15 Bulldogs: Scott Hannigan, Fatu Togagae, Brendon Dravet,

Devante Faanoi, Josh Cavanagh, Damien Rowles
U14 Bulldogs: Luke Reardon, Jack Ryan

10 YEAR PLAYERS 2013

Ryan Murray, Chris Slattery, Mark Harb, Paul Kitiona,
Tom Swiderski, Nathan Boland, Adam Griffith

PLAYER AWARDS 2012

INTERNATIONAL PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Jeremy Fuller

MOD PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Bodie Bradford

MINI PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Trent Bailey

PRESIDENT’S TROPHY
Gary Stone

PAUL BURKE TROPHY
Liam Mulvihill

ROGER STONE TROPHY
Daniel Stone

TODD COOPER TROPHY
Dane Loutsos

BILL BERKLEY TROPHY
Ethan Burke

ANTHONY BERG TROPHY
Jack Hanratty
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PAST PLAYER AWARD RECIPIENTS

MINI, MOD and INTERNATIONAL ‘PLAYERS OF THE YEAR’

Year Mini Player Mod Player International Player

1983 Brett Williams Jason Berg Mark Johnsen

1984 Peter Coates Stephen Newton Graham McPherson

1985 Corey Hughes Glen Hughes Clint Robinson

1986 Brent Sherwin Brett Clements Andrew Devlin

1987 Brent Sherwin Peter Burke Andrew Devlin

1988 Peter Long Andrew French Scott McGrath

1989 Glenn Hall Shane Garvey Marco De Angelis

1990 Mark Riddell Stephen Deehan Jamie Graham

1991 Mitchell Hall Peter Cohen Brett Clements

1992 Robert Cameron Andrew Boukaram Stephen Newton

1993 Mark Taylor Anthony Charet Scott Murphy

1994 Ben Robinson Charife Chahine Brett Lee

1995 Jason Ranieri Ian Kirk Wayne Hanratty

1996 Andrew Phelps Adam Turk Adam McDonald

1997 Bill Mason Cameron Phelps Todd Cooper

1998 Ben Aggar Curtis Finn Keegan Hayden

1999 Adam Bryce Sam Reynolds Kieran Deas

2000 Jonathon Calamia Shannon Borg Eddie Fui Fui

2001 George Sava Hisham Krayem Shane Riddell

2002 Thomas Grealy Justin Pascoe Gavin Raper

2003 Tim Ward Tom Wilson Mitch McBride

2004 Justin Gugich Ryan Murray Mitchell Hall

2005 Devante Faanoi Mark Harb Michael Atme

2006 Devante Faanoi Jaydn McGregor Andrew Mortimer

2007 Rhys Harrington Liam Mulvihill Aaron Miranda

2008 Lachlan Jordan Jaydn McGregor David Eisenhuth

2009 Lachlan Jordan Liam Mulvihill Taylor Brown

2010 Thomas Davenport Jack Ryan Josh Rainbow

2011 Trent Bailey Kueva Lynch Luke Vella

2012 Trent Bailey Bodie Bradford Jeremy Fuller
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PAST RECIPIENTS OF PERPETUAL AWARDS

PRESIDENT’S TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
2002 John Devane 2008 Nathan Sellings
2003 Luke Carroll 2009 Kieran Deas
2004 Todd Stanford 2010 Graham McFarlane
2005 Dean Woodbridge 2011 Matthew Dawes
2006 Dane Elliott 2012 Gary Stone
2007 Sean McGuiness

SECRETARY’S TROPHY

Year Player
2006 Michael Hanratty

PAUL BURKE TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
1999 Craig Guthrie 2006 Justin Hall
2000 Luke Notley 2007 Jason Mayoh
2001 Junior Puroko 2008 Not Presented
2002 Shaun McGuiness 2009 Matt O’Shea
2003 Dave Eisenhuth 2010 James Leten
2004 Dane Brennan 2011 Jarrod Simpson
2005 Nathan Pettit 2012 Liam Mulvihill

ROGER STONE TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
1997 Justin Hall 2005 Michael Langtry
1998 Keegan Hayden 2006 Justin McGuire
1999 Andrew Mortimer 2007 Luke Lembryk
2000 Ben Barrett 2008 Not Presented
2001 Mark Taylor 2009 Johnathon Horwood
2002 Adam Roy 2010 Trent Colquhoun
2003 Dane Ayling 2011 Jeremy Fuller
2004 Troy Cohen 2012 Daniel Stone

TODD COOPER TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
1999 Simon Lovisa 2006 Liam Mulvihill
2000 Chris Borg 2007 Thomas Lambropoulos
2001 John Stambouli 2008 Mitchell Wilson
2002 Andrew Riley 2009 Kayne Grove
2003 Luke Collins 2010 Scott Hannigan
2004 Anthony Khoury 2011 Josh Hannigan
2005 Chris Slattery 2012 Dane Loutsos
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PAST RECIPIENTS OF PERPETUAL AWARDS (cont.)

BILL BERKLEY TROPHY

Year Player Year Player
1997 Simon Lovisa 2005 Jeremy Fuller
1998 Matt O’Shea 2006 Kevin Weeks
1999 Brendon Small 2007 Alexander Masima
2000 Johnathon Horwood 2008 Fatu Togagae
2001 Tom Wilson 2009 Stuart Higham
2002 Brett Denford 2010 Nathan Boland
2003 Nathan Morris 2011 Vincent Quintal
2004 Trevor Faanoi 2012 Ethan Burke

ANTHONY BERG TROPHY

Year Player Year Player Year Player
1988 Tim Roarty 1997 Sam Byron 2006 Bodie Bradford
1989 Sean Donovan 1998 Hayden Sankey 2007 Lachlan Jordan
1990 Ben Robinson 1999 Joel Smith 2008 Aidan Davidson
1991 Matt Calderon 2000 Kerry Mason 2009 Bailey Standaloft
1992 Tim Mortimer 2001 Themi Drosinos 2010 Trent Bailey
1993 Dane Corbin 2002 Tristan Boyd 2011 Hayden Swibel
1994 Gavin Raper 2003 Steele Brown 2012 Jack Hanratty
1995 Not presented 2004 Kyle Lloyd
1996 Tynan Cook 2005 Kyle Churchill

FIRST GRADE PLAYERS

Gerard Raper Bulldogs (1976) Corey Hughes Bulldogs (1998)
Peter Raper Newtown (1977) Ben Roarty Melbourne (1998)
Garry Boyd Newtown (1978) Brent Sherwin Bulldogs (1999)
Greg Sankey Bulldogs (1981) Justin Holbrook Newcastle (2000)
Clint Robinson Balmain (1988) Mark Riddell St. George/Ill (2001)
Craig Weston Gold Coast (1992) Glenn Hall Bulldogs (2002)
Glen Hughes Bulldogs (1992) Cameron Phelps Bulldogs (2005)
Steven Hughes Bulldogs (1993) Jarrad Hickey Bulldogs (2006)
Brett Clements Bulldogs (1996)

LIFE MEMBERS

Ron Smith (1969) Phil Newton (1994) Ken Hanratty (2002)

Jim O'Meara (1970) Paul Edghill (1995) Chris Stokes (2003)

Jack Madden (1970) Allan Sherwin (1997) Peter Raper (2006)

Frank McGrath (1983) Peter Waring (1999) Adam McDonald (2008)

Bill Berkeley (1984) Mick Hall (2000) Alan Wren (2009)

John Woods (1991) Bill Kennedy (2000) Grant Hanratty (2010)

Neil McKenzie (1991) Michael Benjamin (2001)

John Coates (1993) Terry Hickey (2001)
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TEN YEAR PLAYERS

Allan Murray Davis Jason Horwood Johnathon Reynolds Lee

Barakat Andrew Dawes Matthew Hughes Corey Reynolds Sam

Barakat Ben Deehan Brendan Hughes Glen Riddell Luke

Barakat Nathan Deehan Stephen Hughes Paul Riddell Shane

Benjamin Dean Devlin Andrew Hughes Steven Roarty Ben

Benjamin Matthew Devlin Matthew Jones Bradley Sader Adam

Benjamin Stephen Devlin Sean Jones Gavin Salmon Mark

Bennett Sam Devlin Simon Keighran Glen Sherwin Brent

Berkley Danny Devlin Stephen Kennedy Joshua Sherwin Craig

Berkley Jamie Divall Stephen Kennedy Mark Sherwin Greg

Berkley William (Jnr) Donovan Brandon Khoury Chris Simpson Jarrod

Berkley John Dwyer John King Kieran Simpson Joshua

Berkley Liam (20yr) Easton Christopher Kirk Ian Slattery Christopher

Berkley Martin Edghill Matthew Kitiona Paul Smith Brad

Bird Mathew Eisenhuth David Lown Stephen Smith David

Boland Nathan Elias Dylan Lloyd Kyle Smith Peter

Bold Justin Elliott Dane Mason Grant Steward Matthew

Boukaram Andrew Faanoi Trevor Mason Steve Stone Matthew

Boyd Garry Faanoi Devante Mayoh Jason Stone Daniel

Boyd Jarrett Farrell Terrence Mayoh Luke Stone Gary

Bryce Jack Finch Jack Mayoh Nathan Swiderski Thomas

Brennan Dane Fitzgerald David McCroary Brett Tatham Kurt

Brennan Garth Fitzgerald Graeme McDonald Adam Taylor Brett

Brown Geoff Fitzgerald Ken McGrath Scott Taylor Craig

Brown Andrew Fitzgerald Peter Michaels Thomas Taylor James

Brown Graham Formica Scott Mortimer Andrew Taylor Mark

Brown Taylor Garvey Shane Mulvihill Liam Thompson-Reynolds Josh

Brown Steele Graham Jamie Murray Ryan Tucker Corey

Burke Paul Grealy John Nash Anthony Wagstaff Matthew

Burke Peter Grealy Thomas Newton Stephen Walsh James

Byron Anthony Griffith Adam Notley Luke Waring Martin

Byron David Hall Glenn O’Donovan Sean Weaver Adam

Byron Christopher Hall Justin (20yr) O’Grady Greg Weaver Stephen

Calamia Jonathon Hall Mitchell O’Shea Matthew Wiegold Aaron

Carroll Luke Hall Nicholas Oxley Colin Williams Brett

Chahine Chehabe Hambly Andrew Oxley Ross Wilson Nathan

Chamberlain Adam Hanratty Grant Parslow Declan Wood Adam

Clements Michael Hanratty Michael (20yr) Phelps Andrew Wood Luke

Coates Peter Hanratty Wayne Phelps Cameron Woods Adam

Colquhoun Trent Harb Mark Potts Andrew Yasbek David

Cooper Todd Hayward Jason Raikaleveu Aseri

Coorey James Henderson Nathan Ranieri Jason

Coughtrey Mark Hickey Adam Raper Brent

Coughtrey Steve Hickey Ben Raper Gavin

Darwich Adam Hickey Jarrad Raper Gerard

Davidson Liam Hickey Patrick Raper Peter

Davidson Conor Hickey Stephen Reardon Toby
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VALE JASON DAVIS (12/04/73 – 11/09/13)

St Christopher’s 1981 – 1992

Recently a group of over 25 of Jason’s former team mates their wives and friends gathered on the Gold
Coast for a very sad farewell to him, after he finally succumbed to a long bout with cancer over the past
six years.

Jason’s story is one of a young boy, from a tough beginning, developing and maturing into a fine family
man through his personal efforts and with the wonderful support of team mates and families from his
years at the St Christopher’s Club.

Jason first played with St Christopher’s in ‘M’ Grade (U8yrs) in 1981 in the pre Modified games era and
played for a total of 12 years finishing in the ‘C’ Grade (U20yrs) in 1992. In his early years at the Club,
Jason was a very quiet young fellow and it was hard to get a word out of him. As his football skills
developed so did his personality and he became a long term friend of many of his team mates. He had a
bundle of natural Rugby League ability. He began his career as a prop forward, being tall and solid for his
age. He was also a strong defender.

Jason was renowned throughout the District Junior League for his outstanding goal kicking. He had a very
steady, upright, approach, timing was perfect and he hit with great power with his left foot. Whenever
and wherever his team scored a try, he could always be relied upon
to add the two points. Match days were always special when you
knew you would see the skills and talents of Jason and his team in
the maroon and gold. In 1985, his then coach, Phil Newton made
the brilliant decision to play Jason in the centres with outstanding
results. He had the perfect attributes for a centre, tall, fast, big step
off the right foot and devastating in defence.

His team enjoyed outstanding success, winning six premierships in
eight years from ‘I’ Grade (U/12yrs 1985) through to ‘C’ Grade
(U/20yrs 1992) largely aided by the point scoring talents of Jason.
He was always ice cool, even under extreme pressure, as
exemplified by his sideline conversion after the bell in 1986 (‘H’
Grade U13yrs) to win the Grand Final 18-16. He also enjoyed the
support of some very handy team mates in those teams including
Glen Hughes, Stephen Newton, Stephen Swinborne, Brett Clements,
Jason Carroll, Joshua Kennedy, the Jones twins, Greg Sprod, Glen
Pike and Scott Murphy to name a few.

In 1988 he played the second half of the season at full back. Whenever he chimed into the back line the
opposition were in trouble and also his last line of defence was superb. As usual his sideline conversions
were memorable. He represented Canterbury-Bankstown in the H Matthews Cup that year also.

In the history of the mighty St Christopher’s Club, there has arguably never been a more successful point
scorer than Jason. His best scoring year was 1991 in ‘C’ Grade (U19yrs) when he scored 15 tries and 92
goals for a total of 244 points. His record over ten out of 12 seasons that records are available is 142 tries,
450 goals, plus field goals for an aggregate of 1,475 points.

Like Jason, his team mates from those years have all developed into sound citizens and family men. There
was and still is an incredible spirit and mateship that exists among them, which has permeated down
from their fine families and through that wonderful St Christopher’s spirit and camaraderie. This group
epitomises the true standards and ideals that have been part of the St Christopher’s ethos since the Club
began.

Jason leaves behind his wife Tracey and three children, Chelsea (9), Torah (7) and Nate (5).
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Our thoughts and prayers are with them at this sad time and the assistance of the St Christopher’s family
will always be available.

Well played Jason. Thanks for the memories.

John Coates
Secretary 1983 - 1993
Life Member 1993.

VALE RON SMITH

St Christopher’s Life Member

Late in the season the St. Christopher’s family farewelled the Club’s first Secretary, Ron Smith.
Ron, along with fellow Life Member Jim O’Meara, founded the Club way back in 1965. Ronnie
signed me up in ’67 for my first season!

Ron was a hand’s-on secretary, jumping into any position that needed filling e.g in 1974 the
Under 13s had no coach so Ron volunteered. Ron’s son Pete (a 10 year player) was in the team
that included Garry Boyd, Peter and Gerard Raper (the Club’s first three ‘first graders’) which
had some monumental battles with the star studded Bankstown Sports. Ron was still managing
and running the water for that team until at least 1974 (and in the early days ‘running the water’
meant carrying the wooden first aid box onto the field as well).

Ron was the Club’s special guest at our 2004 Sportsman’s night and proudly wore his Life
Member’s blazer to meet the newer batch of Lifers. He couldn’t make the 40 year reunion back
in 2005, but provided a heap of detail, photos and information for our Club history book. He
mentioned to Jim O’Meara during this time that he didn’t think the little Club they started all
those years ago with just 3 teams would be celebrating 40 years!!

Ron was a man’s man and his casket carried his trademark hat (which earned him his nickname
of “The Spy”), his binoculars (an avid punter) and a St. Christopher’s jersey. His son Pete proudly
reminisced during the eulogy how his dad would ring him every time a Saints’ player made their
first grade debut or St. Christopher’s was mentioned on the TV - “that’s our Club”, he’d boast.

Vale Ronnie, a true Club legend who will be missed.

John Grealy
President
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UNDER 6 GOLD

Back Row: Peter Munn (Coach), Gary Phillips (Trainer), Laura Phillips (Manager), Dave Prior (Trainer)
Middle Row: Izhak Maarbani, Darcy De Meur, Connor Gitsham, Noah Raish, Leo Godinez, Nicholas Passarelli
Front Row: Tyler Munn, Daniel Maric, Dylan Phillips, Michael Kitiona, Drew Prior

COACH’S REPORT

What an excellent effort the boys put in this year! Each week these boys worked hard both at training
and on the field to become the little super stars they each are in their own way. This year we focused a
lot on defence and tackling, and it was great to see so many different talents coming through. It was also
great to see these young 4 and 5 year olds loving their footy so much and to see them display such great
sportsmanship with everyone applauding each other’s efforts week in and week out. We didn't always
get the wins but the boys were always happy to get on the field and try their best and just play the great
game of rugby league. That's all we could have asked for!

MANAGER’S REPORT

Firstly, I'd like to say what an honour it was to be a part of St. Christopher's JRLFC, and the manager for 6
Gold in 2013. For almost all of these boys it was their first year playing football, but I’m sure it was far
from their last. The boys showed almost right away their passion for the sport, and worked well as a
team.

I’d like to thank our coach Peter Munn, and the trainers, Gary Phillips and David Prior, who put so much
hard work into these boys each week. All of the boys showed improvement in both their skills and
understanding of the game thanks to the effort you put into them at training and on the field.

And just as importantly, a big thank you to all the parents, grandparents and siblings who took these boys
to training and game days, even in the pouring rain and freezing cold weather. And thanks must also go
to all who would put their hands up to help with running the lines, cutting and packing the bread and
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rolls, cooking the BBQ, helping in the canteen and coming to the Diggers for raffles. Without all your help
we wouldn't have this wonderful club as its all run 100% on volunteers.

And just to finish off, it was great to see some lifelong friendships form with both the boys and the
parents. Just shows what this club is built on.

PLAYER PROFILES

Darcy De Meur: Our only player with a year of football under his belt, Darcy gained some fantastic
meters over the season. He even scored a try that put tears of pride in his mums eyes! Hope to see you
again next year.

Connor Gitsham: With a slow start and being our smallest player on the field, Connor came along way,
even scoring his first try on our home ground. Well done, see you back on the field next year.

Leo Godinez: He is no slouch. Give him the ball and he will run, and run fast at that! Improving his game
as the year progressed, we hope to see your skills grow even more next season.

Michael Kitiona: The quiet achiever with his speed that got the ball over the line and his length of the
field try. Michael is always excited to get out there and give it his best with the team. Cannot wait to see
what next year will bring for you!

Izhak Maarbani: With his blistering runs and left hand fend, they always found it hard to stop him. Izhak
pulled a few surprises out over the season, even getting his first try late in the year. We hope to see you
back on the field next year.

Daniel Maric: The "Bulldozer". Give him the ball and he takes some stopping. 17 tries this season! We are
all sure next year Daniel's talents will develop even more and there will be no stopping him!

Tyler Munn: What a great little all-rounder. With his great tackling skills and try scoring ability he got 14
over the line and went out there every week and gave his best, earning himself the 2013 Coach’s Award.
Can't wait to see you in 2014.

Nicholas Passarelli: A good team player who could always be relied on to gain some valuable meters for
the team and who always gave it his all on the field. We are sure that next year his talents will grow even
more.

Dylan Phillips: The year started off a little slow, but when Dylan found his confidence then the "tackling
machine" came into play. His love for the game showed with his effort and commitment in defence
making him a worthy recipient of the 2013 Best and Fairest Award. See you back on the field in 2014.

Drew Prior: Another valued team player, Drew demonstrated his efforts and commitment with good
support on the field and some good tries over the season. We are all looking forward to seeing you play
next year.

Noah Raish: The “baby faced assassin”. The youngest player in our side showed that he can play footy
right from the first game with his dummy half running and his try scoring ability. 14 tries all season! Well
done Noah, hope to see you next year.
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UNDER 6 WHITE

Back Row: Andrew Martin (Manager), Michael Ceissman (Trainer), Steve Klem (Coach)
Middle Row: Khoda Rundle, Alexander Bruno, Noah Weir, Ethan Jennings, Brodie-Jay Penman, Aaron Klem, Jamal
Saleh
Front Row: Cooper Martin, Lachlan Thompson, Jake Bender

COACH’S REPORT

When asked to coach for the first time I didn’t know what to expect, and what I got was a very fulfilling
and rewarding experience that I’m glad that I took on. Although some of the results didn’t go our way this
year, the commitment shown by all of the boys was outstanding, and the most pleasing thing of all was
seeing the huge improvement shown by all the boys, not only individually but also as a team.

As with all teams, the work of the Manager and Trainer is vital to the team. I would like to thank Andrew
for his efforts throughout the year as Manager. I really enjoyed reading your weekly match reports as I’m
sure all of the other parents did too. Thanks to our Trainer Mick who helped “entertain” the kids at
training and before the games. I just hope the red frogs you supplied the kids on game day were not on
the ASADA banned list!

I would like to thank all the parents for supporting the team and helping out when required, and most of
all I’d like to thank all the boys in the team for being a great bunch of kids that gave it their best each
week. I hope to see you all back again next year running around for the mighty Saints.

MANAGER’S REPORT

Although the results often didn’t go our way, it was no more evident how far we had progressed as a
team with the performance the boys showed in our final game of the season. Great defence on much
bigger opposition, organised attacking runs, offloads and support play. It was all too much, to a point
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where you couldn’t identify one stand out player on the field because all had combined to play so well as
a team. It truly was a great effort.

Special thanks must go to our trainer Mick, whose endless encouragement and support of the boys was
outstanding throughout the year, not to mention to the quality H2O he constantly supplied to the boys.

To coach Steve a big thank you for not only taking on the job when no one else would, but also the time
and energy he invested in the boys to get them where they finished. Not only did he develop the skills of
the boys, but provided endless amounts of encouragement to keep on trying and improving.

Thanks finally to the parents who supported us throughout the year, but most of all to the boys who
provided us with so much entertainment throughout the year and reminded us what sport is all about –
enjoyment!

PLAYER PROFILES

Jake Bender: In his first year Jake established his position early. Front row. His idea was never to run
around the defence but straight through them. His defence was also solid. Jake improved with each week
that he played and no doubt Bruiser Bender will be a valuable member of next year’s team.

Jamal Saleh: Small in stature big in heart is Jamal. As the season went on Jamal found his feet and really
took on the opposition with some dashing runs. With speed to burn and his first season under his belt
Jamal will be off running in future years.

Lachlan Thompson: Brought back the long lost art of the goose step with his long range runs. With
natural speed and a great step Lachy looks ready made for the step up into the sevens. Good work Lachy

Ethan Jennings: The quiet achiever. Ethan went about his work in an un-assuming way, going about
completing the tasks asked of him. His running game improved weekly as equally did his defence pulling
off some memorable tackles on much bigger opposition. Well done E.

Aaron Klem: The Kamikaze grass cutter. Pulled off the tackle of the year when the opposition seemed
certain to score. (The kid is still trying to find where his legs went after they disappeared underneath
him). Aaron really started to realise his potential with his hard running and tough defence and will prove
to be a real handful in the 7’s.

Cooper Martin: A bit like the Queen Mary took a while to get moving, but once at top speed very hard to
catch. Worked at perfecting his off load and palm. Cooper’s a consistent performer.

Khoda Rundle: Is playing under 6’s again next year - Look out! Once Khoda got his radar working he only
knew one way to run - straight and hard. Bruising in defence with his first year completed against older
opposition, the 6’s won’t know what hit them next year. Go get ‘em Khoda.

Noah Weir: The organised one. Always keen, was the coach’s assistant warming the boys up and putting
them through their drills. Noah’s game improved further this year organising the boys from dummy half
and making some dashing runs through the defence. His defence was strong, often cleaning up
opposition who broke through. A thoroughly deserving winner of the coach’s award.

Brodie-Jay Penman: A real jack in the box. Brodie was a consistent performer. A little livewire whose turn
of foot would see him run through the middle scooting away for tries. Quick off the mark, he often had
the opposition tackled before they would think about running. A great start in his debut year.

Alexander Bruno: Another one of the quiet achievers. Alexander was like an assassin in defence taking
them out when it looked all over. A real football brain, he developed the all-round skills of defence,
attack with his lightning feet and a support player who rivalled Terry Lamb. Outstanding year and
thoroughly deserving winner of Player of the Year.
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Under 6 Gold – all smiles at training

Under 6 White – post game huddle
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UNDER 6 BLUE

Back Row: Steve Burke (Coach), Kelli-Ann Forrester (Trainer), Antony Gitsham (Manager)
Middle Row: Edwin Carrera, Lachlan Burke, Zac Taleb, Riley Todd-Bonselaar
Front Row: Rhys Gitsham, Max Zanbaka, Lucas Pengue, Thomas Scott, Kristian Zanbaka, Patrick Forrester

COACH’S REPORT

The 2013 season was great. Most of the boys had not played before, so it was good to see them become
a close knit team. They assisted each other at training and in every game with improvements in all
aspects of rugby league, especially communication skills (whether it was verbal or action). There were
games that were never meant to be won, others only to be done on the bell and ones that gave the
opposition a fright. All in all, through our wins and losses the boys knew how to have fun. High fives all
around.

A big thank you to Antony Gitsham (our seasoned manager) and Kelli Forrester (our saviour trainer). A job
well done. Also, a big thank you goes to the club and the people in the background that keep it running.

Finally, it was a pleasure to coach this great team and to each of you, you have the potential to make a
great mark in the greatest game of all RUGBY LEAGUE.

I hope to see you all back at St.Christopher’s next year. GO SAINTS.

MANAGER’S REPORT

Once again I agreed to manager the team that my son was a part of. It is a very rewarding role as you get
to the see the boys develop from strangers at the start of the season to team mates that will cover each
other’s back at the end of the season. Once again we had a mix of players who had played before and
that were new to Rugby league. A big thank you to my wife Peta who also assisted with managing the
team. I may have been there on Saturdays, but my wife was the brains behind the texts and reminders!
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Thank you to all the parents who helped out when asked, and thanks for keeping us company at the
Diggers when selling raffle tickets, it was really appreciated. A huge thanks to Steve for his endless
patience with the boys and once again coaching a team on the spirit of winning fair and trying hard. And
a big thanks to Kelli for stepping up and agreeing to be trainer, you proved to be an expert at it!

Thanks to the club and the committee who work endlessly to make things run smoothly and give our kids
the opportunity to be part of a great sport.

PLAYER PROFILES

Edwin Carrera: His passion for each game and every training session showed. He is a strong up in their
face tackler and in attack was never worried about going straight into the defence. Eddie will be hard to
stop in years to come. Great season.

Lachlan Burke: His love for footy shows with his disappointment when the opposition scores. He scored
38 tries for the season and his favourite defensive move is to take the opposition over the sideline, most
times he could have tackled the player many metres back, but likes to herd them to the sideline and then
make his move. Will definitely be back next year.

Lucas Pengue: Best cover tackler going ‘round. Would pop-up when the opposition thought they were in,
only to stop them with his around the legs tackles time and time again. On the last from dummy half
would score most times. Continue doing what you do best, that is bringing bigger players down with text
book style tackling.

Kristian Zanbaka: Many brothers have played footy, but when it comes to twins it is even better. They
know each other’s ways and are happy to better each other. Kristian always gave his best and will
definitely be better with this season under his belt. Well done Kristian on a great year.

Max Zanbaka: He had a great season playing alongside his brother. At training his enthusiasm was always
there, like in the game. He knows how to tackle and when he brings down the biggest player of the
opposition it shows. Great season of footy.

Patrick Forrester: A consistent player. Always there to tackle and side step straight up the middle.
Helping out his team mates, with never a complaint (a true sportsman) and a great goal kicker as well.
Next season will be bigger and better.

Riley Todd-Bonselaar: He has hidden pace which we saw glimpses of during the season. Towards the end
of the season he stepped up his ability to read the play and find the gaps. Made a number of tries by
using his natural talent and ability. Excellent year Riley.

Rhys Gitsham: It took him a while to get his first try of the year, but that was all he needed to continue
with a second try not long after. Great support for his team mates and his “ready to have a go” attitude
made him an asset to the team. Hope to see you back next season.

Thomas Scott: “Tommy the Tackler” we called him. When he took to the field we knew that he was
ready to tackle the opposition with great gusto. His attack in the last few games was excellent, never
taking a backward step. Was ready to assist the team when required and tackled hard. Well done.

Zacharia Taleb: Always played and trained with a smile on his face, always a nice thing to see. He
listened, tried his best and took in every word at training which showed on game day. I am sure he had a
lot of fun. His ball handling skills by the end of the season had much improved. See you next season.
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UNDER 7 GREEN

Back Row: Michael Allworth (Trainer), Kelly Kovalik (Manager), Matt Kovalik (Coach)
Middle Row: Kian Todd-Bonselaar, Nash Allworth, Joshua Randall, Dante Macri
Front Row: Brodie Kovalik, Cooper Kovalik, Kye Mohi, Lucas McAndrew, Thomas Patterson
Absent: Christian Morris-Wolring

TEAM REPORT

Evenly spaced forfeits, byes and washouts in a possible 18 rounds of footy meant we only played 13
games in the season. Unfortunately, this made it virtually impossible to build any momentum. However,
this didn’t deter the boys’ enthusiasm and numbers remained solid at both training and on game day.
Although our only ‘victory’ for the year was a hard earned, super exciting draw with St Johns in R11, there
was no doubt the team improved overall, as evidenced by the improved score lines at the end of the
season compared to start.

Thanks to ‘Team Kovalik’ (Matt the coach and Kelly the manager) for looking after the boys all season and
to Michael Allworth who took on the trainer’s role for the first time. Thanks also to the parents who ran
the line, helped in the canteen and on the BBQ. We hope to see you all again next season.

PLAYER PROFILES

Nash Allworth: This was Nash’s second year in footy and the improvement from last year was evident
with Nash crossing for 2 tries – well done.

Cooper Kovalik: Cooper was also experienced and started the season like a house on fire – he figured in
the man of the match points every week. Dropped-off a little towards the end of the season, but still
managed to be second leading try scorer with 7. Good work.
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Dante Macri: His first year at footy and it was a corker. Built like a bull dozer and ran the same way.
Crashed his way to 5 tries and took lots of prisoners with his hard defensive hits. Great stuff.

Lucas McAndrew: Another new boy to the game who quickly got the hang of it as the season progressed.
Some great runs and tackles. Good stuff Lachlan.

Kye Mohi: Pace to burn and could end up as a half-back of the future. Always scheming, he scored 5 tries
for the year. Well done Kye.

Christian Morris-Wolring: Another new player who took a while to get the hang of it. Slowly improved
though out the year with some long runs and good tackles to score that elusive first try. Top season
Christian.

Thomas Patterson: Thomas’ first year as well and won the teams “Most Improved” award. Started
slowly, but his good football pedigree shone through at the end of the season when he constantly figured
in the man of the match points. Great work Thomas.

Joshua Randall: A second year ‘veteran’ also, Josh is coming along nicely. More runs and tackles than last
year and just missed that first try for the season a couple of times. Good stuff Joshua.

Kian Todd-Bonselaar: Kian’s first year with the Club and he just got better every week. Kian could sniff
out a try and even convert them! Ended the season as the team’s leading try scorer and won the team’s
“Best and Fairest” award. Well done Kian.

Brodie Kovalik: An U5 promoted from the U6 Whites to join the rest of ‘Team Kovalik’ in the U7s! Only
small, but plenty of ticker and tried hard all season. Will be better for the experience with the older boys.
Top work Brodie.

Many hands make light work – Saints Under 6 parents break bread together on Saturday morning
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UNDER 7 WHITE

Back Row: Kellie Stapleton (Manager), Jodi Raish (Coach), Dean Stapleton (Trainer)
Middle Row: Damon Taufa, Marcus Khoury, Ahmed Tleis, Daniel Raish, Daniel Louka, Zach Maarbani
Front Row: Lachlan George, Taj Stapleton, Patrick Delinicolis

COACH’S REPORT

The boys had to step up this year as it’s a big change from the Under 6’s to the Under 7’s with no coach
on the field. With my famous signs I gave it my best shot, I hope all parents are happy with how the boys
played and their improvement through the season.

With five boys moving up together from the Under 6’s we had a great foundation and team work to build
on. We had four new players join us who had never played footy, but they slotted in as if they had played
for years. As a team we performed so much better than last year. We won more than we lost, but I think
the best measure of improvement had to be our first game of the season. We lost to the Dragons 40 – 0,
but in round ten we beat them 28-20.

I definitely could not have coached without my husband and wife duo Dean and Kellie. Dean was a great
help as trainer this year, the boys loved having him around. Our manager Kellie did a fantastic job
throughout the season with all the emails, scoring, meetings and general organising of our team. Thanks
so much to both of you for all the time and effort you put into our team and club.

For those parents and siblings who would help out with running the lines, ball boys, the BBQ, serve in the
canteen, turn-up to the raffles and generally step in where required, a big thank you.

I also would like thank all the active members of the Saint Christopher’s Junior Rugby League Club. I
recognise that so much time and effort is put into making the club what it is and the countless hours of
planning and setting up that we don’t see. I ask all parents to put your hands up and really get involved
and be part of the St. Christopher’s family.

Jodi Raish (Mrs R)
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MANAGER’S REPORT

What an enjoyable and rewarding time I had this year managing the Under 7 White’s in what was a great
season. It was very rewarding seeing the boys grow in so many different ways throughout the year and
I’m sure the coaching staff and parents would agree with me in saying the boys just kept getting better
and better each week.

We had a differing team in size, experience and drive, however this mix seemed to work well for us with
each individual player shining in their own respect and just kept improving in so many different ways. Of
course this would not have been possible without the experience and dedication of our coach, Mrs R
(Jodi to me) who always turned up wanting the boys to learn more, have fun and walk away smiling!
That is what I think team sport at this age is all about, walking away with a smile and a win always betters
the cause. Mrs R brought the best out of each and every player in their own ways, whether it be skilfully
or personally and as previously mentioned, the boys were always improving their own game and as a
team week by week. It would be remiss of me not to mention my darling husband, Dean Stapleton who
trained the boys this year. Jodi and Dean worked well together and Jodi played Dean’s second wife in
keeping him in line with the job at hand. Dean got the boys excited, turning their minds to what Mrs R
had asked of them and occasionally put some fun into the trainings and games which the boys seemed to
enjoy.

My job would be so much more difficult it if wasn’t for all the parents that donated their time early on
Saturday mornings to help. Your support was greatly appreciated, not only by me, but I’m sure the club
also. I have certainly met some lovely families this year and I hope to be spending many more seasons of
footy with them over the years.

Lastly to all the boys, thanks for showing up every week and giving it your best. As I kept saying during
the year, it is not always about winning the games, but is about having fun and walking away with a smile.
You did your parents proud boys as you did myself, Dean and Mrs R (Jodi).

Hoping to see you all again next year!!!!!!!!

PLAYER PROFILES

Lachlan George: Another great year from Lachlan, he showed some great improvements. He ran the ball
up so well. Lachlan’s biggest improvement had to be his tackling. It was great to see Lachlan more
involved this season. The best is yet to come, I can’t wait.

Marcus Khoury: Marcus is always hungry to get his hands on the ball and loves running from dummy half.
He is a strong runner and can power through the defence. Marcus’s goal kicking was just fantastic this
year. Don’t ever stop Marcus.

Zachariah Maarbani: Zac was one of our best trainers and it reflected on the field on game day, as he can
kick, tackle and make big runs. Zac is a great all-rounder. He battled through sickness this season, but
always tried his heart out. Thanks so much for your super efforts.

Daniel Raish: A solid season from Daniel. His strength this season was in defence, making heaps of
tackles. Daniel was always quick at getting set up for the next play the ball and getting out quick from
dummy half on last. Smashing season Daniel.

Damon Taufa: This being Damon’s second season you could see he knew what he was doing. He scored
some great tries with his evasive running and ran down the opposition with his tackling. Bring on next
year, Damon is ready.
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Taj Stapleton: This was Taj’s first footy season and he improved in confidence and ability every week. His
new found confidence led him to make some big runs and score tries. Taj also pulled off some fantastic
tackles. Look forward to seeing you back next year, great job.

Daniel Louka: Daniel hit the ground running like he had been playing since birth. Awesome runs and
always there for that offload. I think he even lost count of how many tries he scored. Not only could
Daniel run he was also a great tackler and kicker. Outstanding season Daniel.

Patrick Delinicolis: Newbie Patrick was keen to get involved. He was always trying to make tackles or
have a run. His running style had everyone on their toes, making it hard for the opposition to know which
way he was going. Fantastic season, look forward to seeing what he can do next year.

Ahmed Tleis: Ahmed (Ziggy) was one of our fastest runners, but he didn’t like going straight. He would
have the opposition running all over the field trying to catch him. Ahmed made some great try saving
tackles and he had an awesome boot when it came to converting. Well done on a great season.

Gary Phillips and Antony Gitsham crank-up the BBQ on Saturday morning
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UNDER 7 BLUE

Back Row: Grant Hanratty (Manager), James Safi, Adrien Safi, Mitchell Rowles, Matthew Maric, Daniel Stone
(Coach), Trent Colquhoun (Trainer)
Front Row: Hayden Metcalfe, Fred Safi, Mark Bishara, Cody Metcalfe, Jack Hanratty, Harrison Holmes

MANAGER’S REPORT

The start of every season always comes around so quick and to me that is a good thing because I love my
football and enjoy watching the kids improve in all grades across the board. However I will say that with
the start of every season comes a whole lot of work and organising. Although at times it may seem like a
lot of unorganised rabble I can assure you that this is not the case.

This years Under 7’s was no exception. It’s very hard trying to work out which boys should play in which
team and who is going to coach and manage, but we always get there in the end. We had 30 kids vying
for a spot in three teams this year. The job of looking after the top team was assigned to coach Daniel
Stone and trainer Trent Colquhoun. The boys set about trying to teach the kids the basic of the game
while trying to be as competitive as we could. I think that our results showed that we were competitive
for most of our games and that our kids learnt a few things along the way. I would like to thank Trent
and Daniel for donating their time and effort for two nights a week at training and on game days. You
both are 20 years of age and for you to be volunteering to coach a bunch of little kids when you should
be out on the town is a credit to yourselves. Thanks for a job well done.

To the parents who helped with time keeping, linesman, BBQ duties, canteen duties and raffles, I thank
you. Every little bit helps.

Lastly to our boys, a huge thank you. Without you what would we do with ourselves during the year? We
as parents get so much enjoyment out of seeing you do your best and improve every week. Once again I
can’t wait to do it again next year

Grant Hanratty
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PLAYER PROFILES

Jack Hanratty: Another fantastic year from Jack who picked-up from where he left off last year. Jack has
all the skills necessary in today’s modern game. A quick thinker with the ball he would always know
when to run and catch the opposition napping. Scored plenty of tries this year with shear speed and
beautiful in and away technique. Improved his tackling this year and was again rewarded with the team’s
Best and Fairest award.

Mitchell Rowles: Another great year from Mitchell. Mitchell is big and fast and he realised this year that
he could use this to his advantage. He scored plenty of tries with block busting runs and was always
cutting down the opposition and saving tries regularly. Unfortunately for the team, a broken wrist mid-
season saw him miss five weeks. Testament to how good a season was that he still finished third in the
Best and Fairest points for the year.

Matthew Maric: As I said last year, he will be even better with the experience and how right I was. Matt
is very big and mobile and when he winds up is very fast and hard to stop. On his day Matt’s defence is
one of the best in the competition and he often smashed players to the ground. Matt just needs to back
himself more and get into the game more regularly to become the player that I know he can. Once he
does this, the sky is the limit.

Adrien Safi: What a year the big unit had. Adrien grew in confidence this year and showed a true
understanding of the game. He used his big frame and natural speed to bust through on many occasions
to score some fantastic tries. Adrien’s defence this year was also the best in the competition by far and
he smashed anyone that ran his way. Adrien was well up there in the Best and Fairest points score and
finished second by only 3 points. I can’t wait to see him run around next season.

James Safi: Another solid year from James who like his brother is very big and strong and fast. James
best asset by far is his fearless approach when tackling. His technique and ability to chase and catch
opposition players and drive them in tackles is fantastic to watch. James is also a very fast and strong
runner, but he must stay away from the sideline to become an even better player. I’m sure next year his
confidence will grow and he will be unstoppable.

Mark Bishara: Another great year from Mark. Mark’s strong running and powerful leg drive saw him
make lots of metres for the team. He is a no-nonsense player who gives his best in every game and is
always willing to do the hard yards. Mark is destined to play in the forwards because of his size and know
that we have yet to see the best of him. His defence was solid this year with some real bone crunchers
and he had the opposition shivering with fear.

Fred Safi: Another really good year from our team funny man. Fred just goes about his business with a
no-frills attitude and this is what makes him a great asset to our team. He works tirelessly in both attack
and defence making valuable metres and great tackles for our team. Fred’s best asset is that he always
encourages everyone to do their best along with leading by example. One thing about Fred is that he will
always give you 100% in everything he does.

Cody Metcalfe: In his first year of football Cody proved himself to be a very valuable member of our
team. He played most of the season at first receiver and did an outstanding job every week. Cody was
never scared to get into the tackling and could be seen tackling the bigger boys regularly. When given
the chance Cody made some really good runs and scored some impressive tries. With this year under his
belt I’m sure that next year he will shine even more.

Hayden Metcalfe: Like his brother it was also Hayden’s first year in football and he also proved to be a
valuable team member. Hayden played most of the year in dummy half and did a fantastic job. He was
always in position and gave great service to his brother as first receiver. Hayden was regularly involved in
defence and he has a good tackling technique. With this season now over and he has a better
understanding of the game I’m sure we can expect bigger and better things next year.
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Harrison Holmes: Another new player to the team having had no previous football experience. Harrison
took a little while to settle into the team and have an understanding of the game. Then all of a sudden he
clicked and knew what he had to do. He ran the ball well and started tackling everything that moved.
Harrison scored some great tries with his crafty step and was constantly improving his tackling technique.
Congratulations mate, you are our “Most Improved Player” this year.

Saints boys and girls dressed-up and got-
down at the Annual Ball.

Trent Colquhoun, Jarrod Simpson and Daniel
Stone (all with 15 years’ service and playing in
the A Reserve) are looking smooth.

Belinda Donovan and Nadine Standaloft are
stunning, as usual.

Antony Gitsham took the floor with our belly
dancer, adding to the entertainment.
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UNDER 8 GREEN

Back Row: Graham McCutcheon (Manager), Sam Chami (Coach), Michael Cutrupi (Trainer)
Middle Row: Daniel McCutcheon, Cooper Sutton, Hussein Chami, Adam Pittman, Mason Harrop
Front Row: Ryan Porter, Zac Porter, Kye Websdale, Nouredeen Bahsa, Matthew Cutrupi, Tarley Killorn

COACH’S REPORT

What a season, one to remember!! My son and I came to St. Christopher’s from another club and it
wasn’t easy for both of us - my son leaving his old team mates behind and I, being my son’s coach, found
it hard leaving the boys.

After this season’s trial period I was approached to coach the boys. This was a big “no, no” at first as I had
previously coached at my former club and let’s just say it wasn’t a great experience. I really needed to
think about this position because I knew the commitment that was needed and I now had to travel an
extra half hour to training twice a week. After watching the boys from behind the fence during the trial
period I was twitching and knew that I couldn’t sit back and not commit to these boys. My “no, no” to
coaching became a certain “YES”.

We ended up with eleven players at the end of the trial period. Eight of those had made a move to St.
Christopher’s and five boys had never played before. I had a dilemma of coaching these new boys for the
first time and a couple of boys who had only played a game or two. I knew I had my work cut out for me.
My job was made much easier with the help of those boys who had played before. I gave them the task
of giving the new boys the ins and outs of the game and they did a fantastic job.

Throughout the season the boys bonded well and became great mates. This showed on the field where
they had each other’s back. They cheered for each other when their team mates scored a try and when
they rattled the opposition. A highlight for the boys was when they had a chance to walk out with the
Bulldogs at ANZ Stadium and play at half-time during one of the games. It was an experience these boys
will never forget.
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The boys had a strong start this season going through the first nine rounds undefeated. What an
achievement for such an inexperienced team. They really did their coach proud.

I would like to thank the club for giving me the opportunity to coach in such a fantastic and supportive
environment. The Club officials John, JD and all the committee made me and all the new parents feel so
welcome and at home. The officials’ professionalism and commitment was extraordinary and that was
the motivation I needed to give 100% commitment back to the Club.

I would also like to thank all the parents who also bonded really well for making the commitment and
effort to get the boys to training twice a week and making it to the games every Saturday. With their
commitment and appreciation towards me this season this made my job so much easier. As I’ve said all
season we are all a team: parents, trainers, manager and coach. This went a long way in the way the boys
trained and played as a team.

Also a big thank you to Michael, Tony and Leigh for helping out at training, even in the cold and wet, and
Graham our manager for all his hard work at the time keepers table and keeping us informed of all
upcoming events and all his work behind the scenes. We as a team appreciate all your hard work and
could not have got through the season without all of you guys.

MANAGER’S REPORT

What a great year our team has had with 10 wins, 2 draws, and only 3 losses. We started the season with
six boys new to the game, two players new to the club and three returning players. Our coach Sam
transferred from the opposition, and gladly volunteered to develop the boys into a team.

The season started with a win, delivered on the back of some good soccer skills getting the ball over the
bar for a narrow win. From this we saw the boys develop their skills week on week, and going for another
nine rounds, until we finally faced our first loss. What a run.

The turn-up at both training and the games is a credit to both the boys and their parents, with most
training sessions having a full squad, and never playing a game with less than 10 boys - an effort that all
should be proud of. The training sessions started the year with just catching the ball and grabbing the
opposition, but quickly developed more skills as the boys enthusiastically learned the game, under the
fear of their coach’s wrath. Every week we would see another one of the boys stand out in their own
way, bringing value to the team.

As the season went on the boys developed into their positions within the team, whether it was hard
running in the centres from the bigger boys, or quick dashes and try saving tackles on the sideline. It was
great to see that throughout the season the boys showed real commitment to whomever they played,
showing real courage against some big teams, and never giving up regardless of the score. By the end of
the year the boys had developed into a great team, having a lot of fun, and supporting everyone in the
team, well done.

Having such a great year is a real testament to the parents and their involvement. Sam our coach did a
great job with the boys. Starting with the mix of experience and skill of the boys, he developed their
game, and their behaviours as a great team. Despite some testing times at training, his hard but fair
approach kept the boys in-line and focused on the game. Also many thanks to our trainers Michael, Tony,
and Lee who did a great job of developing the boys, and calming Sam down. Thanks also to all the parents
who got the boys to training and the games each week, and for all your help out throughout the year
without your involvement and commitment we would not have the year that we did. Finally many thanks
to John Grealy and all the club volunteers that make the club what it is, it has been a great year, and a
learning experience as the manager that would not be possible without all the help that we received.
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PLAYER PROFILES

Hussein Chami (Captain) – Forward. AKA “Hussein the steam train”. Hussein came across to St.
Christopher’s this season and what a move it was. He started the season on a slow and steady pace with
many new faces around. As the season progressed he came out of his shell and bonded well with his new
team mates. He knew his role in the team and was always consistent week in week out. Hussein plays
with a lot of passion and leaves nothing in the tank when he comes off the field. Hussein played in the
forwards with strong, hard runs busting through the line and gave it all back in his defence, a great
tackling machine. Hussein finished equal first in most points in a season. Well done son, you made your
coach and dad proud. Your best season yet.

Cooper Sutton – Half-back. AKA Coops. Cooper played an important role and was known as the brains
behind the team. Week one of the season Cooper was given a role of putting the boys’ in-line and playing
to the structure that we spoke about during training. He was the one to steer the ship and set up our
plays. Whilst most mini players didn’t want to play at this position because of the one pass rule, Cooper
didn’t complain. Instead he acknowledged how important his role was in the team and played with all his
heart and did not want to disappoint. As the season progressed so did his skills. A great reader of the
game he sent our flying backs in the right direction for most of our tries. In defence his voice was heard
by all and he is the best communicator I have ever seen. He had the touch judges dancing on the side
lines when he scored his first try of his career. Well done on a great season.

Nouredeen Basha – Wing. Wow, wow, wow. Nouredeen was an asset to our team with his lightning fast
feet, he made Ben Barba look like he was standing still. Sorry I can’t compare him to Barba because this
boy knew how to tackle. Nouradeen played in the backs and knew when it was time for him to rock and
roll. His defence was also first class with the best cover defence I have seen, when a break was made he
would come screaming across from one wing to the other to stop the other team in their tracks. They say
speed is the biggest asset in rugby league, add his heart into it and you have an extraordinary player of
the future. Well done on an excellent season.

Tarley Killorn – Wing. The quiet achiever. I knew when the opposition went to attack on Tarley’s side on
the field there was no way through. This was my comfort zone. Tarley’s defence was excellent, something
he worked hard on throughout the year and boy did it show on the field. In attack he had speed to burn
scoring tries off the kick restarts. Tarley wasn’t the biggest player in our team, but he was one of the
toughest. He was one of the most disciplined players and took the advice that was given to him. He
scored a fair few tries for the year and bagged a couple of black eyes to go along with it. He never
complained and always gave it his all. Tarley is a very committed and consistent player and what a
pleasure to coach.

Matthew Cutrupi – Dummy half. Not many words can describe Matthew other than “shy but sly”.
Matthew was a valuable player to our team with his experience in the game. He helped to guide some of
the new boys with the ins and outs of the game. He played at dummy half and had the ball-skills to go
with it. Throughout the season Matthew had the knowledge of when to take a dummy-half run or get
quick play the balls and put the opposition on the back foot, which lead him or his team mates to score a
try. As the season progressed so did Matthew’s skill as a great team player. Great work.

Ryan Porter – Centre/half back. AKA Rhino. Wow, what a great first season of rugby league. Rhino slipped
into our team after all the trials had been played. After our first training session I realised how lucky I was
to have a player like Ryan, he was a natural with great speed and a great attitude. He was a quick learner
of the game and worked very hard to perfect the technic of tackling. As the season progressed Ryan
started to read the game a lot better and scored a bag full of tries. He was also equal first top point scorer
with a valuable kicking foot. Well done Rhino.

Zac Porter – Centre/wing. Zacky was the youngest player in our team, playing one year above his age
group. He was the smallest boy amongst the big boys, but size means nothing - Zacky proved this to us
all. He always trained hard, he took the advice given to him and he never stopped trying. As the season
progressed so did Zac’s defence and his evasion skills went to the next level, all thanks to pairing up with
his brother at training drills. The brotherly love was surely there. Zac took over as our first choice as goal
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kicker towards the end of the season with his golden boot. What a pleasure to coach and congratulations
on a great job in your first season.

Kye Websdale – Centre. Kye was also a newcomer to our game. He progressed quite well as the season
went on, but then half way through the season he went overseas to England on holidays for a few weeks.
When Kye came back from overseas I thought to myself that we had a lot of catching up to do. What did
he do? What happened? Kye must have taken on one of those big red double-decker buses front on. His
front on defence improved 400%. His defensive efforts were really valuable to our team and he started to
take down the opposition who were twice his size with ease. We all know that stopping tries are as
valuable as putting them in. Well done Kye, can’t wait to see you defend like that again next season.

Adam Pittman – Forward. AKA the humble giant. Size, power, speed. It’s not a bird, it’s not a plane, it’s
Adam Pittman. A humble giant. Adam’s first season as a player was not one to forget as a coach. Adam
has the makings of a super star. He picked-up on the game at a very fast pace and started to bond well
with all his team mates. After a few weeks into the season he started to show some glimpses of the great
player he was to be. Adam always tried very hard at training and never game up. Half-way through the
season the bubble had finally burst, he was bursting through tackles with ease and had enough pace to
get over that try line. Excellent first season, loved to see you built up on it. Great sportsman through and
through.

Daniel McCutcheon – Forward. AKA the smiling giant. Daniel was the character of the team - I never
knew whether I should take him seriously or not. Daniel fitted in well with his team mates. When he was
hot he was hot, when he took-off he was a wrecking ball, get out of his way. His defence in the middle of
the park was unbreakable and he had the opposition running the other way. He was a surprise package: a
great ball runner and he did it while enjoying himself and having fun at the same time with a big smile on
his face and this is what the game is all about. When he was away sick one week his absence was felt and
sorely missed by me and all his team mates. Excellent work on your first season.

Mason Harrop – Forward. Mason progressed well as the season went on. His runs became much stronger
and harder, his defensive efforts also improved greatly during the season. Mason had the opportunity to
play at half time at ANZ Stadium during one of the Bulldogs games - after this his true character as a
football player started to emerge. He trained well throughout the season and this came out on the field
in the last few games. What an improvement. Keep up the great work Mason, well done.
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UNDER 8 WHITE

Back Row: Anthony Sahyoun (Trainer), Noah Alkhair (Manager) John Maarbani (Coach)
Middle Row: Murray Hardy, Marcus Sahyoun, Sam Cross, Youssef, Maarbani
Front Row: Alexander Alkhair, Connor Bryce, Joshua Trevitt, Max Hart, Thomas Forrester

MANAGER’S REPORT

For the Saints 8 White team, season 2013 started with uncertainty both on and off the field. With player
movement and new coaching staff the season started slowly.

To their credit the boys put aside off-field drama and got on with the job. Playing in a higher division than
2012 the boys played to the best of their ability, doing themselves proud in each and every game they
played.

The boys showed true Saints spirit to improve throughout the season and finished off the year with some
hard fought victories.

Thanks go out to the coaching and management team who selflessly gave of their time. Additional thanks
goes out to all parents and extended families of our team who assisted and supported us throughout the
year.

PLAYER PROFILES

Alexander Alkhair: With speed to burn and an awesome side step, this speed-man ran rings around the
opposition. Alex played well throughout the year and made a valuable contribution to the team. Great
job Alex!
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Joshua Trevitt: In his second year of footy, tough tackling and damaging running were always part of
Josh’s game. Josh had a great year with the Saints and he got better as the season went on. Well done on
a great year Josh.

Marcus Sahyoun: In his second year of footy this “tough man” always ran the ball hard and tackled
anything that came his way. Marcus took on more responsibility guiding the team around the park this
year and he played better with each game. A much deserved winner of “The Coach’s Award” for 2013.
Well done Marcus.

Connor Bryce: With Fancy footwork and brick wall defence, Connor was a wonderful addition to the team
in season 2013. He would often leave opposition players shaking their heads as he ran past them to score
a try. Well done on a great year.

Max Hart: Starting the year with a “BANG” was Max. Scoring multiple tries in the first few games Max
was an important part of the team throughout 2013. Max played well all year and like others, he got
better with each game. Well done Max.

Murray Hardy: As with last season Murray showed maturity beyond his years. He put 100% effort into
everything he did and was a force to be reckoned with on the field. Respected and admired by all, Murray
had a wonderful Season 2013. Well done Muzz.

Samuel Cross: Sam the friendly GIANT improved with each game he played. With a strong straight
running style, Sam put fear into the opposition players with every run of the ball. Well done on an
excellent season in 2013.

Youssef Maarbani: New to the team in 2013 Youssef played with energy and determination. Youssef ran
hard and tackled well throughout the year and was a valuable contributor to the team each week. Well
done on a great year.

Thomas Forrester: Season 2013 showed the true professionalism of Tommy. He played each and every
game with enthusiasm and 100% commitment. Excellent dummy-half work ensured that the team got
around the park, and expert tackling ensured that he always made his tackle. Ranking No. 1 in the player
points and a deserved winner of the “Best and Fairest” award for 2013. Well done Thomas.
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UNDER 8 BLUE

Back Row: Chris Zanbaka (Manager), Tim Millar (Coach), Mark Boyne (Trainer), Charlie Assaf (Trainer)
Middle Row: Ryan Klem, Hayden Swibel, Jack Zanbaka, Sean Amy, Toto’a Lynch, Evan Anderson
Front Row: Oscar Moseley, Peter Assaf, Owen Millar, Kian Boyne

COACH’S REPORT

This year was the last year that the boys played non-competitive competition. It was great to see them all
improve and develop a good team spirit and club spirit. It was a tough year as we started to introduce a
couple of set moves thanks to Nathan Sellings and the under 15's who took part in showing the moves to
the boys.

A special thanks to Charlie Assaf and Mark Boyne for being trainers. You guys help me and the boys out
and I appreciate it. Thank you. Another special thanks to Chris Zanbaka for being the manager again this
year. You had a tough year this year juggling the team and Souths. Without you the team wouldn't run.
Thank you so much.

Also I cannot forget the great parents this year for helping out with the fundraising and whenever you
could on the BBQ or canteen. Without you guys we wouldn’t be able to function as a team.

Now we get to the two most important companies/people in the team. A big thank you to
Geoff Amy and LFS, as well as Charlie Assaf and CPE Australia for sponsoring the team this year. We are
grateful to both of you and your companies.

Thank you all for a great year and we hope to see all your bright and cheerful faces next season.

MANAGER’S REPORT

I cannot believe how quick this season has been and gone. Geez I wish every weekend was footy
weekend! Why, you may ask? Well, being involved in a team like we have is great, spending time with my
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children and their mates, along with the families of my children’s mates, who become just as close to us,
is also great! Then outside of the team is the club community: being at the oval or at our social functions,
at the clubs when we are raising money to help the club, or even at the manager’s meeting we attend
every fortnight. And before you even ask, yes, I do have a life outside of the footy, and for me personally,
it’s more footy, along with work too I suppose!

Thanks to all the boys, coach Tim, trainers Mark and Charlie, the parents and even the siblings of the
team, because each one of those people contributed to helping us out in one way or another. On behalf
of everyone involved, I want to thank you!

Lastly, and most of all, I want to thank the mums. What you do for your children is awesome and each
boy in our team, as well as the dad’s, think you are all spectacular! The pro-activity of Julie Millar, for
organising the fundraiser through the McGrath Foundation for the Women of League round was well
received throughout the club, and with the help of the other mothers in the team, we raised a substantial
amount that went to help aid the research and development for Breast Cancer Research. The boys wore
pink socks, they also helped sell cupcakes and sweets around the ground, and it was all for a purpose of
respect to the women of our game!

I look forward to spending 2014 with this great bunch of people again… Chris Zanbaka

PLAYER PROFILES

Sean Amy: This year Sean has improved greatly with his dummy half passing and his scoots out of
dummy-half scoring a couple of tries. He’s also improved his tackling and is getting involved a lot more.
Keep it up mate.

Peter Assaf: Peter this year improved in his defence and was making some big tackles. He is very quick
and showed this by scoring over 23 tries this year. His ability to step and throw the defence is great to
watch.

Evan Anderson: It's sad to see Evan leave us this year as he has been a great asset to the team. His cover
tackling is great and his speed to catch them is even better. You will be sadly missed mate. We wish you
all best.

Kian Boyne: Kian keeps on improving every year. This year he showed us that his tackling is improving
and his ball handling skills are exceptional for his age. Scoring some good tries and making some great
cover tackles.

Ryan Klem: Ryan has improved this year again. He is showing a lot more ability with passing and running
the ball. Playing at first receiver he moves the ball out well and then likes to run the ball on the last.

Toto’a Lynch: Toto'a is a good player and improves every year. His tackling technic is one that should be
in a textbook. He runs the ball and uses the Jonah Lomu side step a lot.

Owen Millar: Owen this year improved his defence making a lot of tackles. He is getting involved with the
plays and learning each week.

Oscar Moseley: This year Oscar showed that he make plenty of meters for us when needed and scoring
tries as well. He is getting more involved in the tackling part of the game which is great to see.

Hayden Swibel: This year we put Hayden in first receiver, giving everyone equal runs and taking some
solid runs himself. His tackling improved again making some good one on one tackles.

Jack Zanbaka: Jack this year got involved playing dummy-half and setting up some good tries off set
moves. He also started to get his confidence up and was getting involved a lot more.
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UNDER 9 DIVISION 3 – SEMI FINALISTS

Back Row: Brian Rodoreda (Coach), Paula Sleiman (Manager), Tommy Achram, Henri Carrera, Saadi Kourouche,
Harrison Marsh, Mark Field (Trainer)
Middle Row: Ky Rodoreda, Bianca Cutrupi, Marcus Gauci, PJ Mohi-Lett, Thomas Ravel, Jarrod Field
Front Row: Steven Coble, Ryan Shears, Jesse Sleiman
Absent: Liam Taufa

COACH'S REPORT

With a number of first time players in the side I was a little apprehensive of how the season would pan-
out. We focused alot of our training on ball skills and repetitive drills. This proved to be a good move with
our passing and catching game one of the best in the division. Mark and I worked as a team with him
putting the boys and girl into positions with allocated runs. The team seemed to take to the positional
play well and looked structured and organised.

With no real individual standouts I was very proud of the teamwork and generosity in the players. We
had an inconsistent year with a win-lose ratio about even. Defence and simple errors were a factor
throughout the year. We managed to have a few tight wins which gave the team a real sense of
competitiveness. After several losses towards the end of normal competition we still managed to sneak a
semi-finals berth. The team played great that day and won the game easily. Unfortunately St. Johns put in
a protest for an extra interchange that was upheld.

Over all I would rate the season as a successful one with the whole team developing. It would be great to
see the side sticking together next year and improving on combinations. Thanks to Mark our trainer for
his advice, help and knowledge. He was a great support and sounding board throughout the year. A big
thank you to Paula our manger- well organised, easy going and always approachable. Also the parents
who helped at training and on game day. Well done.
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PLAYER PROFILES

Liam Taufa: The fastest boy in the side. Being an outside back Liam didn't get many opportunities with
the ball, but his defence was full of courage. When Liam is on his game he can be quite devastating. Heart
of a lion. Well done Liam.

Bianca Cutrupi: Bianca was like a rock in defence. She showed the boys how to hit. It was rare to see her
miss a tackle. Bianca was a pleasure to train. A good listener and a great work ethic. Good season Bianca.

Harry Marsh: Harry continued to develop from week to week and as his fitness improved so did his
confidence. By the back end of the year he was consistently taking the ball up straight and hard. Hope to
see you next year Harry.

Saadi Kourouche: Saadi always made his presence felt. For a big boy he was very mobile. Saadi didn’t shy
away from his hard work at any stage. His positional play improved dramatically through the year and at
times he showed he can be a damaging ball runner. Great work Saadi.

Jarrod Field: Our ever reliable dummy-half. I can’t remember once where he was out of position. Jarrod is
a very intelligent player with a good footy brain. He scored a number of clever tries on fifth tackle
options. For a small guy he played well above his weight. Top year Jarrod.

Steve Coble: Steve was low in confidence at the start of the season. As soon at his fitness improved Steve
showed he could really play with some great carries of the football. His hard running was a highlight of
his game. Well done Steve.

Thomas Ravel: Thomas was easily the most consistent player in the team. He set the bar high early with a
great running and passing game. Mark and I relied on Thomas to organize the team in attack and he
never let us down. Thomas is a natural footballer with great vision and a real feel for rugby league.
Excellent year Thomas.

Jesse Sleiman: A great year Jesse. His defence on the right side was exceptional. Jesse was self-motivated
and loved the game. Not only his defence, but his attack was a stand-out, beating many players with his
footwork and pace. Well done Jesse.

Henri Carrera: What a fantastic year. Henri was our go to man. He scored many length of the field tries
with hard running and surprising pace. His enthusiasm in defence was inspiring. Henri’s game developed
well for a first year player. His attitude and manners at training made him a pleasure to coach. Love your
work Henri.

Ky Rodoreda: Ky was a real team player. Always pushing forward following the ball runners and his
passing game in general play was great. He was willing to off-load the ball to players backing up. Very
unselfish player. Good work Ky.

Peter-Jae Mohi-Lett: PJ was a real surprise package. He would come up with some great tackling on
occasions and the following week his running game would be a standout beating many players with his
evasiveness. PJ’s first year in football was impressive and his game should develop if he continues.

Tommy Achram: After a difficult season last year Tommy really enjoyed himself, always showing up to
training with a smile and great attitude. Tommy’s contribution on the field was evident with some great
low tackling. Well done Tommy

Ryan Shears: Ryan grew in confidence as the season progressed. He loved being part of the team. Ryan’s
ball carrying was strong, leaving opposition players in his wake. He was another player who scored a
number of long range tries. With more experience Ryan will become a real force in the game.

Marcus Gauci: The most courageous player in the team. Marcus was relentless with his text book tackling
saving many tries. For a first time player his technique was great. Marcus’s attacking ability created
trouble for the opposition on many occasions. With another couple years of footy Marcus will develop
into a fine league player.
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UNDER 9 DIVISION 1 – SEMI FINALISTS

Back Row: Nerissa Bailey (Manager), Zac Pound, Ricardo Oloapu, Shane Kennedy (Trainer), Trent Bailey, Jordan
Saleh, Jared Kennedy, Steve Moloney (Coach)
Middle Row: Blake Shearer, Sean Foster, Kaled Arnaout, Jack Martin, Isaac Tahhan, Bailey Standaloft
Front Row: Vincent Cassar, Luke Moloney, Zacarie Ceissman, Alexander Walker

COACH’S REPORT

This year the boy’s management and coaching staff stepped-up to mod football. After the trials two
teams were selected and they started training in their respective teams, one in Division 1 and the other in
Division 3.

We started the season well and after working out players positions with the help of Shane and Michael,
showed we could be a force in Division 1. The boys trained well together and forged a good bond, which
was pleasing after the addition of five new players to last year’s squad.

With having to learn to play on the bigger field and having an extra three players on the paddock the
boys adapted well and enjoyed the extra width in attack.

After we played the first full round of five games we realised that reaching the semis was definitely our
goal, and after finishing third on the ladder we had hoped we could go further than last year.
Unfortunately, we got beaten on the bell again after being the better team for the majority of the game
in our semi-final against Chester Hill, and the rest is history.

After reflecting on our season, we could have done better with our consistency, stamina and hunger to
win the tight games, but all in all the boys tried as hard as they could throughout the season. If they stick
together as a team and keep working hard at training they will continue to improve and stay in Division 1.

I would like to thank the club for the opportunity to coach the boys this year and for all the committee’s
hard work carried out in running this club. I would also like to thank Nerissa for all her work during the
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season. As far as managers go I couldn’t have asked for anyone more helpful, allowing me to concentrate
on my job coaching the boys. Also a big thank you to Shane and Michael for their help at training and on
game day, which was invaluable to me all season. I must also thank Matt and Tracie Walker for their
efforts in writing our team report each week which I always enjoyed reading. And finally a big thank you
to the parents and the boys on an enjoyable season. The parents were always full of praise for the boys
and cheered them on in a positive manner and the boys played the game in a fair and good natured
manner. Well Done.

MANAGER’S REPORT

The boys were very excited to be progressing from Mini to Mod football this year. They were looking
forward to getting out onto a bigger field and having more room to run. Being in a larger team was going
to be a challenge for all the boys, getting to know their team mates, the way they play and their
personalities. However, it was a credit to all of the boys that they all gelled really well and had a lot of fun
together throughout the season.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our coach Steve and trainers Shane and Michael. By the end
of the season the boys were all able to communicate better on the field and had made a great
improvement to their tackling, ball handling and passing skills.

I would also like to thank our sports writer Matthew Walker for his hard work and continued dedication
to the weekly match reports.

Thank you to all of the parents and grandparents for their support in bringing the boys to training, the
game, helping out at our home ground and the Saturday afternoon raffles.

Also a big thankyou to our team sponsors for the jerseys: Goop Guys, Impact Project Solutions, Aspect
Development and Survey, and A-Line Plumbing. Without our sponsors the boys would not have looked as
smart as they did.

To all the boys, it was a pleasure to watch you play each week and enjoy yourselves. I wish everybody a
safe and fun summer and hope to see you all back next year.

PLAYER PROFILES

Alex Walker – Alex had a solid season and with more involvement, it could have been even better. He
has all the basic skills and a great boot for kicking. When he ran the ball, he ran it hard and fast and
always made good ground. He pulled off some big hits in defence during the season.

Bailey Standaloft – Bailey is Mr Consistent and can be depended upon every week to do his best. Moved
to dummy half this season and showed good skills and involvement. Bailey has a great tackling technique
and helps keep the middle solid in defence.

Blake Shearer – BJ came into the top division this season and became a very versatile player for the
team. He had a good steady improvement in attack and defence as the season progressed and could be
relied upon to play in the forwards or backs. Blake has a definite love of the game and with his
determination will keep improving.

Isaac Tahhan: Isaac also stepped-up to the top division this season and showed that with ball-in-hand is a
very elusive attacker who manages to make half-breaks with regularity. In defence he has worked hard
at training and improved as the season rolled on. Isaac will definitely benefit from this season.

Jack Martin: Jack was another of our players to step-up to Division 1 this season and had pressure on him
straight away being thrust into first receiver. Jack had a great year of football and directed the team
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around the park like he had been doing it for years. Jack is very tenacious in defence, putting his body on
the line against a lot bigger boys with some grass cutting tackles.

Jared Kennedy: Jared showed awesome skills this year and proved that he is as good as any player in this
competition. In attack he makes breaks on a regular basis and has the speed and skill to find the try line.
Jared also improved at distributing the ball to the outside backs and his cover defence was very good.

Jordan Saleh: Jordan had a good season once again. His speed out wide was exciting and was our only
player to score a try against St Johns. Jordan also scored a very good try in the semi-final. Jordan’s
defence improved this season and with some more confidence should become the complete outside
back.

Kaled Arnaout: Kaled always plays football at a very fast pace. He has very good defensive skills,
especially from marker, and loves nothing more than to have the ball in his hands and test the
oppositions defence with his darting and stepping style of attack. Always gives 100%.

Luke Moloney: Luke had a very good season and generally led the forwards in defence. He played a very
tough style of football, taking the ball straight up no matter how tough the defence. Luke’s defence in
the middle of the field was impressive and his cover defence a highlight. Luke never stopped trying until
the full-time whistle blew.

Ricardo Oloapu: Ricardo was once again our barnstorming runner that demoralises other teams
defences. He had a great season making plenty of metres in attack and always put up his hand to do his
share. Made plenty of big hits in defence and his tackling technique has really improved.

Sean Foster: Foz started at dummy-half this season, but felt he needed to be more involved in attack.
Towards the end of the season he was one of our better runners with some impressive busting runs and
with this new-found confidence he got more involved and looked like he was really enjoying his football.

Trent Bailey: Trent started the season playing centre or wing and continued to impress with his hard
running and great defensive skills. After moving into the forwards late in the season he showed that he
needs to be more involved in the game and closer to the action, because his skills in the centre make a
big difference.

Vincent Cassar: Vincent stepped up to Division 1 this year and it was obvious he has a passion for the
game. He has lighting speed off the mark and has the ability to make breaks against the best opponents.
Vince is also very good in defence and generally pulls off a few bone rattlers. He can play in the backs or
forwards which makes him very versatile. Great year Vince.

Zacarie Ceissman: Zac started the season on fire with his tough running style and dependable defensive
skills. He played solid football all season and is a solid member of our forward pack.

Zack Pound: Zack joined our club this year and made an immediate impression. His ability to get involved
in games is uncanny and he loves nothing more than to have the ball in his hands. A very good attacker
who also has a great tackling technique in defence.
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UNDER 10 DIVISION 2

Back Row: Jon D’Astoli (Coach), Nicolas Ghilardi, Braidon Brito, Alexander Pasarelli, Jonathan Delinicolis, Christian
Ghilardi, Paul Forrester (Trainer)
Middle Row: Ethan Burke, Daniel Jenkins, Michael Forrester, Adam Taylor, Hayden Louka
Front Row: Daniel Louka (Ball boy)
Absent: Toafa Faanoi, Billal Elabbas, Adrian Ghilardi (Manager)

COACH’S REPORT

The Under 10s came into the pre-season having lost half of their players from the year before, but gaining
four boys who were new to rugby league. Our 2012 Under 9-2s team were grand finalists, therefore we
were required to play in Division 1 this year – a tough assignment, particularly for the new boys. We had
just enough players to field a team, at best with one reserve.

The first five weeks in the top grade were challenging, but the boys proved their toughness and won
plenty of admiration. We then moved back to Division 2 and were optimistic about our chances for
success, but there was strong competition and playing without a full team on a number of occasions did
not help our cause. We eventually chalked-up a few good wins, bringing joy to the players, their families
and coaching staff.

I did not expect to be coaching the Under 10’s this year, but it was a genuine pleasure. We had a terrific
group of players who tried hard and progressively improved. The parents were very supportive, helping
us to build a harmonious environment. I am grateful to have received such trust and cooperation.

My particular thanks go to Adrian Ghilardi who took on the role of team manager and, along with wife
Alicia and daughter Grace, handled our game day paperwork and scoring. Tony Louka responded to my
call for a game day statistician and his weekly summary and considered input were greatly valued. Paul
Forrester agreed to partner with me as trainer and I was indeed fortunate to be able to rely on such a
competent footy guy to help nurture the boys individually and as a team. We had a really good and happy
year which will hopefully provide a strong platform for the years ahead.
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PLAYER PROFILES

Christian Ghilardi: one half of the handsome Ghilardi twins who we welcomed to the team this year.
Christian played at left centre for most of the season. His regular long runs and improvement in defence
earned him several game-day awards.

Nicolas Ghilardi: the other half of our twins balanced his brother by playing at right centre. He showed
his sporting prowess from early on, scoring and converting tries. Tough and determined, fortunately his
butter fingers at training weren’t evident on game days.

Hayden Louka: a first timer to rugby league, Hayden played most of the year at dummy half where he
provided reliable service and formed a good combination with his half-back Michael. Hayden improved
his defence through the year and used his speed to score and convert a nice solo try against Colts.

Daniel Jenkins: another first timer, Daniel probably had
the most to learn about rugby league, but to his credit
he developed quickly. He loved the rough and tumble
of defence, so was moved in from the wing to be more
involved at second row.

Adam Taylor: tough as teeth and quick as a flash. Adam
played at left wing for most of the season and nobody,
no matter how big, got around him. He scored a nice
solo try via hit and spin through solid goal line defence.
Adam adapted quickly to dummy half late in the
season.

Ethan Burke: blistering speed and sweet timing with his kicks made Ethan a potent attacking weapon and
out top point scorer. He was reliable in cover defence and showed great positional play. His passing game
developed through the season playing at five eighth.

Michael Forrester: probably the smallest player in the competition, but head and shoulders above most
others in football prowess. Mick steered the team beautifully from half back, was astounding with his
copybook tackling, and developed a nice short kicking game.

Alexander Passarelli: our captain led his team by example, earning himself the title of “best and fairest”.
His swerving runs always made good ground in attack and he was always near the top of our tackle count,
using good defensive techniques he’d learned at training.

Jonathon Delinicolis: Jonno entertained us with his hoarse voice and chants after State of Origin
matches. He became more and more involved as the season progressed, really improving his game and
developing into a strong defender and menacing runner.

Braidon Brito: when he winds-up Braidon is like a bowling ball, scattering defenders in his path. His size
and strength were important ingredients for the team and out opponents knew it when he got physical in
defence. Possibly the best smile in rugby league.

Joe Faanoi: Big Joe provided us with an intimidation factor. He was unstoppable with the ball close to our
opponents line, had a nice offload to his outside runners, and remarkable timing and technique (and
effectiveness) in defence.

Billal Elabbas: We began and finished the season without Billy, but when he did attend we could rely on
his strong involvement in both attack and defence. He showed versatility by covering positions in the
backs and forwards.
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UNDER 11 DIVISION 1 – FINALISTS

Back Row: Michael Mulvihill (Coach), Liam Mulvihill (Trainer), Joshua Tamotu, Connor Osborn, Lachlan Maric,
Malakai Manoa, Raelene Davidson (Manager), Conor Davidson (Trainer)
Middle Row: Brodie Erskine, Aidan Davidson, Dane Loutsos, Jon Pengue, Omar Arnaout, Lachlan McAlpine
Front Row: Meihana Nelson, Zac Standaloft, Cody Fuzz, Jarred Howard
Absent: Reily Dundas

COACH’S REPORT

Coaching junior Rugby League is a work in progress. Teams evolve, players and coaches come and go, but
the direction is and should be always forward. Not knowing anything about this group of boys at the start
of pre-season training I was impressed by their attitude, their work ethic and their skill level from day
one. I believe the team lost a few players from last year, but I’m positive the player gains we made this
year far outweighed the losses. My intention this year was to teach them the importance of teamwork,
sharing and being responsible for the workload placed on them, both at training and on game day. I also
wanted to increase the self-belief and confidence of not only the team as a whole, but also each
individual player. I also wanted to toughen them up a bit as the years immediately ahead of them require
them to punch well above their weight, literally.

I think the season’s results indicate that the boys made progress in all the right areas. They beat teams
this year that they have struggled with in past years, and gave all the top teams a good rattle. Their
win/loss game ratio improved and they finished both the regular season and the finals season in third
place, their highest placing to date and, along the way they found time to continually remind me that in
the end it has to be fun, otherwise there is no point in doing it.

My thanks to the parents who helped with sidelines, BBQ’s, raffles’ and canteens during the season. My
thanks to all the parents who supported their boy this year by getting him to training and game day on
time. We don’t have much time each week to do what needs to be done, and I’m very grateful to all the
parents for this simple, but important support. Thanks to Liam and Conor for giving up their time and
training the boys this year. It’s good to see current club players putting back in. Last, but by no means
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least, my sincere thanks to Raelene Davidson. Her knowledge and guidance throughout the season was
invaluable. Thank you.

PLAYER PROFILES

Malakai Manoa: By a few rounds into the season it was obvious to me who the team’s captain should
be. When Malakai talks, the boys listen. At training and on game day he always switched on and led by
example from the front. Players develop at different rates/ages, some switch on early, some later. This
year Malakai understood that footy is a contest and that the outcome is up for grabs. A coach couldn’t
ask for a better team leader and captain.

Josh Tamotu: Josh joined us from Chester Hill this year and made an immediate impact. A natural player,
he fitted into the team’s dynamics straight away. I was forced by mod rules to limit his time on the field
this year (very frustrating for both of us), but when he was on he lifted the whole team, both in attack
and defence. A pleasure to train and coach, and a bit of a character as well. I hope he makes Saints his
home for years to come.

Connor Osborn: In my coaches report I mentioned that footy teams are a work in progress. Connor is a
perfect example. The Connor who played at the end of the season was not the same Connor that started
it. Confidence is a wonderful thing. You have it in you mate to be a good footballer, don’t let anyone tell
you otherwise. Next year I will expect more from you.

Lachlan Maric: I didn’t realise this was only Lachlan’s second year in grade until I read last year’s reports.
He doesn’t play that way. When he wants to he can turn a game. This year I moved him between the
front row and centre, looking for ways to bring out his best form on a regular basis. When the light goes
on in his head he will be a very good player as he has all the skills.

Jon Pengue: Jon is another player whose season was contained by the mod rules we play under. On TV
every hooker runs, every hooker takes the team forward. Under mod rules we have to have two passes,
we are not developing our hookers – we can’t until the 13’s. Jon knows that. It didn’t stop him from
having a great season. He led the team round the park and he put his body on the line every week. Every
game we played he gave his all. When his real chance comes under international rules he will be ready,
then we will see how good he really is.

Reily Dundas: Reily is one of the quieter boys in the team, but on game day his actions do a lot of talking.
Versatility is a coach’s dream: a player you can put anywhere, anytime and who will do what needs to be
done (and well), whatever the position. I didn’t try him in the front row this year, but I bet he would
handle that as well. A pleasure to coach with a good work ethic I can see a good football future in this
one.

Dane Loutsos: Dane epitomises what footy is about at this age. He’s competitive, fearless and just wants
to run, tackle and have fun. His attitude at training (along with several others) was a constant reminder to
me to not take it all so seriously, it has to be fun. But, when he crossed the sideline he was into it. A
player with natural toughness he will be a handful for opposition teams in the years ahead, I can’t believe
it’s only his second year in league.

Brodie Erskine: Brodie’s season showed glimpses of what he is capable of. Once he was able to train with
us both nights each week at the end of the season he quickly came up to steam with what we were trying
to do as a team. His confidence improved and it showed on the field. Several times in end-of-season
games he prevented opposition tries through sheer guts and tough tackling. I think your sporting future
lies with rugby league mate.

Zac Standaloft: During the year there were occasions where I might have said footy things that went
over the boys’ heads, but not Zac’s. Out of all the kids in the team he has the best vision. He actually
knows what’s going to happen before it does - a rare talent to have in one so young. It’s going to take a
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while to complement that skill with the other attributes needed to play football, but as a work in
progress, we have plenty of time to get there.

Aidan Davidson: In my years as a coach you come to realise that good teams have at their core a group
of madmen who just love footy, who aren’t scared of anyone, who desperately want to win every game
and will gladly bleed for each other if that’s what it takes. Aiden is one of them. A bad trainer, an
unbroken colt, a devil to teach. The team would not be what it is, or will be, without him and his fellow
madmen. I pity their future coaches.

Cody Fuz: Cody crossed the river this year to join Saints. Those softies on the other side let a good one
go. In his first season with Saints I was very happy with the composure Cody brought to the team. He
thinks about his football and he’s keen to improve everything he does. In fact he’s a perfect foil to the
madmen in the team, making sensible decisions, getting us where we need to be on the field. I hope you
stay and become a long term member of this team.

Lachlan McAlpine: Macca was one of the most consistent players in the team this year. One of the
madmen referred to above, he put in a big effort every game day and defended his part of the field like
he owned it. Always cheeky at training he was also one of the boys who reminded me that footy has to
be fun, although I don’t think some of the opposition lining up opposite him thought it very funny.

Meihana Nelson: Meihana played several positions this year, all of them well. A real character at training
Meihana is another example of a work in progress. As he matures in the coming years his natural athletic
ability should come to the fore, enabling him to compete against his bigger opponents. Reminds me of
one of the Ella brothers (zip zip).

Jarred Howard: Joined the team from soccer this year. It’s a very big ask to come into league, into the
Canterbury comp, into a Division 1 team for a 10 year old boy. Jarred handled it really well, picked up the
rules quickly and improved with each and every game as his confidence and understanding grew. The
latter part of the year saw him really get stuck in. Very happy with his development, hope you stay and
become a long term Saint.

Omar Arnaout: Omar is the team’s quiet boy. Doesn’t say much at training, doesn’t say much on game
day. But he listens and he learns. One of the best trainers in the side, a kid that never gives up. Omar is
one of the reasons people like me coach. Footy is a tough environment, and smaller kids struggle against
bigger, nastier opponents. To see Omar give everything he has week in week out, never taking a
backward step, always trying, is what footy/growing up is really all about. The ground work you are
putting in mate will bear good fruit one day.

Saints supporters at Belmore Oval on Grand Final day
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UNDER 12 DIVISION 2 – PREMIERS

Back Row: Dave Raish (Trainer), Scott Whyte (Coach), Jack Titmuss, Cameron Riley, Billy Ryan, Zachariah Senter,
Dean Gazilas, Dave Wylie (Trainer), James Quintal (Manager)
Middle Row: Jordan Raish, Blake Wylie, Callum Whyte, Kueva Lynch, Jesse McLachlan, Josh Fuller
Front Row: Lachlan Jordan, Isaac Evans, Jarrad Crawford, Vincent Quintal, Camille Sleiman, Christian Laidler

COACH’S REPORT

First of all I would like to thank my manager James Quintal who stepped up to the plate this year making
the transition from dad to official with great success. I would also like to mention Davis WYHLIE (Dave
Wylie) and David Raish, both of whom again fulfilled the roles of trainer after many years working in
official’s roles. Without these people and our Club Committee it would not be possible for our boys to
play footy and I thank them.

This year was the hardest I have ever had in football. Initially we had too many boys for one team and not
enough for two. I would like to say there was nothing between the 17 we picked for U/12’s and other
boys who went to other teams. Fortunately many of our boys moved up to play at the club in U/13’s.
Unfortunately we lost a couple and I hope to see them back in the maroon and gold.

In relation to the Premiership winning 12’s... Although we nominated in Division 1 we were told by
Canterbury that we were a Division 2 team. I have no doubt that our results proved we are not.
However, we made a conscious decision this year to teach our boys “footy”. Under 12 football is a
difficult thing, it still has some mod rules. Whilst some at times felt disappointed with some of the
positional selections, they were always based on 2 principals FAIRNESS and DEVELOPMENT. Personally I
believe every boy finished the year a better footballer that they started, with a Premiership in hand.

I would also like to thank the parents who helped at home games doing the roles that are needed to keep
the club going. Thanks to our jersey sponsors’ and those whom took time out to assist in talking to the
boys especially around finals time – Jeremy Fuller, Dene Halatau, Josh Reynolds and Darren Senter.
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Our team had a year of early success. We won most games easily, but as the draw panned out we came
up against the tougher teams towards the end of the year. We were tested by St. Johns, Bulls and East
Hills towards the end of the season, although they didn’t cause us to panic. Then in the last round of the
competition we came up against Chester Hill. This side was in sixth position and needed to knock over
the undefeated St. Christopher’s juggernaut. Their form had been such that we elected to rest a few and
entered the contest with a less than par pre-game. In accordance with the Canterbury Junior League
rules, the Chester Hill side had introduced five new players for this match whom had not previously
played with them. They came out of the blocks and we were shell shocked. We went down in a contest,
but all of a sudden we were no longer favourites.

We took the fast path to the decider by knocking over St. Johns. The pleasing aspect of this match was
holding them to zero. The Chester Hill side rightfully made their way through to the grand final, having
some luck with surprising judiciary decisions allowing them to field their unchanged side from when we
were beaten by them, but we wanted that. We wanted to play them and we wanted them to have no
excuses. We knew what was coming. We trained for two weeks with nothing else on our mind.

Then the day came, back to Belmore! The boys had their warm up, I turned to Davis WYHLIE and said
“We got this”. Our boys were on. From the kick off Chester Hill were never in it. There were some
tremendous individual performances, but to mention anyone as a standout takes away from the greatest
team performance I have ever seen by a group of Under 12 boys. In 40 minutes of football we made 1
error. We smacked them 30 – 6 and they did not like it. What I saw that Saturday afternoon at Belmore
leaves me in no doubt that next year we can give Division 1 a crack. Boys we just need to believe. Bring
on 2014!!!!!!!!

PLAYER PROFILES

Jarrad Crawford: Jarrad is an excellent player. He is both a strong runner and defender. He was a valued
member of our team and on a number of occasions a stand out player. He kept his best ‘til last with a try
in both the semi and the grand final.

Isaac Evans: It’s a pleasure to coach Isaac. He is a hard working trainer and solid player. He is without
doubt one of our most devastating ball runners and has perfected the outside-in line. Isaac is at his best
when he involves himself in the game.

Joshua Fuller: Josh Fuller is our reliable outside back. He possesses great football instincts and was
always there to finish a pattern. He came in and took the hard hit-up when in trouble, but that’s not his
best quality. His defence is pretty to watch, he tackles like every kid should. Often we would see Josh
drop the biggest kids on the field with his boot lace tackles. Great season Josh.

Dean Gazilas: It wasn’t the easiest of years for Dean to play footy, but it was a year where we got what
an outstanding young man Dean is. His football went up a level this year, his hard hitting ball running
was a feature. Dean will continue to develop and I have no doubt this young man will be a force in years
to come.

Lachlan Jordan: No. 1 – Lachlan took hold of the full-back role this year with both hands. He is a deadly
attacking weapon and reliable insurance policy in the second line of defence. Lachlan’s football is great -
when he backed himself and takes on defence it’s a pleasure to watch. He hits the ball up like a front-
rower when required. Lachlan is without doubt one of the best trainer’s in our side. He listens and
always gives 100%. Without doubt one of the best individual efforts I have seen was his grand final
performance. Great work.

Christian Laidler: This year Christian spent the majority of time in the centres. His running game
developed and he showed that he can be a handful taking on the line. Christian also defended
outstanding out wide and it was a feature of our progress through the latter part of the season. When
Christian played half-back as usual he led the team around the park and he followed the game plan to the
letter. Another good year Christian, well done.
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Kueva Lynch: Captain Courageous. Great is all I can say about this kid. He has a football brain and is a
competitor. Kueva had a fantastic year in football - he was our captain and led the boys well. Kueva
often put his hand up to sit-out a half when the contest wasn’t there to make sure everyone had their
turn off. Thanks KUUUEEEV.

Jesse McLachlan: New to the club this year, Jesse had an outstanding season. He is a strong defender
and ball runner. His wide defence was a real feature. It was a pleasure to welcome Jesse to the club.

Vincent Quintal: Another valuable forward. Vince plays well above his weight and has given glimpses of
his ability this year. He was the “Best Player” on a couple of occasions and only needs to work on his
consistency putting in these performances week to week.

Jordan Raish: Jordan was an invaluable member of our squad. I think Jordan played every position
except fullback. He always stepped-up and gave a good performance wherever he was put. He loves
being a ball-playing forward. He has been our “Best Forward” on occasion and put in another strong
season.

Cameron Riley: Cameron was in my view our most consistent player this year. He put in outstanding
performances week in week out. He played the majority of the year in the forwards, but seamlessly
made the transition into the backs for the semis when we needed to strengthen our wide defence. He
did everything I asked of him and had a great year.

Billy Ryan: We always knew that Billy was a devastating ball runner. This year we decided to play Billy
tight in the back row and it paid off. Billy made a habit of cutting through the middle of opposing teams.
He had a great year and was one of our best.

Zach Senter: Zach was new to our team and he developed throughout the year. His defence and ball
running was outstanding towards the end of the year. Zach on a number of occasions stood-out in
defence and his performance in the second half of our semi-final against St. Johns was one of the reasons
we got the win on the day.

Camille Sleiman: Whilst knowing Camille as a player, it was my first year coaching him. We all knew his
capacity as a ball runner, but it was the development in his defence that impressed me the most. He
went to another level this year. Camille played in the centres and the back-row, putting in outstanding
performances in both areas.

Jack Titmuss: Our biggest player, Jack stepped up to the plate this year. He went into battle on many
occasions with bigger kids from opposing sides and often won. Jack’s performance in the semi-final
against St. Johns was the best I’ve seen him play. He was devastating in defence and it got us over the
line. Good on you Jack.

Callum Whyte: No.9 – Callum this year took-off were he finished last season. His workload and defence
was outstanding, and he continued to lead the forward pack in that regard. As he developed throughout
the year he started to “think” footy. His selection as when to go, saw him score a couple of good tries.
His running game improved, as did his confidence. Callum’s aggression in defence saw him gain respect
from opposing sides. Great season mate.

Blake Wylie: The native played centre and half-back this season, really making a mark on the half-back
position the later part of the year. He was defensively outstanding at half-back and relished the
opportunity of being closer to the middle. He was aggressive in defence and attack. He embraced the
game plan and started to understand the game. Great work this year Blakey.
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Under 12 Division 2 Grand Final action, including “the tackle” that said “we’re here to play”!
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Under 12 team officials Scott Whyte, David Raish, David Wylie and James Quintal celebrate their team’s
victory with captain Kueva Lynch and ball boy Daniel Raish.

Team captain Kueva Lynch raises the Premier’s trophy.
Lachlan Jordan is awarded Grand Final “Player of the Match” by Jamie Whitney.
Scott Whyte wears the “Super Coach” maroon blazer with pride.
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UNDER 13 DIVISION 3 – GRAND FINALISTS

Back Row: Paul Ellison (Trainer), Tim Bailey (FAO), Jordan Tofilau, Reda Osman, Jack Barnes, James Martin (Coach),
Aaron Karnold, Sebastian Unwin, John Maarbani (Manager), Tom Quine (Trainer)
Middle Row: Michael Tanevski, Kassem Maarbani, Cooper Ellison, Ethan Taufa, Shaun Bailey, Adam Elabbas
Front Row: Daniel Cutrupi, Hayden Flack, Mustafa Malass, Youssef Maarbani (Ball boy), Adam Malass, Ibrahim
Maarbani

COACH’S REPORT

The year began with many hurdles ahead: a rookie coach, four 12 year olds playing up a year, and a few
average trainers, Paul Ellision, Tim Bailey and Tom Quine. However, I was thrown the reins and had to do
my best. Like many things in life, simple is always best. Thus came my team strategy for the year: rinse
lather repeat. The boys needed to complete the basics, work hard at training in fitness (with Quiney and
Paul, not my department) and play simple direct football.

After a few weeks of hard fitness training and hearing every excuse as to why they couldn’t do Malcolms
or six inches the boys started to see the improvements. We had a rough start to the season not knowing
what division we would call home, but after we were placed in Under U13-3’s we started to put a few
good wins on the opposition. Completing sets, getting good easy meters around the ruck and having
arguably the fittest team in the competition.

Throughout the season you could see the boys were growing in ability and in confidence by leaps and
bounds. We found ourselves in a difficult third position coming into the finals knowing we would have to
be at our best to progress, and overcome our biggest challenge of the year - Moorebank at
Hammondville in an elimination final. As with most of the challenges I set this team, they accepted the
task and excelled, beating rams at home 24-8.

Now the big one that everyone had written the boys off from, the Grand Final. The boys played well and
were in the hunt for the entire game and never gave up, scoring a try on the buzzer to finish 16-24.
Although we didn’t come away with the Cinderella story, I’ve never seen a group of boys lose a grand
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final and be elated by just the occasion and playing football at Belmore stadium. As a coach I’m proud of
the achievements the boys have accomplished as a team, none of which would have been possible
without trainers Paul, Quiney and Tim that have helped me week in week out. Also, the parents for
helping in the canteen, BBQ and raffles and the tireless efforts from John “Super Manager” Maarbani
from the countless emails to running the clock. I would like to thank you for your help and support
through this difficult and thoroughly enjoyable season. Hhopefully we take it out next year.

SUPER COACH!

PLAYER PROFILES

Cooper Ellison: Every team needs a player like Cooper in their team - hard working at training and game
day with excellent one on one defence and a great football head. He thrived on picking lazy markers
apart. His consistency and ability earned him the captaincy and didn’t take a backwards step all year. He
always led by example. Well done Coop.

Shaun Bailey: Shaun has great vision and great ball skills. He utilised these skills effectively all season
playing half-back and five-eighth. He arguably has the best defence of any half-back in the competition.
Great season Shaun.

Jack Barnes: Jacqueline is a half-back in a front-rowers body. I understand your pain. He has the biggest
and best boot in the competition nailing goals from the sideline and getting the team into great field
position with his kicks in play. Next year we’ll get him to run over a few more people. Great season
Jacqueline!

Ibrahim Maarbani: Ibby is a vital member to the team. The energy he brings to the team at training and
game day is irreplaceable. He is not just a smiling face he is one of the best tacklers, technique-wise, in
the team, making some big tackles in some big moments of the year. Well done Ibby.

Kassem Maarbani: Kassem is a classic work horse forward. He leads the pack with his big runs and solid
defence and keeps the motor going all game. He trained well all year, putting in the effort week in week
out and the results showed throughout the year. Great year ‘Kass’.

Adam Malass: Adam is a pest. Never stopped complaining and never stopped talking during a session.
However, he used that during the game to motivate his team to lift. Adam played several positions this
year and held his own in all of them, but he seemed to really flourish in the forwards were he improved
out of sight. Great year champ.

Mustafa Malass: “Muzzy” always put the hard yards in at training and thrived on the competition. He is
one of our smaller players and played well above his weight and never took a backward step. Especially if
there was a tussle down at Billy D. Thanks for the year Muzzy.

Sebastian Unwin: “Big Red” was a dominating runner of the football, making other teams fear him.
However, he was no slouch in defence making some big hits throughout the year. It is rare to have a
forward that is mobile enough to play centre and even once for five minutes full-back! Always a
consistent performer. Great year you chicken nugget.

Michael Tanevski: Mick is a deceiving runner of the ball. He doesn’t look to be running that quick, never
the less he was a nightmare for defenders and near impossible to put down. He was always there to
make that cover tackle, always making the extra effort. Great year Mick

Daniel Cutrupi: Daniel was one of our younger players, playing up and he didn’t disappoint. Daniel played
several positions this year half-back, five-eighth, and where he really prospered in the centres. Daniel has
got some toe on him and used it this year to get through the line. Thanks for the year Dan.
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Jordan Tofilau: Jordan is an integral part of the team. Always put in 100% at training and game day. He
made damaging scoots to get the team out of our danger zone and made great runs in our backline.
Great year Jordan.

Ethan Taufa: Ethan showed his real ability once he was given the opportunity to run the boys and control
the game at half-back. His ability to read the game and control the boys was a great asset to the team.
His partnership with ‘Seb’ made countless inroads in other teams defence. Great year Ethan.

Hayden Flack: Hayden put in 100% at training and game day. He had several teams target him due to his
size and never took a backward step, always improving and rising to the occasion. Great year Hayden.

Reda Osman: Reda is one of the most damaging runners of the football in the competition. He finds any
weakness in any teams with his pace and footwork. Every good full-back needs to be able to save more
tries then he scores and Reda held his own with strong defence that saved countless tries. An outstanding
performer when he plays his best. Great year Reda.

Aaron Karnold: Aaron was hesitant to play in the forwards as he has always played in the centres. When
he got angry and decided he was a forward, he had the ability to dominate the field running over anyone
who stood in his way. Great year - thanks for the season Aaron.

Adam Elabass: Adam struggled to get to training this year, however when he made the effort you could
see the potential. When he got the ball he was difficult to stop. He always made an impact off the bench.
He seems to enjoy the impact which showed in his strong defensive game. Thanks for the year Adam.

Under 13 Division 3 riding high after thumping St. John’s to advance to the Grand Final.
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UNDER 13 DIVISION 2- GRAND FINALISTS

Back Row: Shane Garvey (Trainer), Ben Samuel (Trainer), Patrick Kotsaris, Christian Devnie, Stuart Higham, Jayden
Khoury, Karim Saboune, Adam McDonald (Coach), Bryan Hannigan (Manager) ,
Middle Row: Byron Foster, Ryan Dunn, Jihad Achrafi, Blake Linnegar, Angelo Gauci, Ryan Solo, Josh Hannigan
Front Row: Mohamad Arnaout, Luke Colley, Marcus Khoury (Ball Boy), Peter Rehayem, Jaidin Obeid

MANAGER’S REPORT

Have you ever seen the movie 'The Horse Whisperer'? Well Adam "Macca" McDonald is the footy
whisperer! This year he took on our group of 13 year old boys, and as everyone knows, 13 year old boys
can be quite challenging. Lots of attitude, bravado, aggression and egos.

Our team had all that, but we also had to contend with losing seven players from last year. With several
new recruits from the lower division, Macca, set about rebuilding the team. With a voice that is barely
raised above a whisper he gained their attention, and their respect. Us parents watching from the
sidelines collectively breathed a sigh of relief when we realised our boys were in the hands of a football
coaching genius. Of course Macca didn't do it all on his own! What he lacked in volume was more than
made up for by Shane "Garves" Garvey who kept the boys in line with his brilliant one liners and Ben
whose laid back nature kept the boys calm even when under pressure.

After a fantastically successful season we found ourselves in the Grand Final. It didn't end the way we
would have liked, but the boys can still be very proud of what they achieved this year. On behalf of all the
parents I would like to thank Macca, Garves and Ben for everything they gave to our boys this year - not
just the footy skills, but for transforming those 13 year old boys into a TEAM of young men.

I would also like to thank the parents in our team who willingly helped out each week with the scoring,
touch judge duties and BBQ - it makes my job a whole lot easier. A special mention to Adam and Jason for
the countless times you stepped up to the barbie. Thank-you also to our resident touch judge, Anthony
Harb, whose skill with the flag is second to none.

Looking forward to seeing you all again next year!
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PLAYER PROFILES

Mohamad Arnaout: Mohamad was very safe under the high ball and found himself guiding us around at
full-back at the start of the year. His ability to chime into the backline was a feature of his game and
when he later moved to the wing his defence improved as well. Top stuff Mohamad.

Jihad Achrafi: After a tough start to the year where we had suffered injuries to the team Jihad came
along at the right time to give us some extra numbers. Jihad can play anywhere in the forwards and has
the ability to offload. His defence improved throughout the year and with confidence he will keep getting
better. Good work Jihad.

Luke Colley: Luke was pushed into the halves this year and took to it like he had always played there with
the duty of organizing the team. He often got the forwards rolling and had the backline flowing. Luke
possesses a great passing game with beautiful hands, added with the extra responsibility of being our
goal kicker. Top year Luke.

Christian Devnie: Christian always played himself to a standstill. He has the ability to come up with the
play that mattered to inspire the team. He was always there in defence, desperate not to let anyone
through. It was his running game which caused the damage, often breaking the first tackle with great
footwork and strong running. Huge year Christian.

Ryan Dunn: Ryan never gives an inch and is a real competitor. He always trained hard and wasn’t afraid
to tell us when he thought we were wrong. Ryan played mainly on the wing where he was great at
finishing off tries and always got himself involved in games with great scoots from dummy-half that
would get a roll-on for the side. Great work Dunny.

Byron Foster: Unfortunately Byron had a slow start to the season, breaking his wrist in the second game
and missing the first half of the year. Byron moved into dummy-half where he has the ability to read the
game and control the ruck. He was also solid in defence and will keep getting better at that position.
Good stuff Byron.

Angelo Gauci: Angelo was playing his best footy at the end of the year. He always trained hard and had a
top attitude. Through injuries to team mates Angelo had to cover on the wing for us earlier in the year,
but with a move back into the forwards he looked more comfortable - always willing to take hit-ups and
get involved with defence. Good work Angelo.

Josh Hannigan: Although quiet off the field what Josh could produce on the field always came through
loud and clear. Josh was always dangerous out wide, possessing great footwork along with speed, but it
was his defence that was most impressive - winning the one on one battles with other centres often
bringing down and frustrating much bigger players. A real pleasure to coach. Top year Josh.

Stuart Higham: Big Stu was always heavily marked by opposition forward packs, but the extra attention
he received often spurred him on and he would win the battle up front. While his charges were always
first rate, his tackling was also very strong. When Stuart realizes how much of a force he really is out
there he has the potential to go as far as he wants in the game. Good stuff Stu.

Jayden Khoury: Jayden made an amazing transformation as a player. He had a year off footy where you
could hardly say he was the keenest player, to come back and be our team’s captain and leader. His
defence up-front was the feature of his game and I know he took great satisfaction in finishing off on top
of opposition forwards, while not playing down how effective he was in taking the ball up. Huge year
Jayden.

Patrick Kotsaris: Unfortunately Pat’s year was interrupted with injuries and an overseas holiday, but after
coming up from the second division we could see a lot of potential in him. Pat played mainly on the wing
and he improved throughout the year as he became more familiar with the plays. I think it’s just a matter
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of Pat believing in himself more and a move in closer to the action would be on the cards with an already
good tackling technique and a hard running style. Good stuff Pat.

Blake Linnegar: Blake is one of those players who just goes about his business without any fuss and
before you know it he has racked up a heap of tackles often going unnoticed by many. Blake was willing
to roll-up the sleeves and do the hard work in the forwards with his hit ups and just has an all-round top
attitude. Top work Blake.

Jaidin Obeid: It was a big year from Jaidin - he moved between dummy-half and full-back and always
produced the goods. Jaidin is a lot stronger than he looks and has the ability to break tackles. It was his
defence he really got into where he loved getting physical - be it in a game or a sly shoulder charge on us
at training. Cheeky as they come. Top year Jaidin.

Peter Rehayem: Early on Pete had to make the sacrifice for the team and was moved out wider from his
familiar dummy-half role as we struggled for backs. Pete is a great talker and his passing game was spot-
on which made him a good fit at five-eighth as his combination grew throughout the year with his outside
backs. A very enthusiastic player he was never afraid to tackle. Good work Pete.

Karim Saboune: Another one of the quiet achievers who was as hard as any forward in the competition,
but went through his work without any drama. After a delayed start to the season Karim just kept
improving every game. His tackling with either shoulder was lethal and he’s a very awkward guy to pull
down. Top stuff Karim.

Ryan Solo: A much laid-back character who I know Garvs tried to push the buttons on all year, but was as
damaging as anyone out wide with his hard running. Ryan has a great attitude and was never fazed in the
game whether in attack or defence and often came up with the try when we needed it. Great work Ryan.

Under 13 Division 2 runners-up
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UNDER 14 SCC DIVISION 2

Back Row: Jack Ryan, Kieran Armson-Graham, Luke Reardon, Adam Griffith, Jeremy El-Chami, Joel Dell’Armi
Middle Row: Tim Reardon (Coach), Darren Boland (Trainer), Jonah Ngaronoa, Jayden Contreras, Mohamad
Maarbani, Abdul Arnaout, Nathan Boland, Carlos Contreras (Trainer), Paul Griffith (Manager) ,
Front Row: Riley Nagle, Hayden Kennedy, Anthony Maric, Rhys Harrington, Luke Chaumont, Liam Mannering
Absent: Dave Muscat (FAO)

COACH’S REPORT

This season was the team’s first taste of Sunday footy in the Sydney Combined Competition. Early
morning starts with some extra travel was turning back time to our mini days combined with new
opponents and venues to play at was exciting. Our confidence gained from making a Grand Final last year
meant the boys spirits were high, with a realistic chance of going one better in this new comp was not
beyond them.

Our season started with a victory at home against the colorful Redfern Allblacks, a loss to Greenacre at
‘the home of rugby league’, and then ‘back to back’ victories. Firstly beating Concord Burwood away,
then Dundas away plus keeping them scoreless and finally getting revenge at home when fighting from
12-0 down to beat last years’ grand final winners Berala Bears 16 -12. All these wins were built largely on
great defence with the boys collectively working as a team “playing for and with each other”.

The next month of footy saw us consolidate this good start with two more wins, a draw and a wash-out.
With more than half the season played we were sitting in second spot and our early season goal of going
one better just may become reality.

Unfortunately this is where the wheels feel off for the boys’ season. We recorded one victory and six
losses from our final seven games, thus missing the semis and finishing in sixth position. The thing I
should outline is even with results not going our way, each and every game we were in with a chance of
winning, highlighting our disappointing end to the year. An injection of a couple of powerful forwards
would help their cause next year.
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The positive and a lesson learned from being in the Sydney Combine Competition was that each and
every week the teams were evenly matched. The teams that backed themselves with the desire to
compete for everything, from the opening whistle to the full time siren would normally come out victors.
Unfortunately for us later in the season when decisions weren’t going our way, too many times we
looked for someone to blame instead of working hard, manning up and accepting that in these tight
battles teamwork is king.

As I’ve always said to these boys, they’re all very capable young footballers and it’s when they collectively
“work for and with each other” the results on and off the footy field will always be rewarding. Thank you
boys and good luck next year.

I must also thank our trainers Darren and Carlos, Manager Paul, FAO Dave and all the parents for their
help and support throughout the season. Finally on behalf of Lyn, Toby, Luke, Lily, Cate and myself we
would like to thank the St. Christopher’s Rugby League Club family for helping us create life-long
memories and awesome friendships. GO THE SAINTS!!!

MANAGER’S REPORT

On behalf of the team, parents, the club, Darren, Carlos and myself, I would like to thank Tim and Luke
and their family for not only this year, but for the many years and hours they have put into our team and
our great Club. This has been built by great families like the Reardon’s. All the best with your move back
to Smithtown and remember you will always be part of our team and Club.

PLAYER PROFILES

Jeremy El-Chami: Given an opportunity to Captain throughout the majority of the season and did himself
proud by leading by example. Only small in stature but nothing better than seeing Jeremy carving
through a team with his speed and balance then knocking them down defence. Showed at training he
possesses a very sharp pass which will be a weapon in the future. Well done Jez.

Rhys Harrington: Developing into a leader at training and on game day he was giving the job of being in
charge of Right hand defence. We challenged Rhys to increase his work rate in attack plus defence and
this helped him with more consistent performances throughout the season. He possesses talent as a
footballer but needs to train his butt off this summer to obtain an even higher work rate and keep this
upward trend happening. Great season.

Nathan Boland: Not Naya’s most consistent season, I’ve watch this young man develop over recent times
and have seen many changes. He’s always been one of the team’s leaders, even quoted by his past coach
“Nathan was again the teams go to man”. He at times this year showed his toughness and ability when
playing footy with his mates. 1 of the teams 10 year players this year who needs to show the leadership
again and get his mates together through the off season, train hard, build some extra muscle (which will
help with girls mate), gain fitness and find the passion to become “the go to man” again mate. I hope to
see you in your eleventh year.

Abdul Arnaout: Another who has grown in confidence as a footballer. He loves to run the ball and made
many strong carries plus slipped a nice pass at times. Defensively he needs to work in the line and not
leave a hole. When he does this the contact he craves for at training will happen on game days. The hard
work Ab’s did on his fitness in the off season was a credit to him (great example to the team), with this
continued commitment this offs season he will come back bigger and better than ever. Stay controlled
mate and keep training hard.

Liam Mannering: A true leader on the footy field who when playing his best can dominate in attack and
defence. Liam is a tall long striding runner, who is a handful for the opposition to stop and his ball and all
tackling a feature of his defence. This young man is working his butt off trying to do two sports plus reps
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through winter but never whinges, always trying his heart out and doing his best for the team. I look
forward to seeing him excel in whatever he chooses through life. Keep up the hard work mate.

Adam Griffith: Bob this year becomes a ten year player for the club. In my eyes players like this young
bloke are invaluable to a footy side and its players like this that makes footy clubs. He’s always at training,
always on time, always does his best and most of all does it with a smile on his face. Possesses an
uncanny knack of turn up at the right times in games and is developing into a ball player in the halves.
Good luck next season mate and I’m sure you will enjoy it just like the last 10yrs playing the greatest
game of all - RUGBY LEAGUE!

Jayden Contreras: Mr Versatile, JJ could run like a forward, play dummy half and act like a pivot. He
processes the soft hands of a five eighth and could take on the line when needed. He would keep our
opposition guessing and gain valuable yards through hard running when needed. A real team player who
just needs to put in some hard work training with dad in the off season and he will grow into a skilful ball
playing forward.

Hayden Kennedy: A big hard running forward who was moved to the outside backs this season, giving
him space to run riot at the opposition centres and wingers. His efforts were patchy early season but he
really started to hit his straps later on in the year. Hayden has most of the key ingredients (size, speed,
good hands) to be a dominant player for many seasons to come. Train hard this offseason and increase
your work rate in games and you will be unstoppable. Good luck.

Anthony Maric: This young man had an outstanding season and showed the benefit of training hard with
his Pop in the off season. With a year under his belt playing fullback Antos’s fast and powerful running
with the ball on kick returns or chiming into the backline always a feature. The last ditch defence he
showed also help keep us in many games. His Attitude, Effort and Commitment was never an issue and
with continued hard work will make Bulldogs junior reps I’m sure. Pleasure to coach, top shelf champ.

Mohamed Maarbani: Moey was rewarded with his great attitude at training with a starting spot on the
wing for most of the season. The confidence gained through his efforts showed with his 1 on 1 defence.
Always held his shape well in attack thus being rewarded with a try and many more not far away. A really
fun guy to have around the team, he should be proud of what he achieved this year. Well done.

Jonah Ngaronoa: Another player who had an outstanding season. Jonah terrorised opposition teams with
ball running and bone crunching defence. He missed around 6 games due to injury after round 1 but
always came to training and his passion for the game rubs off on his teammates. Jonah has a good kicking
game who can play five eighth, centre, fullback, lock or second row and holds his own against any
opposition. Keep practising all your skills, working hard on you fitness and Bulldogs Reps will become a
reality for you. I thank you for your commitment to the team through your shoulder injury and look
forward to this leadership continuing into many more seasons with the MIGHTY SAINTS!

Joel Dell’Armi: This young man is one of our unsung heroes who quietly goes about his business. A very
versatile player who plays back-row became our Mr Fixit either in the back-row or the outside backs. A
feature in his games was his 1 on 1 ball and all tackles made when we were in trouble. Joel always put the
team first by giving his all and became our most improved player. Looking forward to hearing how you
perform in future seasons. Good work.

Riley Nagle: Forever safe on the wing and would often defend on far bigger boys with no fear. Riley put
his body on the line in his defence and took on the line with the ball often to help out his teammates. I
look forward to the day his body fills out and he will become a great back-rower. I hope we see you back
next year and you continue to enjoy the greatest game of all with you mates.

Luke Reardon: A player who only knows how to play at his best and never looked to give anything other
than 100%. He led by example and showed no fear against far bigger opposition in defence and often
gained big yards with his kicking game. Luke shows great talent with his goal kicking ability and will be
missed at St Chrissies. Luke made the Bulldogs Development side this year and I only hope he continues
his footy development up north and we may one day be watching him on TV.
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Jack Ryan: Another of the Bulldogs Development crew, Jack is an exciting player that shines on any field
with his natural ability and drive to win. Someone not afraid to call on his team to do better and would
often lead the charge for an attack and not afraid to take on the biggest of opposition. Jack has been
gifted with natural talent at this game and as long as he keeps practising all his skills, working hard on
fitness you will be a member of many more Bulldogs Reps squads. I look forward to watching what
becomes is of his talent into the future.

Kieran Armson-Graham: Has grown in confidence as a footballer with some strong defensive displays and
has developed great timing when hitting the ball up making valuable metres for the team. Kieran is one
of the team who started to own his performances and recognised what areas he needed to work on to
improve. Keep your head up, well done.

Luke Chaumont: Our only new member for the 2013 season was a welcomed one, thankfully he brought
with him some much needed speed to help strengthen our outside backs. Luke’s attitude and work ethic
stood out from the start and it helped him quickly be accepted by his new teammates. He finished off
some good backline movements throughout the year and towards the end understood he could make
good metres by helping the forwards early on in tackle counts. Defensively liked getting involved and
would always make solid contact. Welcome to St Christopher’s Rugby League Club and I look forward to
hearing about your performances.

It’s not a cooking master class, but it is our Masters’ cooking.

Saints Masters’ competed in the Runaway Bay Masters tournament for the third consecutive year and
drew a large crowd to our home ground for bruising a mate versus mate encounter.
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UNDER 15 SCC DIVISION 1

Back Row: Josh Cavanagh, Steele Brown, Aseri Raikalevu, Damien Rowles, Scott Hannigan, Brandon Donovan
Middle Row: Natalie Bryant (Manager), Wayne Hanratty (Trainer), Brendon Dravet, Mitchell Wilson, Paul Ktiona,
Luke Parmaxidis, Joe Millis, Anthony Harb, Jarrad Bryant, Lee Donovan (Trainer), Kirsten Wilson (Manager)
Front Row: Posesione Lynch, Aaron Gilbert, Tristen Turi, Devante Faanoi, Fatu Togagae, Tui Manoa, Tom Swiderski,
Sean Faanoi

TEAM REPORT

This year saw the team move into the Sydney Combined Competition playing afield on Sundays.

We started the year with a good pre-season training session at Lake Gillawarna to get the boys thinking
and feeling footy fever. The core of the team emerged for 2013 with a few newbies recruited during
trials. The boys put up a solid effort during trials up against some strong opposition putting them in good
stead for a spot in Division 1 for 2013.

We kicked off the season on a positive note up against Moorebank at home but none the less a close
game taking the two pointer. We then met up against one of our new competition contenders from the
West Tigers comp, Dundas who left us scoreless, bruised and deflated with their speed, agility and fast
ball work.

Our next few rounds were up against some well drilled sides with the likes of Bankstown Sports and
Mascot. The middle of our season was marred by a five week spell due to three wash outs, a bye and the
long weekend, but with a lack of training the boys returned for the second half of the season with a new
recruit taking the two pointer from Dundas 18-4 in front of a home crowd.

The remaining rounds were a mix of a couple of wins and a few losses. We suffered a few blows with
injuries again this year putting added pressure on the team. The boys did start to show more confidence
during the latter part of the season with a better team ethic and belief in their ability and this saw them
strive further up the ladder putting them in ninth position by season end.
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Many thanks to the parents again who have been very patient and supportive throughout this changing
season.

A pat on the back to our trainers, Wayne and Lee who gave up their time and had a great deal of patience
and support for the boys. Thanks to John Kitiona for filling in as Coach on a couple of occasions also.

From the Manager’s and the Boys, a big thank you to Sello for returning this year and again sharing of
your time, effort, patience and knowledge of the game to see the boys through to the season end. We
thank you for your two years and wish you the best for your future.

PLAYER PROFILES

Steele Brown: Started off the season at fullback before making the move to five eighth. Directed his
outside backs around the paddock and often staged many attacking raids which created trouble for
opposing defenders. Steele is a great talker and is passionate about his rugby league. Hope to see you
back next year mate.

Jarrad Bryant: Had a strong start to the season but unfortunately suffered a few injuries which saw him
sidelined for a significant part of the season. When on the paddock, Jarrad was always involved in the
action, often bending the defensive with his solid running. Jarrad’s willingness to listen and learn made
him a pleasure to coach. Thanks for your consistent effort.

Joshua Cavanagh: Cav was another of the new boys who saw the light and came over to our squad. He
was quickly one of the favourites amongst the boys having played reps with a few of them and school
footie with his pal Steele. Cav’s talk on the paddock was second to none and his vision in attack is miles
above anyone his age. Cav had an extremely hard job to do coming into a team having a halfback as
coach and impress me the way he did. He nailed it on and off the field. Mate, hope you stay at Saints and
I promise if you keep your head down and keep going the way you are then you will definitely go places,
and when you do don’t forget your “grumpy old Coach”.

Brandon Donovan: Showed massive versatility by covering a handful of positions for the team this year.
One word that comes to mind when you think of Donnie is heart: and he has a tonne of it. Has the
potential to be a great half if he backs himself. Stay keen mate.

Brendon Dravet: Cocky once again this year has shown his versatility to play in the back and centres. He
is reliable on the field in any position and with his no fear approach to defence has stopped many
attacking players in their tracks. Cocky’s ability to lift the team when the morale is low is a strength that
will see him go places, he definitely has great leadership qualities and all of this has earned him his
position again in the development squad. Great season...see you back next year.

Devante Faanoi: If you have seen this young man play, you could not deny the amount of potential and
talent he possesses. His size, combined with strength and skill with the ball would cause trouble even for
a first grader, let alone an opposing fifteen year old. Devante needs to realise his potential and if he is
willing to work on his fitness and commitment, he could be anything in this game.

Sean Faanoi: Seany the second Human Freight Train in attack. Line him up and he could demolish any
defensive line with his size and unusual speed. He unfortunately went down to injury also for a major
part of the season. Get back into the fitness Seany because you have a great flare and awesome
potential. See you next year mate.

Aaron Gilbert: A newcomer to the team, Aaron begun the season in the back row position and quickly
made the transition into the centres. Aaron's main strength lies within his defence, often seeing him cut
opponents in half. An absolute character and a joy to coach. With more fitness Aaron will be very
impressive next season
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Scott Hannigan: Filled the hooker roll again for us this year. Scott is a tough character and a non-stop
worker in defence. Lead by example in the middle and has a never say die attitude at both training and in
games. If Scott is looking for a future in the hooker position, he needs to work on his talk and
communication when directing his forwards around the ruck. Thanks for another solid season Scotty.

Anthony Harb: Another strong season from our Captain, Harby led his troops around the paddock with
passion and put in 100 percent every week. It was a shame to have lost him at the back end of the season
due to injury. His knowledge of the game is amazing and he has a great ability to rally the boys together
to work as a unit; a requisite characteristic of a good leader. Thanks mate.

Paul Kitiona: Kit Kat’s presence this year was greatly felt in his game. His confidence soared which saw
him taking greater risks both on the attack and in defence. He was a great asset on the wing taking out
many line runners and can only see this improving with his size soaring too. Keep up the training and look
forward to seeing you next year.

Posesione Lynch: Sione the quiet achiever, always putting his body on the line. Reliable in defence and
versatile in any position that was thrown at him. Always put in the hard yards at training and game day
without any complaints, look forward to seeing you back next year mate.

Tui Manoa: There’s only three positions for this young man: front row, front row and front row. Tui's size
often intimidated opposing teams and he played his best footy when he got angry. If Tui improves on his
fitness, he will be a very destructive powerhouse capable of dominating at the front. See ya next year
mate.

Joey Millis: “Joey No Fear” always taking on the biggest and fastest opponents without hesitation. Joey
has a great deal of courage and with some discipline and guidance on the field has proved to be a
deterrent to any would be try scorer. Keep your chin up Joey see you next year.

Luke Parmaxidis: Luke has a great deal of potential and a huge heart for footy. With his phenomenal
speed and his increasing size, Luke just needs to back his ability on the field to create a great attacking
demon. Keep it up look forward to seeing you back next year.

Aseri Raikalevu: - Zippy was another to fill various positions when asked and never complained once.
He loves playing rugby league and does it well. His agility and acceleration are strong facets of his game
and the improvements in his defensive efforts this season were outstanding. Was always ready to train
and put in the hard work. Thanks for a great season.

Damien Rowles: There were not too many positions that Damo couldn’t play. His ability and enthusiasm
to the game and training led to his selection in the Development squad. An extremely reliable player
with a great attitude. Keep up the good work ethic, you will go far. See you next year mate.

Tom Swiderski: Tom is a human tower who seems to grow by the second. When he takes the ball up, he
has a great ability to cause damage, often attracting 3 or 4 defenders before being brought to the
ground. If Tom backed himself and realised how big and strong he actually is, he would be an
unstoppable force on the paddock. Hope to see you back next year bigger and better mate.

Fatu Togagae: Fatu has the skills of a half-back but in a front-rower’s body. He has all the ingredients of a
good footy player: size, strength, power, vision and the ability to read the game. Fatu is the guy you look
to when you need to produce a miracle. However, his kryptonite comes in the form of fitness. If he shows
willingness to work on this and his attitude to training, he has a big future in the game. Good stuff mate.

Tristen Turi: Tristen has showed a great deal of determination beginning playing rugby league at the age
of 15. Starting at 15 years of age is not an easy feat, but Tristen took it on and has finished the season
leaps and bounds ahead of his first training session. He has showed a great deal of improvement in his
knowledge of the game and with his size and speed has a huge amount of potential. Hope to see you
back next year.
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Mitchell Wilson: Sniggs started off the season at Wing before moving to fullback. His talk was everything
and more that is required from a fullback. He directed the boys well in the defensive line, grew with
massive confidence under the high ball and pulled off some outstanding try savers when the opposition
broke the first line. Thanks for your efforts and willingness to learn in a new position. See you next year.

Treasurer Ken Slattery and President John Grealy are acknowledged for their long service to the club.
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UNDER 16 SCC DIVISION 1

Back Row: Conor Kelley, Toby Reardon, Adam Sader, Jacob Sua
Middle Row: John Clay (Manager), Tony Sader (Trainer), Liam Hains, Ross Canceri, Bailey Halias, Jack Finch, Liam
Mulvihill, Nathan Nicholas, Dave Harrington (FAO), Shane Kennedy (Coach)
Front Row: Aidan Harrington, Logan Dewildt, Tavita Tafao, Dylan Elias, Conor Davidson, Daniel McIntosh, Andrew
Zoghbi, Jeremy Carretta
Absent: Brandan Su’a, Dean Stimpson, Isaac Violi, Nathan Harrison

COACH’S REPORT

The start of a new football season brought not only a few new challenges for both myself and the team as
a whole. For instance this was the first time that I had been actively involved in coaching a team whereby
I didn’t have my own son playing in the team. Considering this fact and that I only knew a handful of the
players I started the pre-season with both excitement and attention to rebuilding the U16’s back to a full
playing squad.

Throughout the trials we began the rebuilding process where we started with a squad of 15 players from
last year team and ended up by season’s end having recruited and utilizing 24 players, through either
injury or natural attrition. During this time we had four players involved in representing three different
teams in the Harold Matthews Competition for 2013 and unavailable for us for a period of time.

We started the regular season with a first up win in the SCC Division 1 Competition where we would
remain and fluctuate for the whole of the 2013 season with varying results. We had five wins throughout
the season which gave the boys sum much needed confidence and hopefully proved to them that they
were more than capable of remaining and competing in this hard competition. Eventually our four
representative players returned to the squad which gave us a much added boost.

During the season we were once again hit with a high injury toll to key individuals, including 2 season
ending injuries early on in which we didn’t recover from as a result. We were competitive throughout the
year in phases where we lost a couple of games by 2 points which impact on us finishing 7th in a 9 team
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comp, but only a few wins away from Semi Final footy.

I would like to thank John Clay our manager, Tony Sader and Dave Harrington our trainers for their help
and persistence throughout the year and would like to wish the boys all the best of luck for next year in
whatever they decide to do.

PLAYER PROFILES

Ross Canceri: Ross was Mister Consistent and rarely put in a less than perfect performance. He was put
under pressure and rose to the occasion when he was moved from wing to fullback to cover our growing
injury concerns. He played well above his weight and put his body on the line.

Jeremy Carretta: Jeremy was new to the team and slotted into a very vital utility role, playing anywhere
from second row to centre. As the year progressed he got a good positional understanding of his role on
the field and fitted in without any problem.

Conor Davidson: Conor was one of our Harold Matthews representative players and a natural leader of
the team. He had an injury interrupted season, but when he returned to the field there was a noticeable
boost to everyone around him and led by his example. He was a very powerful, skilful and destructive
player who could easily blend from full-back, centre, five eighth or lock at any given point in any game.

Logan Dewildt: Logan was also new to the team and proved to be an important asset as the season went
on. He was willing to listen, learn and further improve his skill and knowledge of the game which by the
end of season brought out his natural skill and talent to the forefront and was evident in everything he
done.

Dylan Elias: Dylan was our quiet achiever who became a very well rounded footballer by seasons end. He
added a much needed stability at lock to our forward pack and always gave a 100 percent in all aspects of
the game. His defensive efforts and game playing time led us to compete for longer in any given game.
Well done.

Jack Finch: Jack started the season playing a lot of game time throughout the trials and evolved into a
very solid footballer. He always gave everything he had without question and was very keen and
passionate about his footy. He also had a few injury concerns, but rose above them and committed to the
team at all times.

Liam Hains: Liam was new to the team this year and provided us with further options to the team slotting
in on the wing. His confidence grew throughout the year and this allowed him to concentrate on his
natural speed and involvement in the game as a whole.

Bailey Halias: Bailey was another of the new brigade and filled a much needed position at fullback where
he made this position his own. He was a very strong and evasive ball runner and continually involved
himself in the action. As the season progressed he continued to listen and learn to read the game.

Aidan Harrington: Aidan started the season on fire, building his confidence and providing much needed
go forward for our team. When he led the way our forwards followed gaining momentum and set us up
for the field position we needed. He suffered a season ending neck injury early in the year where he was
on track to be our best performer.

Nathan Harrison: Nathan was another of our consistent performers who played well above his weight
and led by example even when faced by much larger opponents in the front row. He was a constant
performer and never stopped trying or doing what was asked of him when called upon no matter what
the situation called for.

Conor Kelley: Conor slotted into half-back this year where he became involved in the game his
confidence grew and it allowed him to showcase his elusive ball running skills and ability. He helped guide
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the team around the park also providing us with a goal kicking option, slotting 31 goals for the season.

Daniel McIntosh: Daniel was new to the team and proved to be a very good asset to our back line. With
speed to burn and a willingness to learn and involve himself in the game paid dividends for him. He
constantly worked on improving his technique and by seasons end it had showed.

Liam Mulvihill: Liam was another of our Harold Matthews representative players who lead by example
and completed and complimented our team. He added us a further dimension at half-back where he
guided us around the park. Unfortunately Liam had a season ending shoulder injury early season which
was a big loss to the team.

Nathan Nicolas: Nathan grew in confidence as the season continued and became our guiding light at five
eighth. He entrenched himself early in this position and made it his own where he developed into a very
competent and reliable defender consistently every week. He also added another dimension to our ball
playing capabilities.

Toby Reardon: Toby has been an integral part of our team for a very long time whereby he has not only
grown and evolved as a player, but furthered his development into a very complete footballer. His
commitment, passion and dedication to his team mates shines through into his performances on the field
putting his body on the line and giving it his all. Thanks Toby and good luck in the future.

Adam Sader: Adam became a very integral part of our team this year not only for his defensive efforts in
the middle of the field, but at hooker he steered our forwards around the park giving them guidance and
composure. He grew in stature and his skill and vision when reading the game came to the forefront as a
result. Easily our most consistent performer and best number nine in his age division.

Dean Stimpson: Dean was a late inclusion to the side this year and had been a previous player returning
to the fold. He added an extra dimension to our back line in the centres giving us some much needed
presence out wide, both in attack and defence combining well with our halves.

Brandan Sua: Brandan was another more prominent member of our Harold Matthews representative
players, who when returning to the team gave us another well added boost to our forwards. He was a
very strong, powerful running front rower who had not only had speed, but leg drive to match which
seen him making vast in roads in the defensive line of opposition teams at will.

Jacob Sua: Jacob also became a representative player in the Harold Matthews competition this year and
certainly benefited from that exposure and experience. Over the season he became a consistent
performer week in, week out eagerly listening and taking on board everything that was thrown at him
and his football benefited as a result.

Tavita Tafao: Tavita started the season obviously where he had left off last year, committed to training
and improving himself. Even though he was a very quiet natured person, his presence was imposing and
showed this with his work ethic on the field pushing himself at all times. He gave us much needed
stability in the front row where he combined well with all our other forwards and led the way.

Isaac Violi: Isaac was another new recruit this season and was relatively new to football. His confidence
grew and he became more involved and aware of his own ability as the year went on. When he played to
his strengths he was not only a very elusive strong running back rower but could easily find himself
playing in the centres.

Andrew Zoghbi: Andrew became a permanent fixture in our backline this year playing on the wing. He
combined well with his centre partners and provided valuable support to our forwards when needed
coming in and relieving the pressure on them. He worked tirelessly on his defence and was a very popular
member of our team.
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UNDER 19 SCC DIVISION 2

Back Row: Joe Quine, Mitch Hodder, Andrew Elias, Jesse Dawkings, Nathan Leonard, Mark Kennedy, Tim Stanley,
Jacob Smith
Middle Row: Grant Hanratty (Trainer), Peter Mannering (Coach), Jordan Osborn, Steve Goodridge, Te-Wauku Field,
Ben Proudfoot, John Sullivan, Ryan Murray, Matt Wagstaff, Nathan Henderson, Steve Bennell (Trainer), Jason Nagle
(Manager)
Front Row: Brendan Dabaja, Dave Tupae, Troy Hodder, Jack Gordon, Tom Grealy, Kieran Eisenhuth, Esan Marsters-
Siavale, Chris Slattery. Jack Hanratty (Ball boy)

COACH’S REPORT

What started out with a light hearted conversation at a netball presentation ended up being the catalyst
for the season. The coaching staff were summoned to a bowling club that will remain nameless (but
would become a much needed destination throughout the season for crisis meetings and any situations
that required urgent attention). The season was mapped out and the new U/19s were under way.

It must be mentioned that this was a brand new team and not that this is any excuse but attitudes have
to change, friendships have to form and structures have to be given time to develop in attack and more
importantly defence in order for the team to have complete confidence in each other and to the 25
players in the squad, credit must go to you all.

Starting the season well in Division 1 it soon became very obvious that we were up against some quality
football teams but to the teams credit they proceeded to compete wholeheartedly against their more
fancied rivals with results showing that we were in every game and just a lack of having played together
and a few injuries being the only difference.

After five weeks and the team’s first victory the team as a whole decided that the Division 2 competition
was where we were headed, with only two points to our name and needing to win the majority of the
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remaining games the team produced some quality football to win eight of the last ten games which saw
us just miss the semis.

Many would call the season unsuccessful but the team itself can hold their heads high with the
improvement throughout the team there for all to see and with this foundation set I see no reason why
this team shouldn’t stay together and go on to get the results and success that they deserve.

The success of this team was not only in the playing group but in the support staff and the following 4
people are of outstanding quality and are the reason this team enjoyed every game and training session
with some experienced advice and plenty of well-directed abuse for the entire season. The efforts of
these 4 often go unnoticed but trust me they are the reason the team and myself enjoyed this season
immensely. So to Jason Nagle, Grant Hanratty, Steve Bennell, Adam McDonald a massive thank you on
behalf of the team and myself.

Finally to the players. Thanks for the season. I told you during the season that in the twenty or so years
that I have been coaching that I found this season by far the hardest to get reactions out of a group of
players and was a little worried by this. But what I didn’t tell you was that in that same twenty years I
have never been as amazed or prouder of a football team in the way this team came together and further
developed their football skills. The way you blokes carried yourselves on and off the field is a credit to
you and your families and this Club.

Together this season we learnt many things - one being how to party (record numbers at the Ball 33). We
learnt about railway tracks and what we were legally and physically allowed to do to the opposition
teams as well as having an enormous amount of fun along the way. But the most pleasing aspect of the
year was to watch as twenty five individuals came together to form one very good football team.

PLAYER PROFILES

Matthew Wagstaff: The team’s fullback and one of the main reasons for the teams work ethic this
season. Very skillful with the ball and in defence there was no better in the competition, A great
communicator often seeking out any unsuspecting opposition players and or referees just to give them
the type of advice only Wags is known to hand out.

Brendan Dabaja: The best runner from dummy-half in the competition by miles every time BD was near
the play the ball the team knew valuable metres were about to be made. Very strong in defence playing
well above his weight.

Esan Marsters-Siavale: Possibly one of the best young players I’ve seen for a long time blessed with all
the skills needed to go places in rugby league and the right attitude to go with it. Playing in the centres it
was a pleasure to watch someone so young dominate opposition sides with size, pace and skill with his
only blemish being that sometimes I think he just tries to do too much. Signed by the Roosters mid-
season a player to keep an eye on in the future.

Ryan Murray: Injured his knee in the trials and needing an operation this would have ended most
player’s season, But to Ryan’s credit and quality attitude which saw him attend every training session
knowing he was out for a period of time, but none the less took it upon himself to help the team come
together with plenty of encouragement and abuse until finally he made a successful return to finish the
season strongly letting out plenty of frustration.

Andrew Elias: Andrew played on the wing this season and is a fantastic example of what confidence does
to a player. Started the year off as a pretty quiet sort of a bloke, but as the season unfolded we witnessed
the confidence in Andy start to rise and as a result we saw a complete change in the way he played his
football. Big and strong with loads of ability he made a lot of people stand up and take notice. Well done
mate.
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Mark Kennedy: The team’s half-back and one half of the KENDO combination was given the job of
guiding the team around the park and was quite successful. One of the team’s leaders, Mark often took it
upon himself to get the team headed in the right direction by getting into dummy half and taking the
opposition on as well as having the ability to read a game and creating space for his outside men. A fierce
competitor and one of the team captains this season. Well done mate.

Nathan Henderson: The other half of KENDO and one of the youngest in the team played five-eighth this
season. It was very pleasing this season to watch Hendo find the confidence that enabled him to direct
the team around the field and as a result of this the team performances gained momentum, possessing a
great kicking game and with an amazing turn of speed. A player with a very bright future.

Tom Grealy: Every team needs one of these players: plays hard, trains hard, organizes his team, knows
what to say and when to say it, or just grab the ball and take the team forward. A born leader and was
one of the team’s captains. Played SG Ball with the Roosters this year and brought a lot of class and skill
back with him which was of great benefit to the entire team. After the 19’s season finished he played in
the A-Reserve’s finals series and performed admirably resulting in Tom being part of a Premiership
winning team.

Dave Tupae: Dave had a big year. He has all the skills, runs the ball hard and straight (sometimes) and
was very damaging in defence. Playing mostly as a wide running back rower it was pleasing to watch as
he became a vital link to his outside team mates (usually Esan). An old school type player often seen
unsettling the opposition before playing some class football at them with great results.

Troy Hodder: Played in the back-row and was a great option on an edge and was seen to run some great
lines throughout the season as well as being very solid in defence. The self-confessed better looking twin
was often heard having a gentle word to teammates or oppositions asking why he wasn’t getting the ball
as often as he’d like!

Jordan Osborn: Played the year in the front-row and was given the job of laying the platform for the
team to go forward, a task he seemed to thrive on. Very strong with the ball in hand, had good foot-work
and was extremely damaging in defence. A great trainer all season and a very popular member of the
team. Loved nothing better than being told “we’ll just do one more set then that will do us for the night”
resulting in another five or six sets and a mouthful of abuse from Jordo.

Jack Gordon: Played hooker very well. An old school type player guided the team around the park with
plenty of experience and a cool head. A lethal defender with nothing getting past him in the middle of the
ruck. Has a good kicking game and often turned the opposition around with some smart football. The
best talker in the team and is a major reason for the success of this football team on and off the field.

Te-Wauku Field: T had a big year returning to rugby league after a stint at rugby and I hope he stays.
Took the ball up all season making valuable metres every time. In defence not many ran at him twice and
soon it became very noticeable that oppositions would have a little look to see what side he was
defending on and take the easier option on the other. A player who did everything asked of him and
more became an inspiration to his teammates.

Steve Goodridge: Goodo was very reliable in the front or second-row, often playing well above his size he
carted the ball up tirelessly and worked enormously hard in defence. Typified the teams work ethic of
just get out there and do it regardless of where, when and who we were playing. Good season mate.

Tim Stanley: Played well all season. Very strong in attack and solid in defence. Suffered a bad neck injury
mid-season which saw his confidence drop a fraction, but to his credit fought back very well and finished
the season very strong. The type of player every team needs in regards to that the harder it got on the
field the harder Tim went.

Nathan Leonard: Bugs played in a variety of positions this season from the front-row to the centres, but
as with the entire team, when asked to play anywhere he proceeded to take the field and give 110%.
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Worked tirelessly in defence and possesses some clever footwork. A constant source of humour
throughout the season and just a good fella with a great wave.

Joe Quine: Doesn’t say much and just lets his footballing ability do the talking. Probably the fittest in the
team, began the year at dummy-half, but ended up in the back-row. Tireless in defence and was always
there backing-up the ball runners, resulting in some great tries. None better than the NUDE try against
Bulls in the last game.

John Sullivan: Johno was another who was asked to play in a variety of positions this season and is the
player the team had the utmost confidence in when asked to play anywhere on the field. Worked
tirelessly in defence and was very skilful with the ball, often used in the dummy half.

Chris Slattery: Slats probably didn’t get the game time this year that he was hoping for, but to Chris’s
credit he turned-up week in and week out, and when given his opportunity on the field took it with both
hands and had a red-hot go. A player small in stature, but big on heart and is the ingredient every team
needs with plenty of support for team mates.

Jacob Smith: Smithy was traveling along very nicely up in the front-row this season taking the ball up
hard with the ability to play the ball very quickly, allowing the team to get a roll-on. Tragedy struck when
he did his knee, ending what was a fine season.

Mitch Hodder: Solid in the back-row and any other position he was asked to play. Very safe with the ball
and potent in defence. The lesser looking twin according to his brother, he fronted at the ball batting way
above his average. Good season Mitch.

Jessie Dawkings: Played in the centres this season. Big and very strong with the ball in hand and has
plenty of aggression in him. Destined for a career in the back-row in the future, with his size and strength
he’ll be a big benefit for any team he’s involved in. Suffered a shoulder injury cutting his season short.

Ben Proudfoot: Suited to the back-row, Benny probably played out of position for the majority of the
season to cover for a few injuries. None the-less he worked tirelessly when on the field. A good talker
with a smart footballing brain and a very solid defensive technique.

Kieran Eisenhuth: Eiso played mostly on the wing this season and along with the rest of the team
improved immensely throughout the season and did everything asked of him. Loved the tough stuff and
was seen to rip in with either the ball in hand or in defence.
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‘A’ RESERVE – SCC DIV 1 PREMIERS

Back Row: Luke Vella, Daniel Stone, Ryan McClean, Liam Davidson, Trent Colquhoun, Dwayne Brown
Middle Row: Chris Vella (Trainer), Dave Wylie (Trainer), Scott Simpson (Manager), Nick Tuitupou, Jarrad Woods,
Mark Ciraldo, Morris Higham, Mark Harb, Jarrod Simpson, Adam Darwich, Liam Eisenhuth, Ross Kendall (Manager),
Paul Colquhoun (FAO)
Front Row: Kyle Engelen, Inoke Togage-Faanu, Roderick Faanoi, Fuata Faafiu, Wilson Faanoi, Sam Sau, Pepe Charlie,
James Togagae
Ball Boys: Vella, Joe Faanoi, Vella
Absent: Andy Bateman

MANAGER'S REPORT

Season 2013 was one of real challenges, especially pre-season. Firstly, we had no Under 21’s competition
in the SCC and our options were limited as to where this team could play. After lots of to and fro our
playing group came to the decision that we would play in the SCC in the A Reserve Grade.

We had been back-to-back Under 19’s defending premiers and with a large player turnover and a new
coach in Willie Talua it was a "tread wearily approach" from all concerned. With our players, trainers and
management committed to the pre-season we awaited the opportunity to kick off our season with our
first trial match.

We kicked off our season with a trial match against Cronulla-Caringbah and Mt Pritchard, both tough hit
outs, but our boys showed the signs of a solid team which could hold their own at this level.

Our season proper opened with round one home game against Five Dock which in a forceful manner we
defeated 40-10. This was their first look at our new boys and at our man Wilson, who didn't disappoint
anyone with some of the best hits of the season.

The wins continued for us as we travelled over large and new territory. A full round of footy was finished
and the boys were undefeated, although still working on combinations and teamwork at training for the
backend of the season.
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As we turned the corner for home there were family losses and illness amongst the boys and their
families, and this took its toll as training dropped away as did our attitude and desire to perform. It was
during this time that the boys would suffer their first loss of the season going down to Eaglevale 46-16 in
a humiliating loss. This game was played with only 14 men and a concussed Ugger warming our bench.
That experience and some rubbish behaviour from the opponent’s spectators gave us the spark to re-
ignite the fire again.

From here the boy’s determination and commitment returned and we would be victorious in all matches
on the way to Belmore. Further wins over All Saints, Arncliffe Scotts, Minto, Ingleburn and Five Dock
would allow us to finish seven points clear of the competition and secure the Minor Premiership and
grant us a home semi-final showdown against the second placed Renown whom we hadn't yet played
due to a wash out round earlier in the season. We had noticed along the way that a lot of teams were
hiding in A Reserve and we were happy to spoil that.

Our home semi-final was to be played at Begnall which is not a great reward for us, but still a little
something as we ended up with a good turnout of supporters. In a big team effort we would enter the
sheds at half time up 10-8 in what would appear to be a very tight game. Renown came out hard in the
second half and threw everything at us, but the boys weathered the storm and comfortably ran away
with 39-18 securing the first spot at a Belmore grand final.

So for the fourth consecutive year this team of committed young men would play in the big one, this
being more special for this team as it was back to home of the CBJRL, Belmore Oval. The grand final day
saw us assemble at Billy D for some light refreshments before packing onto the bus for the trip to
Belmore, adding to the excitement of the big day. Into the sheds we went and Killer went to work
strapping as he has done tirelessly all season. Willie gave his brief but inspiring pre-game speech and out
we went.

The boys fired-up for this match as it was against the only team that had got us all season and this was
set to be pay back. We started of the match strong with Wilson and Sammy hitting the ball up like it was
round one. We would be the first across the line and the boys defence was impeccable holding out
Eaglevale to go into the sheds at half time at 10-0.

The second half was still well-controlled by us with strong guidance from Luke Vella and Jarrod in the
middle. We again posted early points with Davo finally coming good with the boot picking up the extras.
Although allowing Eaglevale to score in the corner as our boys fatigued, we held strong ‘til the bell to
celebrate their third consecutive premiership in a well-deserved fashion, winning 28-6. Man of Match
was Wilson Faanoi.

Congratulations to all the boys. This one was for the loyal, the strong and a great group of young men. It
all means TEAM. GO THE SAINTS.

TRAINER'S REPORT

Davis Wylie and myself were asked to become trainers for the side this year. We had been around most
of the boys last year being sponsors for the side and enjoyed 2012. It was with great honour that we both
accepted this role and immediately were thrust into the depths of training.

Pre-season saw us start quite strong with some solid numbers at training and I think all the boys knew
that our position as premiers wasn't safe. We had a solid group of players to choose from.
Willie set out some tough drills for the boys and soon we had worked out a strong run-on side for what
would be an intense season.

Our opening encounters at the start of the season saw us really hammer some sides giving a good
indication they we would certainly be a force to be reckoned with. Looking back at the season which had
plenty of highlights on the field, a couple spring to mind: Our first home game against Five Dock from the
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opening kick-off, Wilson chased and the poor bloke ran straight at him and as he does so well Wilson
simply got his right shoulder under his ribs and hammered him, probably a tackle he won't forget for a
while. Another great moment for me was his brother big Rods. Almost every game he would hit the
opponent’s line from ten out and nothing would stop the big fella from getting that ball down. These
moments of course came from a great team of young men that truly dug deep every week.

After every game it was tough to award point as everyone always put in. We saw a few players come and
go throughout the year and the team we finished with are the most dedicated, competitive, honest
blokes I have met and I am privileged to have been involved with this team. David and myself have had
some great conversations reflecting on the games over a beer at the Diggers rehydrating after running
the water.

I would also like to make special mention to a few blokes that weren't a part of the playing side, but were
heavily involved: Adam Darwich, Liam Eisenhiuth and Jack Charter. These boys couldn't play this season
due to injury, but came to almost every single training session and game no matter what. I look at that
and know how much commitment these boys have and how much pride not only the team but our club
has. Well done boys. I have to mention Dwayne who unfortunately missed out on playing in the grand
final due to a broken collar bone, but he done a great job all year for us as he always done.

I would like to finish up with special mention to our coach Willie for a great season and also to the rest of
the staff, Anne Simpson who is there every week without fail, screaming from the time keepers table.
Paul Colquhoun our first aid officer and the great Ross “Killer” Kendall who had a big year with the
strapping and plenty of it. David Wylie who just loves it and arguably has a future as head trainer soon.
Also to Greals and Slatts who always made sure we had what was required for game day and training.

To all the boys from Davis and myself it has been a pleasure being there this season to share in the
success that you have had. You all truly deserve the title. I'm sure this year has given you some great
memories as it has done for me and Dave.

A Reserve Division 1 grand final action.
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Team captain Wilson Faanoi is awarded
with both the Premier’s trophy and
Grand Final “Player of the Match”
trophy by Peter Wagstaff.

Team managers Ross “Killer” Kendall
and Scott Simpson all smiles with coach
Willie Talau.

The A Reserve Division 1 team
celebrates its third successive
premiership victory.
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‘A’ GRADE – SCC

Back Row: Aaron Janda, Gary Stone, Nathan Pollard, Shane Smith
Middle Row: Alex Engelen (Trainer), Luke Lembryk, Kane Moon, Michael Hanratty, Steve Kolodziej, Josh Simpson,
Noel Stafford, Paul Kavanagh (Coach)
Front Row: Nick Jenkins, Nathan Clarke, Josh Kavanagh, Cory Brown, Graham McFarlance, Nathan Alchin,
Absent: Mahdi Behardien, Daniel Clarke, Alex Engelen, Jason Mayoh, Dave Psaroudis, Nathan Sellings,
Jarrett Boyd (Trainer), Alan Wren (Trainer), Chris Keenan (Manager), Dee Williams (Manager)

COACH’S REPORT

What a promising start, with more than 25 players attending pre-season training sessions, as well as trial
matches. All looked good as morale was high with three wins from four starts. However, along with the
great start came injuries and not just minor ones at that. We lost three of our main ball players: Corey
(half-back), Mick (hooker), and Sello (five-eighth).

Luckily this team was filled with a number of versatile players allowing for a lock, back-rower, and front-
rower to cover the #7, 9 and 6 positions. Despite having the ability to restructure new combinations we
couldn’t account for a number of washed-out rounds, giving us an unfavourable time frame to achieve
the necessary results.

From having to cut players at the beginning to finishing with only 11 fit and available players (due to
injury and work commitments) we finished in fifth position. Along the way it has to be said that this team
proved their talent, not only to themselves, but all the other teams in this year’s competition, having
been the only team to defeat All Saints (minor premiers) in the regular rounds.

As the injury list grew week to week a huge thank you goes out to Alan Wren FAO. Wrenny did a great job
not only getting players on the field, but also as a second pair of eyes helping with the interchange
decisions each game. Thanks also to Dwayne (A Reserves) and Ryan and Matthew (U19’s) - having you
guys step up to help us out when needed was a real boost. The entire team and I extend our sincere
thanks for your commitment and courage. The weekly game requires more than the efforts of the
players, it also depends on the dedication of a number of support people who must be acknowledged for
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their contributions to the A Grade team this year, including Stuart (Assistant coach/coach), former player
Boydy (runner) and Dee and Crackers (managers).

PLAYER PROFILES

Nathan Pollard: A fullback with size, speed and courage who will break the first line of defence on every
kick return (if not hung-over).

Luke Lembryk: A winger, a centre, a GIANT. He can take the high ball without leaving the ground and can
destroy an opposing winger’s confidence with one run.

David Psaroudis: A centre with speed and determination, Psaroudis makes plenty of metres from
dummy-half (must be good as he’s a Souths supporter)!

Jason Mayoh: A centre that can throw unbelievable dummies has a nice step and can deliver some nice
cut-out passes (to the opposition occasionally).

Nick Jenkins: After a few years away from the game Nick returned this year as a winger that ran the ball
up hard without self-preservation (hence the concussions)

Nathan Sellings: A five-eighth with a very good kicking game as well as a sharp football mind, on and off
the field he is a true team man who organised sponsors for both training and playing gear (could work on
his short passing game).

Gary Stone: No set position, but if you ask Gary he’ll tell you he’s a half-back that coaches keep putting
in the forwards (don’t know why…). Gary is a very honest footballer with many skills.

Corey Brown: It was no coincidence that when Corey was at half-back the backline looked sharp,
however a recurring knee injury saw him miss a huge chunk of the season (stupid touch footy!). It would
be good to see him fit for the whole season.

Nathan Alchin: Coming off the inter-change Nathan added that extra strength with hard hitting defence
and solid hit ups. Amongst the talent that abounded in the team’s forward pack, Nathan’s strength and
positivity benefitted the team as an impact player.

Joshua Simpson: A forward with plenty of ability.

Michael Hanratty: As the senior statesman Mick showed why he is held in such high regard within this
football club as well as the CBDRL. His approach to both training and games is second to none. A hooker
with a great football brain, unfortunately had the season cut short with a knee injury.

Steve Kolodziej: When it comes to hard hitting and strong ball running Steve was one of the best in the
entire competition, proven by closely missing out on the Players’ Player award (there was just one point
in it!).

Noel Stafford: Coming from a rugby union background, Noel was relatively new to the great game of
rugby league, but showed grit and determination and gained even more momentum as the season
progressed. He proved a very handy interchange forward.

Nathan Clarke: Mr Versatility – from front-row, hooker, second-row, Nathan had to do it all this season!
Nathan earned the respect of the entire team and coach through his commitment to training and on
game-day, as well as being very easy to coach.

Shane Smith: A quiet achiever. Tell Shane to run through a brick wall and he’d do it no questions asked. It
is no wonder that Sam Burgess has modelled his game off our Shane!
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Kane Moon: Dedication plus. With Kane’s family moving to the South Coast early in the year, rather than
missing training sessions due to the distance, Kane displayed loyalty and dedication by going to great
lengths to make every session. This effort showed in his strong performances throughout the year,
putting fear into the hearts of the opposing forward packs.

Josh Kavanagh: A true captain, Josh led by example on and off the field. His natural footballing ability and
work ethic earned him the deserved title of Players’ Player this season (NB: I did not vote once!).

Aaron Janda: More than just an honest footballer, Aaron oozes passion for the game. Never taking a
backward step, he played with great controlled aggression. One of the hardest back-rowers in the
competition!

Graham McFarlane: Coming into the team mid-season, what a bonus! Graham could slip into any
position and make it his own. The sort of player a coach would love to have thirteen of!

Alex Engelen: Bowing out early due to severe health concerns, Alex was sorely missed on the field.
However, that is not to say that he was not a consistent presence within the team throughout the
season, helping Boydy run the messages each week.

Mahdi Behardien: Has looks more suited to The Ivy, but displayed great flair and speed on the field at
both wing and fullback. Another one whose season was cut short by injury, Mahdi continued to enjoy
great success (socially) on the sideline.

Daniel Clarke: Another late entry to the team, unfortunately work commitments limited Daniel’s
availability this season. When available, Daniel showed that a couple of years out of the game hadn’t cost
him any of his talent.
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 6 Gold
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

DE MEUR Darcy 14 1 4 2

GITSHAM Connor 16 1 4 1

GODINEZ Leo 12 1

KITIONA Michael 15 6 24 1

MAARBANI Izhak 13 1 4 1

MARIC Daniel 15 17 68 1

MUNN Tyler 15 14 56 1

PASSARELLI Nicholas 10 1

PHILLIPS Dylan 16 1 4 1

PRIOR Drew 15 3 12 1

RAISH Noah 16 14 56 1

MACRI* Elio 5

Totals 58 232

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Rhinos BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 28

2 13-Apr-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 8 40

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 8 24

5 04-May-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 36 32

6 11-May-13 Rhinos BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 28

7 18-May-13 Bulls RUSE PARK 16 36

8 25-May-13 Colts HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 12 40

9 01-Jun-13 Moorebank NEPTUNE PARK 20 36

10 15-Jun-13 St Johns LIDCOMBE OVAL 16 24

11 22-Jun-13 Rhinos PETER HISLOP PARK 4 32

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Colts KILLARA RESERVE 12 44

14 13-Jul-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 16 36

15 20-Jul-13 St Johns BEGNELL OVAL 28 32

16 27-Jul-13 Rhinos BILL DELAUNEY RES 20 36

17 03-Aug-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 4 32

18 10-Aug-13 Bulls RUSE PARK 8 28

232 528
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 6 White
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BENDER Jake 16 5 20 1

BRUNO Alexander 15 4 16 1

JENNINGS Ethan 16 1

KLEM Aaron 16 2 2 12 1

MARTIN Cooper 16 5 1 22 2

PENMAN Brodie-Jay 15 6 1 26 1

RUNDLE Khoda 16 2 8 1

SALEH Jamal 15 1

THOMPSON Lachlan 16 2

WEIR Noah 15 11 44 2

KOVALIK (moved to U7 G) Brodie 3 1 4 2

Totals 36 4 152

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Chester Hill TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 0 30

2 13-Apr-13 Bears BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 20

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 St Johns BEGNELL OVAL 8 32

5 04-May-13 Dragons Won on forfeit 0 0

6 11-May-13 Bulls RUSE PARK 14 32

7 18-May-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 46

8 25-May-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 8 20

9 01-Jun-13 East Hills NEPTUNE PARK 12 26

10 15-Jun-13 Chester Hill LIDCOMBE OVAL 0 30

11 22-Jun-13 Bears Won on forfeit 0 0

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 18 40

14 13-Jul-13 Warriors Lidcombe Oval 0 40

15 20-Jul-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 28

16 27-Jul-13 Tigers ROBERTS PARK 16 42

17 03-Aug-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 8 32

18 10-Aug-13 Sports RUSE PARK 28 34

152 452
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 6 Blue
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BURKE Lachlan 15 38 1 154 3

CARRERA Edwin 16 2 8 1

FORRESTER Patrick 16 5 4 28 1

GITSHAM Rhys 16 2 8 3

PENGUE Lucas 16 7 1 30 3

SCOTT Thomas 15 6 24 2

TALEB Zacharia 15 2

TODD-BONSELAAR Riley 15 6 2 28 1

ZANBAKA Kristian 15 1

ZANBAKA Max 16 1 1 6 1

WEIR (U6 W) Noah 5 2

Totals 67 9 286

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 18

2 13-Apr-13 Sports BILL DELAUNEY RES 8 0

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Bears PETER HISLOP PARK 16 10

5 04-May-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 4 26

6 11-May-13 Dragons BILL DELAUNEY RES 14 22

7 18-May-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 8 16

8 25-May-13 Bulls HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 8 24

9 01-Jun-13 Rhinos NEPTUNE PARK 16 8

10 15-Jun-13 St Johns LIDCOMBE OVAL 18 28

11 22-Jun-13 Sports PETER HISLOP PARK 20 20

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Bears PETER HISLOP PARK 22 22

14 13-Jul-13 Tigers ROBERTS PARK 18 20

15 20-Jul-13 Dragons CLEMTON PARK 34 24

16 27-Jul-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 24 34

17 03-Aug-13 Colts BILL DELAUNEY RES 34 28

18 10-Aug-13 Colts RUSE PARK 26 20

286 320
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 7 Green
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ALLWORTH Nash 13 2 8 2

KOVALIK Cooper 14 7 28 2

MACRI Dante 13 5 20 1

McANDREW Lucas 14 3 12 1

MOHI Kye 14 5 20 1

MORRIS-WOLRING Christian 11 1 4 1

PATTERSON Thomas 13 1

RANDALL Joshua 13 2

TODD-BONSELAAR Kian 13 9 3 42 1

KOVALIK (U6 W) Brodie 10 2

Totals 32 3 134

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Tigers Won on forfeit

2 13-Apr-13 Colts KILLARA RESERVE 0 44

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 St Johns BEGNELL OVAL 4 32

5 04-May-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 22

6 11-May-13 Warriors BILL DELAUNEY RES 4 36

7 18-May-13 Bears PETER HISLOP PARK 24 30

8 25-May-13 BYE

9 01-Jun-13 Colts BILL DELAUNEY RES 4 46

10 15-Jun-13 Broncos CLEMTON PARK 0 40

11 22-Jun-13 St Johns STEVE FOLKES RES 34 34

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Warriors LIDCOMBE OVAL 0 48

14 13-Jul-13 Bears BILL DELAUNEY RES 26 38

15 20-Jul-13 BYE

16 27-Jul-13 Colts KILLARA RESERVE 4 46

17 03-Aug-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 14 24

18 10-Aug-13 Broncos KILLARA RESERVE 8 28

134 468
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 7 White
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

DELINICOLIS Patrick 16 1 1 6 1

GEORGE Lachlan 16 2 8 3

KHOURY Marcus 16 12 10 68 3

LOUKA Daniel 15 19 6 88 1

MAARBANI Zachariah 16 12 8 64 2

RAISH Daniel 16 3 4 20 3

STAPLETON Taj 14 5 1 22 1

TAUFA Damon 15 6 1 26 2

TLEIS Ahmed 16 7 6 40 2

Totals 67 37 342

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Dragons CLEMTON PARK 0 40

2 13-Apr-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 20 22

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 38 14

5 04-May-13 East Hills BILL DELAUNEY RES 30 30

6 11-May-13 Chester Hill TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 20 14

7 18-May-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 10 28

8 25-May-13 Rhinos MIDDLETON PARK 8 36

9 01-Jun-13 Colts BILL DELAUNEY RES 26 32

10 15-Jun-13 Dragons CLEMTON PARK 28 20

11 22-Jun-13 St Johns Won on forfeit

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 36 30

14 13-Jul-13 East Hills SMITH PARK 32 44

15 20-Jul-13 Chester Hill BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 26

16 27-Jul-13 Tigers ROBERTS PARK 16 46

17 03-Aug-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 30 24

18 10-Aug-13 Bulls KILLARA RESERVE 32 22

342 428
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 7 Blue
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BISHARA Mark 16 1 2 8 3

HANRATTY Jack 16 29 9 134 3

HOLMES Harrison 16 5 3 26 1

MARIC Matthew 16 12 7 62 2

METCALFE Hayden 15 5 10 1

METCALFE Cody 16 5 8 36 1

ROWLES Mitchell 12 18 8 88 3

SAFI Fred 16 3 2 16 2

SAFI James 16 1 1 6 2

SAFI Adrien 16 11 2 48 2

Totals 85 47 434

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Sports-Y BILL DELAUNEY RES 36 26

2 13-Apr-13 Bears BILL DELAUNEY RES 14 16

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 6 30

5 04-May-13 Bulls RUSE PARK 30 44

6 11-May-13 Sports-R BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 28

7 18-May-13 St Johns BEGNELL OVAL 24 26

8 25-May-13 Sports-Y MIDDLETON PARK 38 24

9 01-Jun-13 Bears BILL DELAUNEY RES 22 18

10 15-Jun-13 Moorebank CLEMTON PARK 34 26

11 22-Jun-13 Tigers STEVE FOLKES RES 10 34

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Sports-R STEVE FOLKES RES 14 30

14 13-Jul-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 18 22

15 20-Jul-13 Sports-Y BILL DELAUNEY RES 42 20

16 27-Jul-13 Bears PETER HISLOP PARK 46 20

17 03-Aug-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 50 30

18 10-Aug-13 Moorebank KILLARA RESERVE 34 22

434 416
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 8 Green
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BAHSA Nouredeen 15 14 2 60 1

CHAMI Hussein 15 16 9 82 1

CUTRUPI Matthew 15 7 10 48 4

HARROP Mason 12 2 4 2

KILLORN Tarley 14 11 6 56 2

MCCUTCHEON Daniel 15 3 2 16 1

PITTMAN Adam 14 13 1 54 1

PORTER Ryan 15 15 11 82 1

PORTER Zac 15 6 8 40 1

SUTTON Cooper 15 3 2 16 1

WEBSDALE Kye 12 1

Totals 88 53 458

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Dragons CLEMTON PARK 34 30

2 13-Apr-13 Tigers-R BILL DELAUNEY RES 46 6

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Bears BILL DELAUNEY RES 22 22

5 04-May-13 Sports STEVE FOLKES RES 24 18

6 11-May-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 42 8

7 18-May-13 Tigers -Y ROBERTS PARK 26 26

8 25-May-13 East Hills TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 28 10

9 01-Jun-13 Moorebank ROBERTS PARK 24 12

10 15-Jun-13 St Johns SMITH PARK 32 34

11 22-Jun-13 BYE

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Dragons CLEMTON PARK 28 32

14 13-Jul-13 Tigers-R BILL DELAUNEY RES 44 4

15 20-Jul-13 Bears BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 24

16 27-Jul-13 Sports BILL DELAUNEY RES 26 18

17 03-Aug-13 Chester Hill BILL DELAUNEY RES 26 0

18 10-Aug-13 Tigers-R ROBERTS PARK 44 18

458 262
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 8 White
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ALKHAIR Alexander 16 5 1 22 2

BRYCE Connor 16 3 4 20 3

CROSS Samuel 16 2

FORRESTER Thomas 16 6 5 34 3

HARDY Murray 16 4 4 24 3

HART Max 16 6 2 28 2

MAARBANI Youssef 15 6 24 2

SAHYOUN Marcus 16 4 3 22 2

TREVITT Joshua 15 4 3 22 2

MAARBANI (U7 W) Zachariah 1 1 2 2

DELINICOLIS (U7 W) Patrick 1 1

Totals 38 23 198

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 10

2 13-Apr-13 Chester Hill TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 4 4

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Sports STEVE FOLKES RES 20 36

5 04-May-13 Warriors BILL DELAUNEY RES 14 18

6 11-May-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 6 14

7 18-May-13 Bears PETER HISLOP PARK 0 24

8 25-May-13 Moorebank TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 28 20

9 01-Jun-13 Chester Hill ROBERTS PARK 6 26

10 15-Jun-13 Bulls SMITH PARK 0 34

11 22-Jun-13 Sports BEGNELL OVAL 12 16

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Tigers ROBERTS PARK 18 28

14 13-Jul-13 Bears BILL DELAUNEY RES 10 22

15 20-Jul-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 18 10

16 27-Jul-13 Chester Hill TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 0 44

17 03-Aug-13 Warriors BILL DELAUNEY RES 32 30

18 10-Aug-13 Bulls ROBERTS PARK 18 12

198 348
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 8 Blue
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

AMY Sean 16 5 8 36 4

ANDERSON Evan 15 8 3 38 2

ASSAF Peter 16 23 3 98 3

BOYNE Kian 15 5 10 40 3

KLEM Ryan 16 6 12 48 3

LYNCH Toto'a 13 5 2 24 4

MILLAR Owen 16 3 4 20 5

MOSELEY Oscar 15 9 4 44 3

SWIBEL Hayden 15 4 9 34 3

ZANBAKA Jack 15 1 2 3

Totals 68 56 384

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 East Hills SMITH PARK 36 12

2 13-Apr-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 10 34

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 22 20

5 04-May-13 Dragons BILL DELAUNEY RES 30 28

6 11-May-13 St Johns BEGNELL OVAL 24 26

7 18-May-13 Sports BILL DELAUNEY RES 6 36

8 25-May-13 East Hills TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 30 22

9 01-Jun-13 Tigers ROBERTS PARK 12 32

10 15-Jun-13 Chester Hill SMITH PARK 36 30

11 22-Jun-13 Moorebank BEGNELL OVAL 32 10

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 24

14 13-Jul-13 Sports STEVE FOLKES RES 24 34

15 20-Jul-13 East Hills SMITH PARK 34 32

16 27-Jul-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 6 30

17 03-Aug-13 Dragons CLEMTON PARK 38 32

18 10-Aug-13 Chester Hill ROBERTS PARK 28 24

384 426
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 9 Div 3
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ACHRAM Tommy 15 2

CARRERA Henri 15 8 3 38 1

COBLE Steven 12 5

CUTRUPI Bianca 14 2 8 4

FIELD Jarrod 15 7 28

GAUCI Marcus 15 3 12 1

KOUROUCHE Saadi 13 2 8

MARSH Harrison 14 1

MOHI-LETT Peter-Jae 13 1

RAVEL Thomas 15 8 9 50 3

RODOREDA Ky 15 2 3 14 3

SHEARS Ryan 14 4 16 1

SLEIMAN Jesse 15 2 3 14 5

TAUFA Liam 14 2 8 2

Totals 40 18 196

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Chester Hill Won on forfeit

2 13-Apr-13 Broncos MIDDLETON PARK 24 10

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 14 4

5 04-May-13 Rhinos BILL DELAUNEY RES 10 22

6 11-May-13 St Johns BEGNELL OVAL 10 36

7 18-May-13 Broncos MIDDLETON PARK 30 20

8 25-May-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 4 36

9 01-Jun-13 Tigers ROBERTS PARK 14 12

10 15-Jun-13 Rhinos BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 10

11 22-Jun-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 10

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 14 34

14 13-Jul-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 10 20

15 20-Jul-13 Broncos MIDDLETON PARK 8 10

16 27-Jul-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 14 18

Semi 03-Aug-13 St Johns* SMITH PARK 16 10

196 252
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 9 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ARNAOUT Kaled 15 5 3 26 4

BAILEY Trent 13 3 12 5

CASSAR Vincent 16 2 1 10 5

CEISSMAN Zacarie 16 1 4 4

FOSTER Sean 16 4

KENNEDY Jared 16 9 1 38 4

MARTIN Jack 15 2 8 3

MOLONEY Luke 16 5

OLOAPU Ricardo 15 6 2 28 3

POUND Zack 15 4 6 28 1

SALEH Jordan 15 3 12 4

SHEARER Blake 15 1 2 4

STANDALOFT Bailey 16 2 4 5

TAHHAN Isaac 15 1 4 4

WALKER Alexander 15 5 10 5

Totals 36 21 186

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 St Johns BEGNELL OVAL 0 28

2 13-Apr-13 Chester Hill TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 16 12

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Bears BILL DELAUNEY RES 32 0

5 04-May-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 18 6

6 11-May-13 St Johns BEGNELL OVAL 4 10

7 18-May-13 Chester Hill BILL DELAUNEY RES 14 18

8 25-May-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 18

9 01-Jun-13 Bears PETER HISLOP PARK 6 0

10 15-Jun-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 14 10

11 22-Jun-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 0 32

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 4 26

14 13-Jul-13 Bears BILL DELAUNEY RES 28 6

15 20-Jul-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 10 4

16 27-Jul-13 Chester Hill TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 6 12

17 03-Aug-13 Tigers ROBERTS PARK 0 24

Semi 10-Aug-13 Chester Hill STEVE FOLKES RES 18 24

186 230
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 10 Div 2
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BRITO Braidon 10 3 12 4

BURKE Ethan 13 12 7 62 5

DELINICOLIS Jonathan 13 1 2 2

ELABBAS Billal 6 2

FAANOI Toafa 11 4 1 18

FORRESTER Michael 13 5

GHILARDI Nicolas 13 1 5 14 1

GHILARDI Christian 13 3 6 1

JENKINS Daniel 13 1

LOUKA Hayden 13 1 3 10 1

PASSARELLI Alexander 13 6 3 30 4

TAYLOR Adam 13 1 4 2

Totals 28 23 158

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 St Johns BEGNELL OVAL 0 52

2 13-Apr-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 0 36

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Chester Hill TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 12 38

5 04-May-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 10 34

6 11-May-13 Bears PETER HISLOP PARK 0 30

7 18-May-13 Bulls RUSE PARK 10 28

8 25-May-13 BYE

9 01-Jun-13 Rhinos BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 18

10 15-Jun-13 Colts KILLARA RESERVE 18 36

11 22-Jun-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 34 0

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 27-Jul-13 Sports STEVE FOLKES RES 4 28

14 06-Jul-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 30 14

15 13-Jul-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 18 26

16 20-Jul-13 Chester Hill BILL DELAUNEY RES 6 14

158 354
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 11 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ARNAOUT Omar 15 1 2 8 4

DAVIDSON Aidan 16 6 15 54 7

DUNDAS Reily 15 1 2 7

ERSKINE Brodie 16 2 4 6

FUZ Cody 16 4 11 38 1

HOWARD Jarred 15 1 2 1

LOUTSOS Dane 14 3 1 14 2

MANOA Malakai 16 3 2 16 4

MARIC Lachlan 16 10 7 54 4

McALPINE Lachlan 16 19 5 86 6

NELSON Meihana 16 7 28 5

OSBORN Connor 16 3

PENGUE Jon 16 2 4 7

STANDALOFT Zac 16 2 4 7

TAMOTU Joshua 16 6 1 26 1

Totals 59 52 340

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Dragons CLEMTON PARK 16 10

2 13-Apr-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 18 12

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 6 34

5 04-May-13 Colts KILLARA RESERVE 54 6

6 11-May-13 Bulls RUSE PARK 12 12

7 18-May-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 28 10

8 25-May-13 Dragons BILL DELAUNEY RES 38 12

9 01-Jun-13 Tigers ROBERTS PARK 12 40

10 15-Jun-13 Sports BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 30

11 22-Jun-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 6

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 12

14 13-Jul-13 Moorebank HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 30 6

15 20-Jul-13 Dragons CLEMTON PARK 40 6

16 27-Jul-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 10 36

17 03-Aug-13 BYE

Semi 10-Aug-13 St Johns STEVE FOLKES RES 28 22

Final 17-Aug-13 Bulls TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 12 30

340 284
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 12 Div 2 - PREMIERS
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

CRAWFORD Jarrad 14 6 5 34 3

EVANS Isaac 15 6 1 26 2

FULLER Joshua 14 3 12 8

GAZILAS Dean 14 3 3 18 4

JORDAN Lachlan 15 4 4 24 8

LAIDLER Christian 15 2 2 12 6

LYNCH Kueva 15 8 4 40 4

McLACHLAN Jesse 11 4 1 18 1

QUINTAL Vincent 15 2 8 4

RAISH Jordan 14 2 3 14 7

RILEY Cameron 15 13 3 58 8

RYAN Billy 15 7 1 30 2

SENTER Zachariah 14 3 1 14 1

SLEIMAN Camille 15 3 4 20 6

TITMUSS Jack 14 1 4 8

WHYTE Callum 15 3 12 5

WYLIE Blake 14 5 3 26 8

Totals 75 35 370

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Sports STEVE FOLKES RES 50 0

2 13-Apr-13 Bears R BILL DELAUNEY RES 26 0

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Sports BILL DELAUNEY RES 50 0

5 04-May-13 Bears R PETER HISLOP PARK 26 4

6 11-May-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 30 0

7 18-May-13 Bears Y PETER HISLOP PARK 20 0

8 25-May-13 Tigers BILL DELAUNEY RES 44 6

9 01-Jun-13 Bulls RUSE PARK 14 0

10 15-Jun-13 East Hills BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 4

11 22-Jun-13 Warriors Won on forfeit

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 Broncos MIDDLETON PARK 16 8

14 13-Jul-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 0

15 20-Jul-13 Chester Hill BILL DELAUNEY RES 16 26

Semi 03-Aug-13 St Johns MIDDLETON PARK 16 0

GF 17-Aug-13 Chester Hill BELMORE SPORTS GROUND 30 6

370 54
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 13 Div 3
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

BAILEY Shaun 15 3 12 8

BARNES Jack 17 32 64 2

CUTRUPI Daniel 17 1 4 8

ELABBAS Adam 15 2 8 2

ELLISON Cooper 17 6 24 8

FLACK Hayden 16 1 4 3

KARNOLD Aaron 16 2 8 7

MAARBANI Kassem 17 1 4 2

MAARBANI Ibrahim 17 2

MALASS Mustafa 17 1

MALASS Adam 17 1

OSMAN Reda 17 27 1 110 1

TANEVSKI Michael 17 5 20 3

TAUFA Ethan 16 4 16 2

TOFILAU Jordan 16 5

UNWIN Sebastian 17 7 28 2

Totals 59 33 302

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Sports STEVE FOLKES RES 10 32

2 13-Apr-13 Chester Hill Y BILL DELAUNEY RES 26 0

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Colts KILLARA RESERVE 26 14

5 04-May-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 18 12

6 11-May-13 Sports STEVE FOLKES RES 10 34

7 18-May-13 St Johns Y BEGNELL OVAL 6 44

8 25-May-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 10 16

9 01-Jun-13 Colts BILL DELAUNEY RES 20 12

10 15-Jun-13 Moorebank R BILL DELAUNEY RES 34 0

11 22-Jun-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 0 22

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 St Johns BILL DELAUNEY RES 24 24

14 13-Jul-13 Colts KILLARA RESERVE 14 18

15 20-Jul-13 Chester Hill Y BILL DELAUNEY RES 20 6

QSF 27-Jul-13 Moorebank R NEPTUNE PARK 16 32

PSF 03-Aug-13 St Johns MIDDLETON PARK 28 4

Final 10-Aug-13 Moorebank R HAMMONDVILLE OVAL 24 8

GF 17-Aug-13 Bulls BELMORE SPORTS GROUND 16 24

302 302
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 13 Div 2
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ACHRAFI Jihad 10 1

ARNAOUT Mohamad 15 1 1 6 4

COLLEY Luke 15 1 32 68 2

DEVNIE Christian 15 16 64 3

DUNN Ryan 14 4 16 4

FOSTER Byron 9 1 4 4

GAUCI Angelo 13 6

HANNIGAN Joshua 15 8 32 4

HIGHAM Stuart 15 12 1 50 8

KHOURY Jayden 15 5 20

KOTSARIS Patrick 10 3

LINNEGAR Blake 12 4

OBEID Jaidin 15 1 4 5

REHAYEM Peter 14 2 1 10 8

SABOUNE Karim 12 3 12 4

SOLO Ryan 15 9 36 2

BRADFORD* Bodie 1

RILEY (U12-2) Cameron 3 8

WYLIE (U12-2) Blake 1 8

Totals 63 35 322

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 06-Apr-13 Sports BILL DELAUNEY RES 0 30

2 13-Apr-13 St Johns R BILL DELAUNEY RES 0 50

3 20-Apr-13 Washed out

4 27-Apr-13 Bulls BILL DELAUNEY RES 42 4

5 04-May-13 Chester Hill R TERRY LAMB COMPLEX 4 24

6 11-May-13 Tigers R BILL DELAUNEY RES 26 4

7 18-May-13 Sports BILL DELAUNEY RES 36 20

8 25-May-13 Warriors LIDCOMBE OVAL 24 0

9 01-Jun-13 Warriors BILL DELAUNEY RES 12 4

10 15-Jun-13 Sports STEVE FOLKES RES 40 6

11 22-Jun-13 Colts KILLARA RESERVE 12 8

12 29-Jun-13 Washed out

13 06-Jul-13 St Johns Y BEGNELL OVAL 38 0

14 13-Jul-13 Moorebank BILL DELAUNEY RES 24 0

15 20-Jul-13 Tigers R BILL DELAUNEY RES 24 4

SF 03-Aug-13 Tigers R MIDDLETON PARK 28 6

GF 17-Aug-13 Colts BELMORE SPORTS GROUND 12 24

322 184
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 14 Div 2
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

ARMSON-GRAHAM Kieran 13 5

ARNAOUT Abdul 15 1 4 4

BOLAND Nathan 11 10

CHAUMONT Luke 14 5 20 1

CONTRERAS Jayden 14 2 8 3

DELL'ARMI Joel 14 2

EL-CHAMI Jeremy 14 7 28 5

GRIFFITH Adam 15 1 2 10

HARRINGTON Rhys 13 4 1 18 9

KENNEDY Hayden 15 8 32 4

MAARBANI Mohamad 14 1 4 2

MANNERING Liam 15 1 2 8 6

MARIC Anthony 14 6 1 26 4

NAGLE Riley 14 9

NGARONOA Jonah 12 6 2 28 3

REARDON Luke 14 4 24 64 9

RYAN Jack 15 4 1 18 6

WALKER* Julian 5

Totals 49 32 260

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 07-Apr-13 Redfern All Blacks Bill Delauney Res 24 14

2 14-Apr-13 Greenacre Tigers Roberts Park 4 42

3 21-Apr-13 Concord Burwood Blackmore Oval 14 4

4 28-Apr-13 Dundas Shamrocks St Pats Dundas 16 0

5 05-May-13 Berala Bears Bill Delauney Res 16 12

6 12-May-13 Redfern All Blacks Bill Delauney Res 36 16

7 19-May-13 Zetland Peter Hislop 24 24

8 26-May-13 Concord Burwood Birchgrove Oval 18 10

9 02-Jun-13 Renown United Washed out

10 16-Jun-13 Hurstville United Bexley Oval 12 22

11 23-Jun-13 St Johns Eagles Washed out

12 30-Jun-13 Greenacre Tigers Washed out

13 07-Jul-13 Dundas Shamrocks Bill Delauney Res 24 22

14 14-Jul-13 Berala Bears Peter Hislop 12 18

15 21-Jul-13 Maroubra Clemton Park 12 16

16 28-Jul-13 Mascot Snape Oval 6 22

17 04-Aug-13 Redfern All Blacks Erskineville Oval 18 26

18 11-Aug-13 Zetland Roberts Park 24 28

260 276
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PLAYER and TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 15 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Field Total Years

Played Goals Points Played

BROWN Steele 13 12 1 25 11

BRYANT Jarrad 10 5

CAVANAGH Josh 7 1 2 8 1

DONOVAN Brandon 13 11

DRAVET Brendon 12 1 4 8

FAANOI Sean 9 1 4

FAANOI Devante 14 1 4 11

GILBERT Aaron 14 2 8 1

HANNIGAN Scott 13 2 8 7

HARB Anthony 7 7

KITIONA Paul 14 2 8 10

LYNCH Posesione 12 4

MANOA Tuitavake 12 7

MILLISS Joe 11

PARMAXIDIS Luke 13 4

RAIKALEVU Aseri 14 2 8 11

ROWLES Damien 13 5

SWIDERSKI Thomas 13 10

TOGAGAE Fatu 13 5 1 22 8

TURI Tristen 13 1

WILSON Mitchell 13 2 8 9

PETERU* Peniamina 6 1 4

Totals 20 15 1 111

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 07-Apr-13 Moorebank Rams Bill Delauney Res 17 16

2 14-Apr-13 Dundas Shamrocks St Pats Dundas 0 36

3 21-Apr-13 Bankstown Sports Bill Delauney Res 4 44

4 28-Apr-13 South Eastern Pioneers Park 4 40

5 05-May-13 Mascot Bill Delauney Res 0 48

6 12-May-13 Hurstville United Bill Delauney Res 12 18

7 19-May-13 St George Dragons Clemton Park 6 28

8 26-May-13 Clovelly Rowland Park 10 36

9 02-Jun-13 Renown United Washed out

10 16-Jun-13 BYE

11 23-Jun-13 St Johns Eagles Washed out

12 30-Jun-13 Moorebank Rams Washed out

13 07-Jul-13 Dundas Shamrocks Bill Delauney Res 18 4

14 14-Jul-13 Bankstown Sports Steve Folkes Res 0 54

15 21-Jul-13 South Eastern Pioneers Park 0 0

16 28-Jul-13 Mascot Snape Oval 16 48

17 04-Aug-13 Hurstville United Bill Delauney Res 18 8

18 11-Aug-13 St George Dragons Clemton Park 6 20

111 400
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PLAYER STATISTICS 2013

Under 16 Div 1
Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

CANCERI Ross 14 2

CARRETTA Jeremy 12

DAVIDSON Conor 8 2 8 12

DEWILDT Logan 14 1 4 1

ELIAS Dylan 13 1 4 12

FINCH Jack 5 12

HAINS Liam 6 1

HALIAS Bailey 13 1

HARRINGTON Aidan 6 1 4 9

HARRISON Nathan 13 9

KELLEY Conor 14 8 31 94 9

MCINTOSH Daniel 12 1

MULVIHILL Liam 3 3 12 11

NICOLAS Nathan 12 1 4 3

REARDON Toby 11 1 4 12

SADER Adam 13 7 1 30 11

STIMPSON Dean 6 2 8

SUA Jacob 13 3 12

SU'A Brandan 11 10 40 2

TAFAO Tavita 13 2

VIOLI Isaac 4 1

ZOGHBI Andrew 14 4

WETERE* Jesse 5 1 4

Totals 41 32 228

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 07-Apr-13 Bankstown Sports Steve Folkes Res 34 24

2 14-Apr-13 Earlwood Saints Riverwood Park 10 30

3 21-Apr-13 Mascot Erskineville Oval 22 26

4 28-Apr-13 Bankstown Bulls Guilfoyle Park 6 42

5 05-May-13 St George Dragons Bill Delauney Res 24 26

6 12-May-13 Revesby Heights Rhinos Bill Delauney Res 24 14

7 19-May-13 La Perouse Yarra Oval 4 52

8 26-May-13 Bankstown Sports Terry Lamb Complex 10 44

9 02-Jun-13 Mascot Washed out

10 16-Jun-13 Kingsgrove Colts Terry Lamb Complex 32 4

11 23-Jun-13 Earlwood Saints Washed out

12 30-Jun-13 Bankstown Bulls Washed out

13 07-Jul-13 St George Dragons Bill Delauney Res 6 28

14 14-Jul-13 BYE

15 21-Jul-13 Revesby Heights Rhinos Middleton Park 30 10

16 28-Jul-13 La Perouse Erskineville Oval 14 38

17 04-Aug-13 Bankstown Sports Won on forfeit

18 11-Aug-13 Mascot Mascot Oval 12 56

228 394
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PLAYER STATISTICS 2013

Under 19 Div 2

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Total Years

Played Points Played

DABAJA Brendan 14 2 8

DAWKINGS Jesse 6 1

EISENHUTH Kieran 12

ELIAS Andrew 14 3 12

FIELD Te-Wauku 11

GOODRIDGE Steven 13 1 2 1

GORDON Jack 10 1

GREALY Tom 14 8 32

HENDERSON Nathan 13 1 4

KENNEDY Mark 14 4 16

LEE-HODDER Troy 13 1 4 1

LEE-HODDER Mitchell 14 1 4 1

LEONARD Nathan 13

MARSTERS-SIAVALE Esan 15 18 25 122 1

MURRAY Ryan 8 1 5 14 10

OSBORN Jordan 12

PROUDFOOT Ben 15 1

QUINE Joseph 15 3 12

SLATTERY Christopher 10 10

SMITH Jacob 5 1

STANLEY Tim 13 2 8 1

SULLIVAN John 12

TUPAE Tavita 15 4 16

WAGSTAFF Matthew 14 1 4

KOTSALIDIS* Nicholas 6

Totals 49 31 258
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PLAYER STATISTICS 2013

A Reserve Div 1

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Field Total Years

Played Goals Points Played

BATEMAN Andrew 11 3 12 1

BROWN Dwayne 11 6 1 25 5

CHARLIE Pepe 15 8 32 1

CIRALDO Mark 11 1

COLQUHOUN Trent 17 5 20 15

DAVIDSON Liam 17 13 60 172 14

ENGELEN Kyle 16 1

EISENHUTH Liam 0 8

FAAFIU Fuata 16 4 16 3

FAANOI Roderick 13 7 28

FAANOI Wilson 16 16 64

HARB Mark 13 1 4 10

HIGHAM Morris 16 2 1 10 6

McCLEAN Ryan 16 15 60

SAU Samuel 16 5 20 1

SIMPSON Jarrod 13 8 32 15

STONE Daniel 17 6 24 15

TOGAGAE James 16 4 16 7

TOGAGAE-FAANU Inoke 15 1

TUITUPOU Manisela (Nick) 10 1 4 1

VELLA Luke 7 5 5 1 31 3

WOODS Jarrad 7

GREALY (U19s) Tom 2

KHOURY* Anthony 6 2 4

LEILUA* Lyric (George) 4

TOLEAFOA* Joe 3 1

O’BRIEN* James 0

Totals 110 68 2 578
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PLAYER STATISTICS 2013

A Grade

Surname First Name Games Tries Goals Field Total Years

Played Goals Points Played

ALCHIN Nathan 14 2

BEHARDIEN Mahdi 8 2 8 2

BROWN Cory 9 3 6

CLARKE Nathan 11

CLARKE Daniel 2 1

ENGELEN Alex 3 1

HANRATTY Michael 7 2 8 22

JANDA Aaron 11 1 4 6

JENKINS Nicholas 8

KAVANAGH Joshua 14 2 8 7

KOLODZIEJ Stephen 13 2 8 1

LEMBRYK Luke 12 6 24

MAYOH Jason 10 2 8 17

McFARLANE Graham 8 4 16 9

MOON Kane 13 1 4

POLLARD Nathan 11 4 16 3

PSAROUDIS David 13 10 11 1 63 6

SELLINGS Nathan 9 4 12 40 7

SIMPSON Joshua 13 14

SMITH Shane 14 2 8

STAFFORD Noel 12 1

STONE Gary 13 1 1 6 11

BROWN (A Res) Dwayne 3 1 4 5

CHARLIE (A Res) Pepe 1 1

SIMPSON (A Res) Jarrod 1 15

WAGSTAFF (U19s) Matt 1

MURRAY (U19s) Ryan 1 10

FUENTE* Daniel 8 4 16

RICHARDSON* Jay 4

STROTHER* Anthony 8

WILSON* Thomas 4

Totals 48 27 1 247

Above stats do not include game against Penshurst in Round 13 on 7/7/2013. Don’t know who played or
scored our 16 points
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TEAM STATISTICS 2013

Under 19 Div 2

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 07-Apr-13 La Perouse Bill Delauney Res 12 16

2 14-Apr-13 Holy Cross Steve Folkes Res 4 22

3 21-Apr-13 Coogee Randwick Marcellin Fields 0 20

4 28-Apr-13 Hurstville United Beverly Hills ParK 8 16

5 05-May-13 Revesby Heights Rhinos Bill Delauney Res 24 14

6 12-May-13 Bankstown Sports Won on forfeit

7 19-May-13 Liverpool Titans Peter Hislop 14 12

8 26-May-13 Greenacre Tigers Terry Lamb Complex 12 16

9 02-Jun-13 Campbelltown Collegians Washed out

10 16-Jun-13 East Hills Smith Park 32 6

11 23-Jun-13 Bankstown Bulls Washed out

12 30-Jun-13 Renown United Washed out

13 07-Jul-13 North Ryde Bill Delauney Res 30 12

14 14-Jul-13 Penshurst RSL H V Evatt Park 18 26

15 21-Jul-13 Campbelltown Collegians Bradbury Oval 34 20

16 28-Jul-13 Liverpool Catholic Club Edwin Wheeler Oval 24 12

17 04-Aug-13 Renown United Renown Park 32 4

18 11-Aug-13 Bankstown Bulls Ruse Park 14 6

258 202

A Grade

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 07-Apr-13 All Saints (1) Bill Delauney Res 16 14

2 14-Apr-13 Berala Bears (1) Peter Hislop 18 8

3 21-Apr-13 Moorebank Rams Bill Delauney Res 14 16

4 28-Apr-13 Bass Hill Broncos Hammondville Oval 14 32

5 05-May-13 St George Dragons Won on forfeit

6 12-May-13 Penshurst RSL Hurstville Oval 6 24

7 19-May-13 Liverpool Titans (1) Roberts Park 36 16

8 26-May-13 All Saints (1) Hillier Oval 12 24

9 02-Jun-13 Berala Bears (1) Washed out

10 15-Jun-13 Moorebank Rams Hammondville Oval 35 16

11 23-Jun-13 Bass Hill Broncos Washed out

12 30-Jun-13 St George Dragons Washed out

13 07-Jul-13 Penshurst RSL H V Evatt Park 16 28

14 14-Jul-13 Liverpool Titans (1) Jardine Park 34 14

15 21-Jul-13 All Saints (1) Middleton Park 26 30

16 28-Jul-13 Berala Bears (1) Smith Park 20 24

17 04-Aug-13 Moorebank Rams Bill Delauney Res 16 23

18 11-Aug-13 Bass Hill Broncos Lost on forfeit

263 269
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TEAM STATISTICS 2013

A Reserve Div 1 – SCC PREMIERS

Round Date Opposition Venue For Against

1 07-Apr-13 Five Dock RSL Bill Delauney Res 40 10

2 14-Apr-13 All Saints (2) Hillier Oval 16 6

3 21-Apr-13 Berala Bears (2) Bill Delauney Res 70 0

4 28-Apr-13 Eaglevale St Andrews Hammondville Oval 30 20

5 05-May-13 Ingleburn Bulldogs Milton Park 28 16

6 12-May-13 Arncliffe Scots Cahill Park 46 24

7 19-May-13 Eaglevale St Andrews Roberts Park 36 10

8 26-May-13 All Saints (2) Hillier Oval 32 14

9 02-Jun-13 Minto Cobras Washed out

10 16-Jun-13 Ingleburn Bulldogs Milton Park 40 14

11 23-Jun-13 Five Dock RSL Washed out

12 30-Jun-13 Renown United Washed out

13 07-Jul-13 Arncliffe Scots Bill Delauney Res 21 10

14 14-Jul-13 Eaglevale St Andrews Eschol Park 16 46

15 21-Jul-13 All Saints (2) Middleton Park 34 16

16 28-Jul-13 Minto Cobras Neptune Oval 30 22

17 04-Aug-13 Ingleburn Bulldogs Bill Delauney Res 32 18

18 11-Aug-13 Five Dock RSL Five Dock Park 40 10

SF 18-Aug-13 Renown United Begnell Oval 39 18

GF 31-Aug-13 Eaglevale St Andrews Belmore Sports Ground 28 6

578 260


